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Headline findings
1. There is currently a window of opportunity to put the UK economy decisively on a
trajectory towards low-carbon prosperity, resource security and environmental quality:
interest rates are low and, with still under-utilised resources, the benefits of stimulating
directed investment can be large.
2. A green economy strategy can strengthen the UK economy by addressing major longterm weaknesses, particularly under-investment in infrastructure and under-performance
in innovation. A credible, long-term strategy, supported by environmental tax reform, can
thus deliver a more soundly-based recovery, economically as well as environmentally.
3. Government should take a more proactive, strategic approach to driving green
innovation. A green industrial strategy can help to strengthen the UK innovation system
and secure comparative advantage in key sectors and areas of technology that enhance
resource productivity, but global competition in these areas is intensifying.
4. Government should adopt a clearer approach to prioritisation of key infrastructure
projects, and ensure that infrastructure investments are compatible with long-term
green economy objectives. Going beyond the undifferentiated infrastructure list in the
UK Infrastructure Plan, the Government needs to identify what green infrastructure
investments are required and prioritise these accordingly in order to ensure policy clarity
and credibility.
5. A new information infrastructure is required to facilitate the evolution of a greener
economy. Current national accounting practices and corporate reporting rules were
largely developed at a time when the economic and social importance of environment
and resource issues was less well recognised than it is today. Government should
develop comprehensive natural capital and material flow accounts for the UK economy.

1.

Introduction

The UCL Green Economy Policy Commission (UCL GEPC) brought together a diverse group of
academics with expertise in economics, the built environment, infrastructure finance, political
science, innovation, and resource efficiency to consider how the UK can implement policies that
will support a green economy. The GEPC also commissioned additional evidence and research
and held a number of stakeholder meetings in order to contribute and seek responses to the
Commission’s conclusions and recommendations.
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Here we briefly describe the main analysis and conclusions of the Green Economy Policy
Commission, together with our key recommendations. The full report sets out the policies and
institutional frameworks required to move towards a green economy in much more detail.

2.

What is a green economy?

A green economy is more easily characterised than defined. It has very low levels of carbon and
other emissions to the atmosphere, and does not pollute the land, fresh water or seas. It delivers
high levels of human value, measured in money or other terms, for low throughput of energy and
material resources. The green economy is thus not a number of more or less niche sectors
concerned with environmental protection. It is a description of a whole economy that is
characterised by climate stability, resource security and environmental quality. Evidence
increasingly suggests that these three dimensions of a green economy play an important role in
underpinning future prosperity:
• Climate stability. The arguments and findings of the Stern Review are well known and well
established. Well-implemented global action to mitigate global climate change is costeffective, with the costs of inaction greatly outweighing the costs of decarbonisation.
• Resource security. The economic importance of natural resources has risen rapidly up the
policy agenda over the last decade, following a reversal of decades of declining resource
prices. As noted in the government’s Resource Security Action Plan, 80% of UK
manufacturing business CEOs identify raw materials shortages as a risk to their business1.
As the global economy recovers from the financial crisis, resource constraints can be
expected to continue.
• Environmental quality. A healthy natural environment is important for both the economy
and for our wellbeing. Air pollution alone costs the UK between £9-19 billion annually in
health damages2. The UK National Ecosystem Assessment3 concluded in 2011 that 30% of
ecosystems are in decline, and many others are in a reduced or degraded state.

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69511/pb13719-resource-security-action-plan.pdf
2 Defra: http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/public-health/public-health.html
3 UKNEA (UK National Ecosystem Assessment) 2011 UK National Ecosystem Assessment: Synthesis of Key Findings, UNEP-WCMC, Cambridge
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Few people disagree that these issues are important, but there is ongoing debate about the
priority that should be accorded to them, particularly as the economy remains fragile following the
recession. Progress towards these three key elements remains patchy. Our analysis indicates
that there is a clear rationale for the government to adopt a green economy strategy that
drives a green recovery.

3.

Rationale for a green economy strategy

The primary rationale for a green economy strategy is a concern for the environment,
recognising that the environment underpins the long-term welfare and prosperity of human
society. In the long term, excessive environmental damage poses unacceptable risks to economic
and social welfare. Environmental goods and services, whilst essential for a successful economy,
are difficult to value in purely monetary terms, and without a coherent green economy strategy they
will be neglected by the operation of markets. A strategy for a green economy therefore aims to
catalyse a direction of travel, moving the economy systematically towards increasing its resource
productivity, reducing its greenhouse gas emissions, and maintaining its stocks of natural capital in
a way that generates satisfying work and high living standards. Such a strategy is necessitated not
only by the need to mitigate climate change but also by the vulnerability of the economy to
degraded natural capital and to resource constraints and associated price volatility – in recognition
of the importance of the environment and of natural resources in directly supporting wellbeing.
Many of the structural reforms required for a green economy, as discussed in this report,
would be necessary even if the environment was much less of a concern. It is widely
accepted that the UK economy has to address long-term structural problems – particularly
chronic patterns of under-investment in both infrastructure and innovation. The measures we
propose will help to address these long-term structural economic issues. If the long-term
importance of decarbonisation and other environmental goals are accepted, then it makes sense
to make such structural reforms in a way that drives the transition to that long-term goal: a lowcarbon, resource-efficient green economy.
There are short-term costs, but these are lower than is often supposed. It is clear that, in the
short term at least, there are costs to environmental policy, and there will be losers as well as
winners. But the predicted costs of environmental policy have often been overestimated in the
past. Estimates of future costs are often inflated by industry lobbies keen to avoid regulation;
furthermore, innovation in response to regulations reduces the costs of policies once they have
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been introduced4. There are also economic pay-offs to environmental policy, which tend to be
under-estimated, in particular those relating to energy and resource efficiency, and those relating
to innovation. For example, a recent assessment of immediately available resource efficiency
opportunities in the UK with a payback period of less than one year found a potential total saving
of £23bn5.
Delay is likely to be even more costly. Achieving the gains of resource efficiency and lowcarbon resource security will require large-scale investment in infrastructure and other capital
assets. This needs to be synchronised with ongoing cycles of investment and re-investment, to
break current patterns of lock-in to high-carbon, resource-inefficient patterns of production and
consumption and lay the foundations for a more sustainable development path. Decisions made
today enable or constrain options in the future, and can avoid the stranding of assets. Economic
sectors and activities most closely associated with the green economy are already making an
important and growing contribution to UK GDP. Both the CBI and the Department of Business,
Innovation and Skills (BIS) have published reports6 indicating the strength of the UK economy in
these areas. There is an important need further to develop and clarify the statistical basis of the
contribution of green economic activities to UK prosperity, to enable a better understanding of
their scale and nature, and how they may be promoted.
The fragility of the recovery also provides a reason for pursuing a green economy now.
HM Treasury expects the economy to be operating below full capacity until at least 2018. There is
therefore a window of opportunity during which interest rates are low, and the returns to
productive investment (particularly in infrastructure and innovation) can be large. There is an
opportunity to set the UK’s economy on a greener and ultimately more sustainable path while
providing an important economic stimulus in the meantime.
Finally, there is evidence that the rest of the world is moving in this direction – albeit more
slowly than is desirable given the magnitude of the challenge. Our analysis of patent data and
global innovation policy suggests that rest of the world is increasingly oriented towards greener
innovation (see Figure 1). The risk for the UK is that current areas of comparative advantage are
undermined by countries developing more energy-efficient and resource-efficient industries, in a
context where low-carbon and environmental goods and services are growing rapidly around the
world, though it is difficult to estimate their total contribution to economic performance.

4 Macleod, M., Ekins, P., Vanner, R. & Moran D. Eds 2009 Understanding the Costs of Environmental Regulation in Europe, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham
5 Oakdene Hollins 2011 The Further Benefits of Business Resource Efficiency, a report for Defra,
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&Completed=2&ProjectID=16943
6 CBI 2012 The Colour of Growth: maximising the potential of green business, http://www.cbi.org.uk/media/1552876/energy_climatechangerpt_web.pdf; BIS 2013
Low Carbon Environmental Goods and Services: Report for 2011-12, July, https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/224068/bis13-p143-low-carbon-and-environmental-goods-and-services-report-2011-12.pdf
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Figure 1: Data on the share of global PCT patents relating to eco-innovation, such as energy efficiency
and pollution abatement7. Source: UCL analysis of WIPO data (see main report, section 3.4, for discussion).

Successful policy for a green economy will therefore:
• strengthen the UK economy by renewing infrastructure, stimulating innovation and
increasing resource productivity;
• build UK comparative advantage, capability and exports in growing global markets;
• improve the daily environmental experience and quality of life of UK citizens;
• give the UK a leading voice in global political discourse on increasingly important resource
and environment issues.

4.

The government’s role in delivering a green economy

It has become customary to frame the rationale for state action in terms of market failures. Our
view of state action goes beyond this, and recognises that government has a role in long-term
strategic policy direction. Market failure is a powerful intellectual framework that has been
valuable in helping policymakers determine the need for and scale of policy action. But it is a
model that has limits: market failures cannot always provide guidance on when and how the state
should act. In three critical areas – innovation, infrastructure and information – market failures are
clearly there, but the policy solution is more complex than simply ‘correcting’ an otherwise
7 Based on searches of patent full text, using Patient Cooperation Treaty (PCT) patents in the World Intellectual Property Organisation database. This approach shows
a similar trend to studies using patent classification-based approaches to measuring green innovation, as for example reported in Dutz and Sharma (2011), Green
growth, technology and innovation. Policy Research Working Paper 5932, World Bank.
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functioning market. Government plays a fundamental and inescapable role in defining and
framing the market. The language of whether government should or should not ‘intervene’ in
markets misses the point – government is an unavoidable part of the economic structure.
A key conclusion of the UCL GEPC is that the UK Government can and should take a bolder and
more proactive approach to delivering a green economy, particularly in those areas – innovation
and infrastructure – in which it is increasingly recognised that government’s role is more than fixing
failures. A green economy strategy is required that inspires confidence in a stable growth pathway:
as shown in Figure 2, it requires policy credibility as the essential encompassing characteristic of
government action, in order to give confidence, especially to private investors, over the future
direction of economic development. We argue that policy credibility is expressed through longterm objectives of macroeconomic strategy, industrial strategy and environmental tax reform.
This credibility provides the foundation for the three major conceptual and practical pillars of
public-private co-operation which allow the green economy to be constructed: innovation;
infrastructure, and the associated investment; and information. One of the principal features of the
green economy, as a result of eco-innovation, investment in appropriate infrastructure, and a much
enhanced information base on environment and resources, will be continually increasing resource
productivity and resource efficiency, which will contribute to economic growth and competitiveness
in a world characterised by resource price volatility and risks to resource availability.
These are the ideas and concepts, which, together with the interactions between them and the
policies to support them, form the main subject matter of this report.

Green economy

INFORMATION

INFRASTRUCTURE

INNOVATION

Resource productivity and resource efficiency

Macroeconomic strategy, industrial strategy,
environmental tax reform

Policy credibility

Figure 2: Diagrammatic illustration of essential concepts and relationships in a green economy
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The three core ‘pillars’ of a green economy strategy

1.
Innovation. It has long been recognised that innovation lies at the heart of economic
growth. A key conclusion of the UCL GEPC is that, for innovation to promote resource efficiency
and environmental protection, it will need a substantial input from public policy. Appropriate price
signals will be an important part of that input, encouraging innovators, entrepreneurs and
consumers to develop and adopt technologies that reflect the environmental costs of resource
and energy use. But many of the great innovations of the past – particularly in the modern era –
have not arisen as the sole result of entrepreneurs responding to price signals. Although the
operation of markets has played a major role in the development and deployment of these
innovations, so too has public policy, funding early stage research, subsidising demonstration and
early deployment, sharing the risks of mass roll out, and creating financial and regulatory
institutions that increase market confidence and facilitate the involvement of private investors in
new markets.
The details are different for different innovations, technologies and sectors, but the principle is
clear. Successful innovation, particularly green or eco-innovation, is the result of intelligent and
sustained public-private partnership rather than the exclusive operation of markets. We propose
a new green industrial strategy to guide innovation, by both horizontal instruments that give
the right incentives right across the economy, and targeted sector-specific policies that focus on
the skills and supply chains required for greener products and processes.
2.
Infrastructure. Market actors are unwilling and unable by themselves to create the
infrastructure that underpins national prosperity. It is also recognised that UK infrastructure is in
need of substantial renewal. But by no means will any or all new infrastructure facilitate moves
towards a green economy. There are important choices to be made in respect of infrastructures
of supply and demand, of energy, water, construction and transport, and of the information and
communications infrastructure that will to a large extent determine how they are operated.
Government and public policy has a crucial role to play in all the important choices in this area if
UK businesses and consumers are not to be locked in to high-carbon, resource-intensive
patterns of economic activity that become a growing liability in a world increasingly concerned
about, and feeling the effects of, climate change and escalating demands for resources of all
kinds. Going beyond the undifferentiated infrastructure list in the UK Infrastructure Plan, the
Government needs to identify what green infrastructure investments are required and
prioritise these accordingly in order to ensure policy clarity and credibility.
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3.
Information. It is well recognised that adequate, timely and relevant information is essential
for the understanding of the state of an economy and where it is headed. Unfortunately,
information about the material basis of the economy is woefully inadequate. It is not just national
information about physical assets – natural capital – that needs to be much improved. If there are
risks to companies arising from climate change, or from insecurities deriving from other natural
processes or from resource availabilities, then corporate managers and investors need to have
the information required in order to calculate and manage these risks. In short, there is a need for
a new information infrastructure about material and resource use that enables economic
actors and policy makers to understand and manage the resource and environmental basis of the
economy and businesses. This should also be extended to corporate reporting and consumer
labelling. Without such information it will be difficult to steer the economy in a broadly green
direction, and economic activity will remain vulnerable to natural resource shocks for which there
has been no opportunity to prepare a risk assessment or management strategy.

6.

Key enabling policies

Environmental tax reform and mechanisms to generate greater policy credibility
We also recommend enabling policies to support the three core pillars: environmental tax reform
and mechanisms to generate greater policy credibility. From a macroeconomic perspective, the
costs of moving towards a green economy are lowest when there are strong signals to investors
and to business that the Government is committed to doing so. Environmental tax reform,
involving the systematic shift of the tax base from labour and capital to resource use and pollution,
and ensuring that infrastructure and innovation spending is targeted to support a green economic
recovery, are crucial to demonstrate policy credibility and stability. Government can never deliver
policy certainty, but there are a number of ways in which it can deliver greater policy credibility. One
such option is index-linked bonds, which relate the interest payable directly to the achievement of
government environmental targets (being higher if the targets are missed) and thereby give
government a direct financial stake in the achievement of a policy goal.
Getting more while using less: policies for resource efficiency
Specific challenges, such as decarbonisation, resource efficiency and the maintenance of healthy
natural ecosystems, will each require sophisticated policy mechanisms to address them. We
illustrate the issues with one such area, resource efficiency, by developing a set of policy
recommendations specific to sustainable and productive resource use.
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Moving to a green economy: Recommendations

For each of the three ‘pillars’ of the green economy, we make a key recommendation, together
with a number of additional recommendations. We also make a number of recommendations
around the underlying essential conditions for a green economy, which we see as resource
efficiency and macroeconomic policy. It is important to emphasise that, for the green economy,
the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. Each of these recommendations should
therefore be considered as one of a package of measures that together will support the
green economy.

a.

Recommendations on innovation

• Develop and implement a green industrial strategy
• Embed green objectives across innovation system
• Stimulate demand-pull for green innovation

Our key recommendation for innovation in a green economy is the development of a new
green industrial strategy. This is targeted at technologies that can underpin emerging green
industries, where evidence suggests that the UK can capture comparative advantage. This
approach requires:
• A clearer approach to the selection of technology priority areas, with explicit processes for
review. Current processes for prioritising technology areas across Research Councils, the
Technology Strategy Board (TSB) and others are often not aligned. Investment in R&D
related to energy remains low compared to competitors (see Figure 3).
• The enhancement of existing ‘mission-driven’ R&D agencies and Catapult Centres (such
as the Energy Technologies Institute [ETI] and the new energy system catapult8), identifying
where new ones may be necessary to drive core green economy technologies. Where
possible, these should build on existing regional industrial and innovation strengths.

8 See http://www.eti.co.uk/ and http://www.insidegovernment.co.uk/event-details/catapult-centres/202
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• The development of long-term patient-finance vehicles for green innovation, by
including a green innovation arm within the Business Bank currently being developed within
the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS). This would invest and hold equity
in technology-based firms developing new clean technologies.
• Better downstream/upstream alignment: that is, the alignment of downstream policies
focused on supporting diffusion of core green technologies (i.e. deployment subsidies) with
upstream funding support for technological innovation. The process of innovation is not
linear, and ongoing R&D is essential as deployment continues. In the past, deployment
subsidies have not been developed with a clear view on how they enable learning and
technological innovation.
• Support for innovation in business models: the TSB should develop a small fund for
proof-of-concept or feasibility studies for innovative business models, particularly targeting
energy and resource efficiency.
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Figure 3: Despite recent increases, public funding for R&D in energy – a key area for the green economy –
is well below that of competitors. (Source: IEA) (See main report, section 3.5.1, for further discussion)
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In addition to green industrial policy targeted at core green technology areas, we recommend
policies to green the orientation of the UK innovation system across all sectors and technologies,
by embedding green objectives within the governance mechanisms for innovation:
• Reviewing existing industrial strategies to ensure that they adequately address the
imperative for green innovation within each sector (and thus remain internationally
competitive). Of particular concern (notwithstanding for example policy in relation to electric
vehicles) is evidence from patent data suggesting that the UK has a relatively weak record in
green innovation in both the aerospace and automotive sectors (see Figure 4). The
establishment of the Advanced Propulsion Centre is therefore very welcome, but its core
objectives should be reviewed through a ‘green economy lens’.

Leaders

JP
CN

US

KR
NL

Laggards

Green innovation performance

• Agencies responsible for delivering funding for research and innovation – including the
Research Councils and the TSB – should have a clear mandate to pursue environmental
as well social and economic objectives (much as regulators such as Ofgem and Ofwat
now have a duty to promote sustainable development).

FR

DE

UK

Revealed comparative advantage

Figure 4: UK green innovation and trade performance in the motor vehicle manufacturing sector.
(See section 3.5.2 for discussion).
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Finally, we recommend a number of policies to create demand-pull for green innovation across
all areas of the economy:
• Strengthening existing environmental policies (particularly emissions pricing), and
ensuring that regulations have been developed in such a way as to provide incentives for
innovation. (A good example is Japan’s Top-Runner programme for energy efficiency, which
provides ongoing incentives for the development of increasingly efficient appliances.) In
order to help civil servants assess whether regulations are innovation-friendly, HM Treasury
and BIS should consider developing guidance on assessing the innovation impact of
policies as a supplement to the Green Book (the Government’s manual for policy appraisal).
• Enhancing public procurement processes to ensure that they are used most effectively
to stimulate green innovation, including re-invigoration of the use of forward procurement
commitments. The House of Lords Science and Technology Committee recently expressed
disappointment in the poor record of government in using procurement to drive innovation,
and outlined opportunities for greater use of procurement in innovation policy. Government
should consider ambitious criteria for sustainable public procurement, extending and
adapting the best private sector practice, taking into account the full range of resource and
environmental impacts, in the UK and abroad, from UK Government purchasing.

b.

Recommendations on Infrastructure

• Establish a clear strategic infrastructure plan and an infrastructure governance
institution to deliver the plan
• Expand the Green Investment Bank
• Establish a National Infrastructure Bank
• Bolster local green infrastructure investment
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Our key recommendation on infrastructure for a green economy is to set out a strategic
infrastructure plan that, unlike the National Infrastructure Plan, sets out the criteria on which
infrastructure proposals will be judged and prioritises them accordingly. These criteria would
include green criteria, enabling a prioritisation of those infrastructures that are required for a green
economy (such as sufficient transmission capacity to incorporate renewable electricity into the
power system; a ‘smart grid’ to facilitate its management; and materials management facilities to
delay or prevent resources from becoming wastes). They would also encourage the greening of
other infrastructures that are not inherently green, such as water infrastructure, ensuring that they
are compatible with green economy objectives.
The Green Investment Bank (GIB) has been an important step forward in enabling core green
economy infrastructure to be developed. However, with less than £5 billion, its capital represents
less than 1% of the UK’s anticipated infrastructure investment requirement to 20209. We therefore
propose that the Green Investment Bank should be enhanced by:
• Enabling it to borrow (up to £2 billion), through the issuance of green bonds, that would
support its lending in its priority sectors of offshore wind, waste management and
commercial energy efficiency.
• Increasing its capitalisation by £1 billion to further entrench business confidence in the
overall green economy strategy.
• Expanding its remit to include community energy projects (subject to state aid approval),
following recent changes in finance availability from private sector sources for these kinds
of projects
The Green Investment Bank (GIB) targets infrastructure that is required for a green economy.
There is also a well-recognised need to stimulate investment across a much wider range of
infrastructure, beyond the targeted scope of the GIB. We therefore recommend increasing public
capital spending on infrastructure through the capitalisation of a new National Infrastructure Bank
(NIB), and ensuring that this is compatible with a green economy by embedding green criteria in
its mandate. The NIB would work alongside the GIB but finance larger infrastructure projects,
either as a wholly separate institution or with the GIB sitting as a unit inside the new NIB. In
October 2013, the IMF called for the UK to increase infrastructure spending in order to support
the recovery – this infrastructure spending should be consistent with green economy objectives.

9 Helm, D. (2009) The challenge of infrastructure investment in Britain, in Caldecot, Helm and Wardlaw (eds) Delivering a 21st century infrastructure for Britain, Policy
Exchange.
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Finally, we recommend bolstering the capacity of local authorities to drive green
infrastructure locally by enabling the establishment of green municipal bonds and a collective
municipal bond agency owned by participating local authorities.

c.

Recommendations on Information: creating a new information infrastructure

• Establish a system of natural capital accounts
• Construct detailed material flow accounts
• Develop the information system for investment and supply chain management through
a Resources and Environment Reporting Council to develop indicators for resource use
• Improve corporate accounting through the promotion of confidence accounting
• Improve consumer information and its integration into policy packages

Our key recommendation with regard to information for a green economy relates to two major
national accounting projects on natural capital and material flow accounts. The Office for
National Statistics (ONS) needs to be commissioned to undertake two major data design and
development projects:
• the construction of a system of natural capital accounts to increase understanding as to
how and where natural capital should be maintained and augmented, and to act as an
interface between the economy and the environment, to facilitate the detailed modelling of
the impacts of the economy on the environment and the contribution of the environment,
resources and ecosystem goods and services to the economy.
• the construction of much more detailed material flow accounts for the UK economy that
will track the flow of different materials through the economy, to facilitate their retention of
value and their appropriate management at the end of product lives, without which policy
makers will not be able to understand how resource use is developing in the UK, and how it
should be managed.
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Additionally, we propose:
• Linkage of these two accounts to the large amount of useful information about the
generation of ecosystem goods and services from the UK National Ecosystem Assessment.
• Out of these accounts, ONS should be directed to develop a coherent approach and small
set of indicators to communicate the importance of the environmental goods and services
sector to the UK economy.
• The Government should also publish three-yearly accounts of the greenhouse gas
emissions associated with the UK consumption of goods and services, whether homeproduced or imported.
• Finally, the national accounts should distinguish between public investment and
consumption. The failure to account properly for public investments in valuable but illiquid
and long-lived assets distorts public spending decisions over the long-term.

Consistent with this new public sector green economy information infrastructure, improved
information for investment and supply chain management, corporate reporting and
consumer information initiatives should be developed to generate far more knowledge about
the full environmental and resource implications of market transactions.
• Specifically, the Financial Reporting Council should make proposals as to how confidence
accounting by businesses could be introduced to give better insights into the robustness
of asset valuations. This provides investors with information about the range of uncertainty
around key accounting figures, rather than point estimates, and can better reflect
environmental and climate risks.
• In addition, a new Resources and Environment Reporting Council should develop key
indicators for resource use to enable major resource-using businesses to increase
resource efficiency across their whole value chains, and to drive sustainable public
procurement by the government.
• With regard to consumer information, the most important priority for it to contribute to
change is to embed it in policy packages that combine the information with appropriate
financial incentives and regulation. Such an approach will be especially important to enable
the Green Deal on home and business energy efficiency to achieve its full potential.
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Our recommendations on information, discussed in detail in Section 2, are summarised in Figure
5 below.
Government
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account, net exports

COD-VERB10 framework
for investment
decisions; investor
analysis and reports

Annual report:
standard financial
metrics and reporting

Environmental and
resource (E&R) risk to
actors

Climate shocks increase
health costs and damage
infrastructure; agriculture
variability; resource
shortages

Damage to, or
mispricing of assets in
investment portfolios;
increasingly large
insurance payouts

Increasing resource
and waste costs;
reputational damage
from supply chains

Information required
for managing own
E&R risk

Comprehensive view of
the material basis of the
economy, similar to
economic national
accounts; E&R boundaries
and bottlenecks

Investment in different
sectors that contribute
to environmental
damage; E&R ‘Big Data’

Own E&R requirements
and impacts; supply
chain data on key
environmental, social and
governance (ESG) issues
issues; benchmark ESG
relating to competitors

Current E&R
information
disclosure

Environmental accounts;
carbon accounting and
budgeting

According to Principles
for Responsible
Investment; ad-hoc
research

CSR and sustainability
reports; green claims on
products; returns to CDP

Proposed E&R
information
disclosure

Construction by ONS of
natural capital and
material flow accounts,
linked to UK NEA
information; monitor
resource prices;
development of
consumption-based
accounting

Integration of
environmental data into
COD-VERB framework;
use confidence
accounting that provides
a risk assessment of
asset values

Work with RERC to
establish a
comprehensive,
standardised E&R
reporting system, apply
the system to supply
chains, contribute to
SDGs through Global
Compact

Figure 5: Information needs for a green economy (see section 2.3.1 for discussion)

10 COD-VERB stands for Cost, Ownership, Disclosure, Value, Existence, Responsibility, Benefits
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Getting more with less: policies for resource efficiency

• UK policies to increase resource efficiency include: economic instruments, regulations
on waste and energy efficiency; facilitation of industrial symbiosis; review of waste
definitions and product specification; and intensification of green public procurement.
• EU policies to increase resource efficiency include: harmonisation of environmental
taxes; extended producer responsibility; regulations on waste exports; and eco-design.

We make a number of recommendations to increase resource efficiency at both the UK and
the EU levels:
• The UK policy mix, shared according to the respective competences of the UK and
devolved governments, should comprise:
– Economic instruments, including maintenance of the landfill tax, year-on-year increase in
the aggregates tax, introduction of other resource taxes, incentives for energy efficiency in
buildings (e.g. Council Tax or stamp Duty rebates), variable waste charging for households,
and deposit-refund schemes
– Regulations for resource efficiency in a number of areas, including the incineration only of
non-recyclable wastes, and improvements in whole-house energy efficiency in buildings
subject to extension or renovation.
– Public facilitation of industrial symbiosis, the process by which industries collaborate to
increase resource efficiencies and minimise wastes, by identifying where one industry’s byproduct materials or unused resources can be used as an input for another industry.
– Continuing review of waste definitions and product specification through the Waste
Resource and Action Programme and the Environment Agency
– Intensification of green public procurement.
• At the EU level the UK Government should support, and contribute to the development of,
policies for:
– More ambitious harmonisation of environmental taxes, through revision of the Energy Tax
Directive, and the calibration of taxes on energy into both energy and carbon components
– Intensification of extended producer responsibility, including product passports
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– Regulations on waste exports, especially of electrical and electronic equipment
– More ambitious European action on eco-design (the process of encouraging
manufacturers to design-out waste)
– Regulation escalators (like Japan’s Top-Runner programme) that incentivise the
development and deployment of more resource-efficient products, along with bans
on the worst-performing products they need to replace.

e.

Key enabling policies: environmental fiscal reform

• Establish widespread green environmental fiscal reform, through a Fiscal Commission
for a Green Economy
• Reform of carbon pricing, in partnership with the EU
• Move towards increasing VAT on household energy use
• Issue index-linked policy-performance bonds

A supportive macroeconomic policy for the green economy requires the implementation of
substantive environmental tax reform.
• The Government should establish a Fiscal Commission for a Green Economy, along the
lines of those established in a number of other countries, to explore the implications of a
wide range of possible environmental and resource taxes, including road use and
congestion, waste, air pollution and a wide range of other environmental externalities.
These implications would include, most importantly, the other taxes, most likely on labour
or capital, which could be replaced by these new green taxes.
• The reform of carbon pricing should be pursued as follows:
– In addition to supporting reform of the EU ETS to reduce the number of permits, the UK
should press the EU to adopt a Carbon Price Floor at EU level, as part of the ongoing
discussions relating to the Energy Tax Directive. This would increase the bargaining power
of the UK and Europe in respect of border tax adjustments, which will be necessary to deter
free-riding on European abatement of carbon emissions as emission reductions increase.
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– In the long-term, the main international emitters outside the EU must be brought on board
through international treaty. Europe should announce an intention to set up a coalition of
countries, persuaded to action by the prognoses by mainstream climate science, to
introduce policies for stringent abatement of GHGs, and a system of border tax
adjustments, so that countries that do not adopt an internationally comparable carbon
pricing system pay for their carbon emissions through tariffs.
– With a schedule for border tax adjustments in place the UK should campaign for 100%
auctioning of EU ETS emissions permits at the earliest possible date.
• The government should gradually increase VAT on household energy use, the low rate of
which constitutes the UK’s largest single environmentally perverse subsidy, while giving a
Warm Home Guarantee to low-income households through an increased Warm Home
Discount until such time as their home can be made properly energy efficient through the
use of the VAT revenues.
Finally, index-linked policy-performance bonds, which increase the interest payable to the
extent that the government fails to meet its environmental performance targets, would provide
investors with some confidence that government is serious about policy goals. Much as inflationlinked bonds have been used to demonstrate a government’s commitment to tackling inflation,
carbon-linked bonds could be used to bolster confidence that government is serious about
tackling climate change. Similar mechanisms could be used for forests, and other areas of
environmental concern.

8.

Final remarks

As the UK economy emerges from recession, the direction it takes in recovery will largely
determine whether it is robust in a world increasingly characterised by concerns about climate
stability and resource availability, and generates growth and competitiveness through addressing
those concerns; or whether it is increasingly desperately trying to sustain unsustainable sources
of prosperity. The UK Government has a major role in determining which of these futures is the
dominant experience of its people. We believe that the adoption of the package of
recommendations we outline above would put the UK well on the way to achieving a green
economy, which would in turn make a major contribution to the present and future prosperity,
security, and quality of life of the UK population.
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1.1 Definition of a green economy
A green economy is more easily characterised than defined. It has very low levels of carbon and
other emissions to the atmosphere, and does not pollute the land, fresh water or seas. It also has
very high levels of resource productivity, which means that it delivers high levels of human value,
measured in money or other terms, for low throughput of energy and material resources. Such an
economy results in aggregate human activity remaining within local and planetary environmental
limits, such that it does not damage human health, deplete renewable resources, or cause
climate change or ecosystem degradation, because it takes due account of the values and
human benefits which a stable climate, high environmental quality and resilient ecosystems
provide. The concept therefore intersects with two important high-level public policy agendas –
those on environmental sustainability and on ‘beyond GDP’.
The green economy is an ideal conception in that it does not exist, strictly as it is as defined
above. Nor, as any environmental economist knows, is it likely that zero pollution is ‘optimal’ in
terms of human welfare. The practical value of the concept is that there is now a whole host of
fairly well understood indicators that can measure progress towards this ideal. Increasing the
economy’s resource efficiency and productivity, and reducing its environmental impacts11, can be
a policy objective the success or otherwise of which can be monitored and measured.

1.2 Rationale for a green economy
On current trends, the economic and social prospects for the 9 billion or so people projected to
be living on planet Earth in 2050 are characterised by enormous and unprecedented risks.
Scientific analysis is increasingly calling into question the ability of the Earth’s natural systems to
provide the food, water and energy that humans need to survive, let alone thrive, in a context of
climate change and growing stress on ecosystems and biodiversity12. This situation has been
created and is exacerbated by social and economic aspirations that identify ‘the good life’ with
ever greater consumption of food, water, energy and materials of all kinds. These aspirations are
shared by the great majority of the world’s people, whatever their level of income and wealth.

11 Whether resource use and environmental impact should be reduced absolutely or relatively depends on the resource and impact in question, and is a matter
involving both scientific analysis and social and political judgements about complex notions of sustainability and human welfare.
12 IPCC 2013. Climate Change: the Physical Science Basis. Draft Working Group I contribution to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, Geneva. MEA (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment) 2005 Ecosystems and Human Wellbeing: Synthesis, Island Press, Washington DC, UNEP (United
Nations Environment Programme) 2012 Global Environment Outlook (GEO) 5, UNEP, Nairobi, http://www.unep.org/geo/pdfs/geo5/GEO5_report_full_en.pdf
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With current patterns of economic activity – of production and consumption – not only does it
seem most unlikely that the aspirations of most of these people can be satisfied; it seems quite
possible that climate and ecosystem change will undermine the basic provisioning, especially in
relation to food and water, of an increasing number of societies round the world, with incalculable
economic and social consequences. Early signs are clear to see: extreme and disruptive weather
events are regularly in the headlines, and over the past decade growing demand from large
developing economies such as India and China has spurred a marked reversal of century-long
commodity price declines13.
The potential costs associated with over-stressing natural systems at a global scale are
enormous, but they are also uncertain. Doubtless innovation in response to prices signalling
scarcity will make easier a transition to a less resource-intensive, low-carbon economy, but active
public policy will also be required to compensate for missing markets, take account of
externalities, counter short-term biases and ensure a timely response to the potential risks before
their consequences are fully felt. A central part of the rationale for a green economy is the idea
that green policy reduces vulnerability in the face of potentially very costly risks and uncertainties.
These concerns have maintained a high profile on the public policy agenda, even as conditions of
financial crisis, economic stagnation and, in some places, outright recession have tempted policy
makers to concentrate single-mindedly on the imperative of economic growth for fiscal
consolidation and the reduction of both sovereign debt and unemployment. They have led to
what might be called the ‘green economy hypothesis’: that relatively low-cost policy-driven
investments in low-carbon and resource-efficient technologies and infrastructure can in the short
run drive efficiencies, and in the long run stimulate innovation and economic activity, resulting in
‘green growth’: an increase in GDP and employment, with simultaneous reductions in resource
use and environmental impact.

1.3 The economic opportunities offered by a green economy
The economic opportunity opened up by the concept of a green economy lies in the fact that
resource-intensive, environmentally damaging economic growth, which has been largely the
human experience since the industrial revolution, is proving to be increasingly hard to sustain.

13 World Bank Global Economic Monitor Commodities Database, http://databank.worldbank.org/data/databases.aspx?qterm=commodities
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There is no credible long-term economic trajectory that is high growth and high welfare, and that
also exhibits increasing resource use and environmental degradation. Such growth may persist
for some time in some places, but increasingly its impacts on the environment and resources will
either reduce the welfare it generates (as the Chinese are discovering with air pollution) or
increase resource prices and price volatility, or set off a global grab for or hoarding of resources
that undermines the foundations of growth and economic security14.
Faced with the unprecedented situation of high and still growing human population, of whom a
large and increasing number now possess the economic and technological means and the
desire to become affluent middle-class consumers, there is mounting recognition that economic
growth in the future now depends on a global transition to a resource-efficient, low-carbon
economy15. Although there are undoubtedly risks associated with early moving, the economic
opportunities offered by this transition, as with all such transitions, tend to be greatest for those
who are at the leading edge of the curve. More and more countries recognise that economic
growth and rising human welfare depend on increasing the productivity of material resource use
and on sustaining the contribution of the natural environment (or natural capital) to economic
activity, human wellbeing and the undisrupted functioning of the biosphere. It is increasingly
accepted that those individuals, companies and countries that have generated and absorbed
the skills, technologies and working practices that promote resource efficiency and
environmental sustainability will prosper in an environment where resource costs reflect growth
in demand outstripping that of supply.

1.4 The justification for and nature of government action for a green
economy
Government action for a green economy is justified by the existence of negative environmental
externalities, positive innovation externalities, and convincing evidence of industrial opportunity in
relation to low-carbon and environmental goods and services (LCEGS). Together these argue
compellingly for a new kind of economic policy: one that puts an understanding of the
relationship between the economy and environment at the core of national and business
accounting frameworks; and pursues a clear strategic direction that invests in innovation and
infrastructure which safeguards and enhances natural, as well as human, social, and
manufactured capital.

14 Lee, B., Preston, F., Kooroshy, J., Bailey, R. and Lahn, G. 2012 Resources Futures, December, Chatham House,
http://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/public/Research/Energy,%20Environment%20and%20Development/1212r_resourcesfutures.pdf
15 MGI (McKinsey Global Institute) 2011 Resource Revolution: Meeting the World’s energy, materials, food and water needs,
http://www.mckinsey.com/features/resource_revolution
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The pursuit of climate stability, resource security and environmental quality through the LCEGS
‘sector’ or activities already takes place through large and growing global and UK markets. The
UK already has some comparative advantage in these markets and technologies, and has the
knowledge base to expand this further. However, consistent and credible public policy is critically
important in building on and further developing this comparative advantage.
Successful policy for a green economy will therefore give the UK a leading voice in global political
discourse on these issues; build UK comparative advantage, capability and exports in growing
global markets and improve the daily environmental experience and quality of life of UK citizens.
However, there are ideological, political, and economic challenges to be addressed if such policy
is to be both formulated and implemented, as the current debate in the UK about green economy
issues shows. The ideological and political challenges derive from scepticism about the
desirability of government adopting an industrial policy in support of LCEGS activities, and the
capability of it driving innovation, even in collaboration with the private sector, in the direction of
low-carbon resource efficiency. The economic challenges derive from managing the transition to
a greener economy, given the inevitable fact that there will be losing as well as winning sectors if
LCEGS activities are to expand, and from the fact that some, though by no means all, LCEGS
activities still require public support. Of course, investments in such activities yield a stream of
monetisable economic, social and environmental returns; but the investments will only be
forthcoming from the private sector if investors believe in continuing government policy to make
them viable. Policy needs to address these issues of strategic direction, credibility and transition
management for the necessary impetus towards a greener (i.e. lower-carbon, more resourcesecure) economy to be generated and sustained.
Embedding such characteristics into public policy on the green economy is far easier said than
done. The policy risk introduced into some LCEGS markets by the need for policy support is
often the single biggest risk facing those markets. For example, estimating future profits from,
and therefore obtaining finance for, all energy investments are made difficult enough by the
uncertainties related to fossil fuel prices and technological progress, but for renewables these are
compounded by further uncertainties about the future carbon price and the stability of
government policy that is buffeted by conflicting interests and tied to electoral cycles. The lack of
assurance in policy direction is the major factor likely to prevent countries from grasping the
economic opportunities of the green economy. Recent public disagreements within Government
on a range of green policy issues have been unhelpful in this regard, damaging investor
confidence in government commitment.
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1.5 Why now? The case for urgency in green economy policy
In light of the UK’s continuing economic difficulties, it is inevitable that questions are raised about
whether now is the right time for pursuing a green economy strategy. The answer – perhaps
surprisingly – is that now is exactly the right time for pursuing such a strategy. Three reasons
underpin this conclusion:
First, the information and communication technology (ICT) revolution and globalization are
reshaping the opportunities for growth and transformation – and in particular the
opportunities for achieving a greening of the economy. ICTs are the main enabling instrument of
sustainability, hugely expanding abilities to understand and influence the web of relationships
between human society and the natural environment, and enabling far greater levels of energy
and resource productivity than have previously been possible. Internet access is the social,
economic and geographic frontier of the global market and introduces a whole new range of
possibilities for sustainable production and consumption patterns. However, while ICT can
enable innovation across a wide range of sectors and products, from smart-grids to special
materials, from redesigning products for durability and upgradeability to reducing the need for
transport, its deployment for these purposes again requires public policies that set a clear
direction, enabling convergence and networking to lead to synergies in suppliers and markets,
increasing the profitability of the whole network. Markets alone cannot reach that outcome; an
active government can.16
Second, the urgency of dealing with environmental problems has become acute. This
presents both an environmental imperative and an economic opportunity, as already discussed:
as other countries too begin to address environmental problems, the size and scale of markets
for environmental goods and services will increase. Once enough players (governments, cities,
businesses) are transitioning to resource efficiency, the competitive incentive for others to move
the same way and invest in this sector increases. Early movers will be best placed to benefit
from those investments.
Third, the difficult macroeconomic conditions that the UK is experiencing, even with early
signs of recovery, could be much improved by a policy that gives investors confidence
about the direction of infrastructure, business and industrial development over the
coming decades. Government credibility about its determination to make the transition to a
resource-efficient, low-carbon economy will allow the UK to cut costs and harness innovation to

16 Carlota Perez (2013) Innovation systems and policy for development in a changing world, in Fagerberg, Martin and Andersen (eds) Innovation Studies: evolution and
future challenges, Oxford: OUP.
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foster competitive advantage in a number of fast growing new markets. The best time to send a
clear and credible steer to private investors is now, when interest rates are low, unemployment is
relatively high, and the private sector is holding back on investment and sitting on substantial
surplus saving. It is often argued that the short-term macroeconomic merit of an investment, in
terms of what constitutes a good economic stimulus, can be judged against established criteria.
These include tests on whether a public investment is timely, temporary and targeted. Although
these are important, historical evidence suggests a more important criterion is the ability to
generate private sector confidence in profitable and enduring new markets. Mixed or muddled
signals deter nervous investors, particularly in an uncertain economic environment like the
present. A macroeconomic growth strategy for a green economy needs to deliver a clear,
credible and long-term message that can galvanise early private investment and jobs in LCEGS
activities across the economy on a substantial scale.

1.6 The macroeconomic timeliness of policies to promote a green economy
This report both makes the case for and expresses confidence in a global transition to a resourceefficient, low-carbon economy over this century. This will reflect a mix of deliberate policy measures
to improve efficiency and strong market signals as resource prices respond to growing demand
from the majority of the world’s population who strive to attain living standards currently the
preserve of a rich minority. Managing this transition – which has already begun – is a prerequisite for
long-term growth in a world characterised by resource and environmental constraints, and requires
public intervention with clear and credible policies to guide innovators in a strategic direction.
Some argue that now is not the time to make costly interventions; instead, the focus should be on
jobs and growth and keeping energy bills low. In contrast, this report argues that the most
economically sensible time to act is now. The case for this position essentially rests on the facts
that: private savings currently greatly exceed private investments; much private saving is currently
directed into risk-free government bonds; such savings yield at present very low or negative real
rates of return; and higher-yield investments in more productive assets that stimulate the economy
and move it in a green direction could be obtained if government gave the necessary signals that it
was committed to such a direction of travel.
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The evidence suggests that the short-term stimulus properties of green investment are not
dissimilar to those of alternative investment measures, and far greater than policies which do not
attempt to put surplus saving to productive use17. This means that overall, the decision as to which
sectors are most suitable for stimulus investment should be based not on estimates of differential
short run multipliers but on their long-term economic legacy. Digging up holes and refilling them
makes for a bad investment choice when there are so many other alternatives, regardless of the
timely and temporary stimulus potential.
A clear and credible policy framework in which the perceived policy risk of these alternatives is
reduced has the potential to galvanise investment and innovation on a vast scale. But the private
sector is not investing as heavily as it could in green innovation and infrastructure because of a lack
of confidence in future returns in this policy-driven sector. This is driven by uncertainty surrounding
the current energy and environment policy18; uncertainty which is costing jobs and livelihoods.
Mixed or muddled policy signals will put off investors and raise project costs at the best of times,
but these are not the best of times. The potential to deter nervous investors is particularly acute in
an uncertain economic environment like the present.
The corollary is that the best time to support resource-efficient investment is now. There is no lack
of private money, just a perceived lack of opportunity. Interest rates are low and the potential to
crowd out alternative investment and employment is minimal. Clear and credible green policies
could restore confidence and generate growth. Providing strong incentives to invest in resource
efficiency is not about greening the global growth story, it is the global growth story. It would be
genuinely reckless if the current opportunity were missed.

1.7 The objectives of this report
Internationally, fascination with, or even belief in, the rationale for policy action to green the
economy, and increasing concerns about the environmental and resource implications of failing to
do so, have led to publications like OECD 2011, UNEP 2011, UNESCAP 2012 and World Bank

17 Morgan, J. 2013 Infrastructure investment and the UK’s economic renewal. Green Alliance; Zenghelis D. [in press]. In praise of a green stimulus. WIRES
Climate Change.
18 See, for example, the letter by key investors written to the UK Chancellor: Aldersgate Group 2013 ‘Investors call on Chancellor for greater clarity on energy policy’,
October 1, http://www.aldersgategroup.org.uk/news/2013#investors-call-on-chancellor-for-greater-clarity-on-energy-policy
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201219, and the establishment of such new bodies as the Global Green Growth Institute (GGGI),
the Global Green Growth Forum (3GF) and the Green Growth Knowledge Platform (GGKP)20,
involving GGGI, UNEP, the World Bank and OECD. Nationally, however, policymakers have
struggled to articulate coherently and consistently the choices, trade-offs, costs and benefits
involved in the ideas of green growth and the green economy. The principal objective of UCL’s
Green Economy Policy Commission is both to clarify these issues and make policy suggestions
as to how the UK should position itself to derive maximum benefit from growth in the green
economy worldwide.
The implications for economic growth of this transition to a resource-efficient, low-carbon
economy are still unclear. Some perceive the environmental and resource constraints to be so
binding that they allow little or no further economic growth in the currently industrially developed
world21. Others argue that this transition is not only compatible with growth but a prerequisite for
it in the long run, averting the risks of large-scale economic disruption from resource and
environmental constraints. They further envisage that innovations associated with resource
efficiency and new resource and environment- saving technologies and activities could positively
drive growth in the short run, leading to long-run factor productivity growth that results in a new
long wave of human prosperity that makes the best use of the productive powers of nature and
natural resources, rather than squandering and degrading them22. Certainly, in an uncertain
economic environment like the present where desired saving exceeds desired investment, there is
great potential to assuage nervous investors and put to productive use current near-record levels
of private saving. This means that the returns to a clear, credible and long-term green strategy
might be higher even in the short term than a market-driven, business-as usual approach, as well
as offering clear medium and long-term benefits in a resource-constrained world.
The UCL GEPC supports this latter view, and in this report outlines the policies which the
Commission believes are essential to grasp the short-term opportunities of the current moment,
as well as to get the UK economy on a longer-term trajectory that is better placed to generate
health, welfare and prosperity for its people in the future. The next section explains what needs to
be done in terms of making the necessary information available to governments, producers,
consumers and citizens for policies and markets to be soundly based. Important though it is,
information by itself is of limited influence on human behaviour and the section includes some of

19 OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) 2011 Towards Green Growth, OECD, Paris
UNEP 2011 Towards a Green Economy: Pathways to Sustainable Development and Poverty Eradication, UNEP. Paris,
http://www.unep.org/greeneconomy/greeneconomyreport/tabid/29846/default.aspx
UNESCAP (UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia-Pacific) 2012 Low Carbon Green Growth Roadmap for Asia and the Pacific, and Low Carbon Green Growth
Roadmap for Asia and the Pacific: Fact sheets and Case studies, UNESCAP, Bangkok
World Bank 2012 Inclusive Green Growth: Pathways to Sustainable Development, World Bank, Washington DC
20 http://www.greengrowthknowledge.org/Pages/GGKPHome.aspx
21 Jackson, T. 2009 Prosperity without Growth: Economics for a Finite Planet, Earthscan, London
Victor, P. 2008 Managing Without Growth: Slower by Design, not Disaster, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham
22 Hallegatte et al., 2012. From growth to green growth: a framework. Policy Research Working Paper 5872. World Bank; Aghion et al., 2009. No green growth
without innovation. Bruegel Policy Brief. Brussels; OECD 2011. Fostering innovation for green growth.
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the insights from behavioural economics that can inform policies to encourage people to adopt
greener lifestyles. The next two sections discuss the crucial role of innovation in driving towards
the green economy, and the no less important subject of the infrastructure that is required to
create and underpin it, and how the investment to create that infrastructure may be mobilised.
This is followed by a section that looks in more detail at the opportunities and policies for
resource efficiency. The concluding section places the preceding discussion in the context of a
macroeconomic policy that can use the opportunities offered by the green economy to help
reduce the budget deficit and stimulate economic growth in the short term as part of a long-term
green economic strategy.
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Information is of critical importance for efficient economic functioning and public
policy has a crucial role in ensuring the generation of useful information. There is a need
for a new information infrastructure to underpin policies, choices and decisions for a
green economy.
An important part of this infrastructure needs to be created by the Office for National
Statistics, to characterise the material and energetic basis of the economy in comparable
detail to the monetary national accounts, and to link the two, in order to better understand
the relationship between natural capital and the national accounts.
We recommend
• The creation of a system of natural capital accounts
• The creation of much more detailed material flow accounts
• There is also important work to be done on indicators on the performance of the
‘low-carbon and environmental goods and services’ sector.
More, and more appropriate, information also needs to be generated for market actors –
big data, confidence accounting and more transparent corporate reporting for investors;
supply chain transparency for businesses and public procurers; and performance labels
for consumers, to mention a few.
We make recommendations for
• improved corporate accounting; and
• for a Resource Efficiency Reporting Council to provide enhanced information to
investors and for business.
Such information needs to be supplemented by policies that encourage people acting as
consumers and citizens to reduce their resource use and environmental impacts. We
recommend that improved consumer information should be embedded in policy
packages to ensure its efficacy.
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Introduction: building a information infrastructure for a green economy
The availability of sound information is crucial for sound public policy and for the effective
operation of markets. Public policy in its turn plays a major role in shaping the availability of
environmental and economic information and the way in which it is collected and communicated
in statistics, accounts and labels. Government’s role in shaping the ‘information infrastructure’ for
a green economy therefore requires explicit attention.
Markets are themselves powerful mechanisms for assimilating and communicating information23.
The millions of decisions made by firms, consumers and governments are reflected in and
influenced by prices, which provide information about the relative scarcity or abundance of
different goods, services and commodities and about the demands for them. Financial and
stock markets assimilate and provide information about the prospects of companies and
industries. Measures that improve the functioning of markets – such as environmental taxation
that corrects market failures – can thus also be seen as information measures, since they
embody within prices information about the scarcity of environmental resources and the limits to
environmental sinks.
Information economists have increasingly examined the ways in which public policy is required to
ensure information is produced and disclosed in ways that benefit society as a whole.
• First, there are market failures in the provision of information because it has public goods
features (especially non-rivalry; and to an extent non-excludability, i.e. spillovers). This results
in a public policy case for information provision. This is well recognised by governments,
who provide core information services such as basic statistics, meteorological data, etc.
• Second, pervasive information asymmetries result in sub-optimal outcomes but are
widespread. This results in legal requirements for information disclosure in a whole range of
fields, from legally-enforced accounting and corporate reporting standards to requirements
on disclosure of hazardous materials in products.
However, information needs are not just about gathering more information. In the age of big data,
a society’s ability to collate and manage information has become as important as its ability to
generate it. In the wake of the financial crisis, it became clear that many financial organisations
had relied on knowledge systems – databases, models and indicators – that concealed the
extent of the risks to which they were exposed. Similarly, existing knowledge systems for a green
economy are not fit for purpose. National accounting mechanisms, corporate reporting, supply

23 Recognised since Hayek, 1945.
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chain information and consumer information systems have been developed without sufficient
regard to the need to take account of environmental and ecosystem processes that produce
goods and services but that all too often are not reflected in prices. A strategy to improve
information infrastructure is thus a central plank of a green economy strategy.
There has been an enormous increase over the last twenty years in the quantity and quality of
information about resources and the environment that is now generated. The UK has seen the
construction of the environmental accounts (ONS 199824), the publication of its first national
material flow analysis of resource use (Wuppertal Institute 200025), the calculation of its
consumption-based emissions of greenhouse gases (Wiedmann et al. 200826) and National
Ecosystem Assessment (UKNEA 201127), to name only the principal milestones.
Similarly companies (particularly large companies) now collect and report information about the
environmental and resource implications of their activities on an unprecedented scale, many
consumer products are festooned with information, and such information-driven impulses as
those towards fair trade or organic food have progressed from the margins of consumption to
become respectable niches. Investors and investment institutions too also recognise the value of
generating information about the resource and environmental implications of corporate activities
although, as with consumers, this remains a relatively niche concern.
Notwithstanding the proliferation of information about the environmental and resource
implications of economic activity, it remains peripheral to the consciousness and actions of the
great majority of policy makers, companies, consumers and investors. For as long as this remains
the case, the green economy will remain more a hazy vision than a feasible aspiration. This
section outlines the steps that need to be taken to generate information about the resource and
environmental implications of economic activities of all kinds to underpin policy, business and
consumer decisions in order to achieve a step change in progress towards a green economy.

24 Vaze, P. Ed. 1998 UK Environmental Accounts: Theory, Data and Application. Office for National Statistics. TSO, London.
25 Wuppertal Institute 2002 Total Material Resource Flows of the United Kingdom, Report for DETR (now DEFRA), London.
26 Wiedmann, T., Wood, R., Lenzen, M., Minx, J., Guan, D. and Barrett, J. 2008 Development of an
Embedded Carbon Emissions Indicator – Producing a Time Series of Input-Output Tables and
Embedded Carbon Dioxide Emissions for the UK by Using a MRIO Data Optimisation System,
Report to the UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) by Stockholm Environment
Institute at the University of York and Centre for Integrated Sustainability Analysis at the University
of Sydney, June 2008. DEFRA, London, UK.
27 UKNEA (UK National Ecosystem Assessment) 2011 UK National Ecosystem Assessment: Synthesis of Key Findings, UNEP-WCMC, Cambridge.
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2.1 Natural capital and the national accounts
Such is the intellectual success of national accounts, its lexicon (gross domestic product, current
account surplus, and national debt) has become the vocabulary for reporting on and
understanding the economy. The system of national accounting (SNA) provides information about
how much economic activity is taking place (gross domestic product) the long-term viability of the
manufacturing base (net investment by business) and whether a country generates its standard of
living through the work and savings of its own nationals or through the savings and efforts of
foreign nationals (balance of trade).
Part of the power of the SNA is the way it triangulates disparate data to provide a single coherent
picture of the economy as a whole. Instead of anecdotal reporting of choice statistics, national
accountants report the big picture. Hundreds of surveys feed into the national accounts machine
so it can arrive at a single reconciled picture using the accounting identity:
Income = Consumption plus investment = Gross output minus intermediate consumption
This is based on the common sense idea that people and government can only spend what they
earn, and what they earn is the difference between what businesses earn and what they buy from
one another.
The system of national accounts is a means of both understanding the size of the economy and
analysing the process of structural change. The limitations of the accounts are well understood, in
particular that one of the headline indicators, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is not, and was
never intended to be, a measure of national wellbeing. For example, the accounts say nothing
about income inequality. They exclude non-monetary activities like household duties, childcare
and other caring responsibilities. Crucially, the SNA largely excludes the damage done to the
environment by economic activity and its depletion of non-market resources.
There have been two significant intellectual developments in relation to providing national accounts
‘beyond GDP’. In 2008, the French President asked Joseph Stiglitz to lead an international
commission to measure economic performance and social progress articulating the frustration
shared by many politicians that the narrow confines of GDP provide an inadequate indication of
people’s well being, and that this narrowness permeates our thinking about a country’s
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performance. Their report28 has influenced many politicians including the UK Prime Minister, who
asked the Office for National Statistics (ONS) to recommend measures of national wellbeing29.
The Commission makes many recommendations, three of which are set out here. Firstly, it
advocates less focus on ‘production’ and more on people’s perception of their wellbeing, which
in practice means greater consideration of life satisfaction and income distribution. Secondly, it
emphasises the importance of the stock of natural and manufactured capital as the lead indicator
of the long-term viability of the economic project. Thirdly, it notes insufficient regard is paid to
economic volatility and people’s risk aversion. Wellbeing is strongly influenced by worries
pertaining to issues such as job security, expectations about the future and, by extension,
insecurity arising from climate change. All three points are important in relation to the environment
and its resources, which make a crucial contribution to human wellbeing, security and prosperity,
as well as being the stuff of natural capital and the raw material of manufactured capital.
A second important development over the last few years has been the UN’s mammoth
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA)30. The treatment of land and biodiversity, and their
associated environmental services, has always been a glaring omission from our estimates of a
country’s wealth. The MEA applies a systematic way of thinking about natural habitats and the
services they provide the economy. These services are categorized as: provisioning; regulating;
supporting; and cultural. This provides a comprehensive framework for linking the stock of habitat
located within an economy to a flow of arising economic services. The Department of
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), keen to use the MEA approach for policy and to
value the environment31, followed up the MEA with another major project, the UK National
Ecosystem Assessment (as mentioned earlier), work on which is still ongoing.
Most developed economies have reacted to calls for improved environmental information
systems by creating satellite accounts slightly set apart from the core national accounts. A
standard methodology is set out for calculating environmental accounts in ‘System of
Environmental-Economic Accounting Central Framework (SEEA)’ which has been revised on a
regular basis since 199332. Figure 6, taken from the SEEA, presents the economy as residing
within the environment. The economy extracts resources from the environment. Within the
economy resources are transformed into goods and services and traded between economic
agents. Ultimately they become waste when they are then returned back to the environment.

28 Stiglitz, J., Sen, A. and Fitoussi, J-P. 2009 Report by the Commission for the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress, http://www.stiglitz-senfitoussi.fr/en/index.htm
29 See http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/user-guidance/wellbeing/index.html
30 MEA (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment) 2005 Ecosystems and Human Wellbeing: Synthesis, Island Press, Washington DC.
31 http://archive.DEFRA.gov.uk/evidence/series/documents/quantify-value-ecosystem-services.pdf
32 European Commission, FAO, OECD, UN and World Bank (2012) System of Environmental-Economic Accounting Central Framework
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/envaccounting/White_cover.pdf
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Figure 6: Physical flows of natural inputs, products and residuals

The manual establishes standard approaches to reporting the balance sheets for renewable and
non-renewable resources extracted from the environment, for expenditures by business on
complying with environmental regulation and for collating data on environmental taxes paid by
businesses and households. The ONS has been producing environmental accounts since 199833.
The basic structure of the accounts has not changed much. The environmental accounts use
standard categorisations of industry as their skeleton dividing the economy into as many as 130
industries. This allows the ONS to associate its data on industrial purchases and consumer
spending with the physical environmental flow accounts.
The physical flow accounts include or have at some point included:
• Fossil fuels: mass and energy content of different fuels
• Material flow analysis: total mass of mined and imported materials
• Fisheries & forestry: mass of different fish species caught (this account is no longer
produced) and forest products harvested
• Atmospheric emissions: emissions of greenhouse gases and gases that give rise to acid rain
• Waste
• Water: mass of water abstracted from rivers and ground-water (now suspended)

33 Vaze et al, (1998) UK Environmental Accounts. (Experimental and pilot accounts were produced before then.)
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The accounts also produce a series of balance sheets that report on the physical quantity of
materials still in the environment. These cover fossil fuels and land-area under forest.
Notwithstanding these advances in national environmental accounting, most of which in the UK
date from the mid to late 1990s (although some data series have been suspended as noted
above), the material flows in Figure 6 are still to a large extent unmonitored compared to the
financial flows that they accompany, which are tracked through the accounts in great detail,
resulting in sub-optimal decisions about materials management at every stage of their journey
through the economy, but especially when they have become ‘wastes’. An extensive research
programme in the late 1990s, largely funded by the Biffaward Programme on Sustainable
Resource Use under the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme34, began the task of providing a material
analogue to the national accounts, but the outputs were partial and fragmented, and the
programme was discontinued when the funding stream disappeared. Until such a programme
becomes embedded in the ONS alongside the national financial accounts, it will be difficult or
impossible for policymakers to understand the UK’s resource needs and vulnerabilities, how they
contribute to the UK economy, how materials can remain in productive service for longer, or how
they should best be managed when products reach the end of their useful lives.
Similarly, the relation between natural capital (the stocks of natural resources and the ecosystems
that generate goods and services) and the national economy is poorly understood. Box 2-1
indicates how little progress has been made on developing practical information linkages between
this kind of capital and the national economy and how much therefore still remains to be done.

Box 2-1: The State of Natural Capital
The Natural Capital Committee (NCC) was set up in May 2012 following a
recommendation in the Natural Environment White Paper published in June 201135. It
produced its first report, The State of Natural Capital, in April 201336. A few quotations
which we reproduce here indicate just how far the UK has to go before it has an adequate
information base for the rational management of its natural capital:

34 Key references from this programme are: Biffa 1997 Great Britain plc: The environmental balance sheet, Biffa, High Wycombe, Bucks.; Linstead, C., Gervais, C. and
Ekins, P. 2003 Mass Balance: An Essential Tool for Understanding Resource Flows, November, Royal Society for Nature Conservation, Newark/Forum for the Future,
London; Biffaward 2006 The Mass Balance Movement, The Royal Society Wildlife Trusts, Newark, Notts.
35 DEFRA 2011 The natural choice: securing the value of nature, the Natural Environment White Paper, Cm 8082, The Stationery Office (TSO), http://www.officialdocuments.gov.uk/document/cm80/8082/8082.asp
36 NCC (Natural Capital Committee) 2013 The State of Natural Capital, NCC, http://www.DEFRA.gov.uk/naturalcapitalcommittee/files/State-of-Natural-Capital-Report2013.pdf
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• ‘The evidence that exists indicates that the rate at which we are consuming our
natural capital assets is unprecedented. New metrics and monitoring systems are
needed …’ (p.6);
• ‘The amount and quality of our natural capital …. is almost wholly omitted from key
statistics such as national income. It is critical that changes in it are properly accounted
for …’ (p.7);
• ‘Natural capital is enormously important to the economy and yet it is largely omitted
from national economic indicators as well as from most corporate and government
policy decisions’ (p.7); and
• ‘Investing in natural capital will support growth and wellbeing in the medium and long
term. However, such changes will not happen automatically and concerted action is
still needed to turn the Government’s ambition into reality’ (p.9)
The sobering fact is that these words could have been written at any time in the past
twenty-five years. Indeed, the following was written in 1989 for the then UK Department
of the Environment: ‘If effective management of the natural and environmental resource
base is to be achieved, policymakers need to have access to a consistent, reliant and
comparable dataset, relating to the availability and use of such resources37.’ (The book in
which this was contained was described as ‘a text for the next election’ by The Guardian).
It is clear from the remarks above of the NCC that successive governments have signally
failed to create the dataset the earlier authors called for, so that UK policy makers are still
only partially aware even of what natural capital is being lost, and still less of how best to
manage what remains. The issue requires far more urgency than is currently being shown,
with a dedicated team in the ONS and ambitious targets and milestones that lay out the
process and timescale by when a system of natural capital accounts (SNCA) will be of a
similar level of sophistication to, and embedded within, the SNA, and linked to the
substantial information from the considerable investment already made in the UK NEA38.

37 Pearce, D., Markandya, A. and Barbier, E. 1989: Blueprint for a Green Economy. Earthscan: London. P.93.
38 The progress in establishing national measures of wellbeing shows that with political will, considerable progress can be made in a comparatively short period (from
the Prime Ministers’ announcement in November 2010 to the first Annual Report in November 2012 (http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/dcp171766_287415.pdf)and the first
statistical bulletin in July 2013 (http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/wellbeing/measuring-national-well-being/personal-well-being-in-the-uk--2012-13/sb---personal-wellbeing-in-the-uk--2012-13.html).
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The conclusions that arise from this analysis are first and foremost that the ONS needs
to be commissioned as a matter of urgency to undertake two major data design and
development projects:
• Construction of a system of natural capital accounts (SNCA) to increase
understanding as to how and where natural capital should be maintained and
augmented, and to act as an interface between the economy and the environment,
to facilitate the detailed modelling of the impacts of the economy on the environment
and the contribution of the environment, resources and ecosystem goods and services to
the economy.
• Construction of much more detailed material flow accounts for the UK that will track
the flow of different materials through the economy, to facilitate their retention of value
and their appropriate management at the end of product lives, without which policy makers
will not be able to understand how resource use is developing in the UK, and how it should
be managed.
• Linkage of these two accounts to the large amount of useful information about the
generation of ecosystem goods and services from the UK NEA.
Without such accounts there is no way that policymakers can even be aware of, let alone
manage, the vast and on-going structural changes in the material basis of the UK economy.
Policy makers could also use the environmental and material flow accounts to triangulate
between different datasets to reveal information that was otherwise unknown. In the conventional
accounts easily assembled data on sales can be used to infer hard-to-observe data. The material
flow accounts could similarly combine information on the extraction and imports of materials, with
information on recycling to infer how much is locked away in the stock of goods or ends up in
landfill sites. Such mass-balance approaches are already used in analyzing emissions from some
processes. They could and should be extended to the whole economy. Another important aim of
this information, linked to the increasing salience of the policy objective of resource security,
would be to understand the economic significance of the price movements of key resources,
information that is of considerable importance to both investors and producers. Coherent natural
capital accounts would also facilitate analysis and understanding of the direct importance of the
natural environment to people’s subjective wellbeing, through linkage to the wellbeing indicators
reported by ONS.
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Finally, there is some important analysis to do on shifting the focus of environmental debates
away from which countries produce emissions, to which countries’ consumption gives rise to
emissions. The development of methodologies of consumption-based resource and
environmental accounting mentioned earlier permit a fuller understanding of the full impacts of
domestic consumption, rather than production, on the environment, which is of new importance
given that an increasing proportion of emissions associated with UK consumption is from the
production of imports that takes place in other countries. Consumption accounts of UK
greenhouse gas emissions should be generated every three years to give regular insights into the
proportion of emissions from UK consumption that is released in other countries and how this is
changing over time.
Such insights are important from a policy perspective. For example, a major political concern about
environmental taxes and regulation is the risk of leakage – that companies will relocate to areas with
laxer policies. Understanding the amount of emissions that are ‘embodied’39 in traded goods
through linking trade data with such emissions is an important policy tool to allow the taxation of
environmentally damaging imports. It could clear one of the biggest political log-jams currently faced
in the West with energy-intensive industries shouting foul and preventing the introduction of policies
to tax resource use and emissions. Proper analysis of embodied emissions at a European level
could facilitate effective border tax adjustments to deter imports of unsustainably produced goods.
This could repatriate economic activity to areas where the goods are consumed and would allow
more robust environmental policies without harming competitiveness.

2.2 Information on the economic performance and importance of the
low-carbon and environmental goods and services ‘sector’.
There is considerable uncertainty about the actual size of low-carbon and environmental goods
and services (LCEGS), and their importance to the UK economy and UK jobs. Various different
methodologies and classification schemes exist40, but the underlying problem is that the statistics
collected by statistical agencies do not represent the activities that generate LCEGS effectively.

39 The use of the word ‘embodied’ in this context, though now standard and probably unalterable, is unfortunate because the reasons for the environmental problems
caused by these emissions is precisely because the emissions are not embodied in the product but released into the atmosphere during the process of production.
40 OECD 1999. The Environmental Goods & Services Industry: Manual for Data Collection and Analysis.
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There are two basic difficulties. The first relates to sectoral classification and supply chains.
Environmental goods and services cut across existing sectoral definitions (for example, organic
agriculture is embedded within the wider agricultural sector; renewable electricity generation is
embedded within the wider power generation sector). Beyond this, the supply chains are even
more difficult to identify: a true picture of the importance of green activities in the economy might
identify the portion of steel production that is dedicated to wind turbine construction, for example.
The second major problem relates to judgements about the ‘green-ness’ of particular goods and
services. This is not a problem for identifying economic activities for which the primary purpose is a
reduction in environmental harm, such as the production of catalytic converters. But it becomes
more difficult when one considers goods that have much higher levels of energy or material
efficiency. For example, a Toyota Prius is certainly considered an ‘environmental’ good in the
context of a road transport sector dominated by vehicles with much less efficient drivetrains. But
as road transport emissions fall and cars become cleaner, the day is likely to come when a Prius is
a relatively dirty vehicle. Inclusion of such ‘adapted goods’ is a challenge for clear measurement41.
Since 2009, BIS has annually published a dataset that provides one estimate of the economic
importance of environmental goods and services in the UK economy42. This data has been
developed by a consulting firm to deal with the first of these difficulties, which it does by
identifying from the bottom-up the supply chains for a wide variety of environmental goods and
services. However, while this data has been widely cited – both by advocates for a green
economy and by ministers – it does not have the status of official statistics, and is not subject to
the same degree of transparency and accountability as official statistics. Businesses and
policymakers need a higher level of confidence in such data if it is to play a role in changing our
understanding of the green economy.
The ONS has periodically looked into this issue, and in 2010 produced a discussion paper
highlighting both the importance of collecting such data and the difficulty of doing so rigorously43.
The 2010 paper indicated that a follow-up would be published in 2011, reporting on the results of
a study looking into the feasibility of establishing ongoing measurement of environmental goods
and services. The 2011 paper was never published, and inquiries with ONS indicate that the
project was postponed. It is clearly important that ONS be directed to re-launch this process, and
develop a coherent approach and indicators for measuring the importance of the
environmental goods and services sector to the UK economy.

41 Eurostat 2009. The environmental goods and services sector: a data collection handbook. Eurostat methodologies and working papers.
42 BIS 2013. Low carbon and environmental goods and services (LCEGS) report for 2011/2012.
43 Livesey, D. 2010. Measuring the environmental goods and services sector. Economic and Labour Market Review, December 2010. Office for National Statistics.
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2.3 Information needs for markets
Introduction
It is a truism that markets need information in order to work effectively, and ‘perfect information’ is a
common assumption in theoretical economic analysis. But, of course, in a complex real world, where
the provision of information can be expensive, what matters is not perfect information but complete
material information. Investors, businesses and consumers cannot possibly know everything about
everything in the markets that concern them, but they should be able to know everything that is
known and important in relation to, for example, the risk and return on an investment, the value and
profitability of a business, and the price and performance of a good or service.
What is considered ‘important’ changes over time. For investors, important information now arguably
includes the information required to implement the United Nations’ Principles for Responsible
Investment (see Box 2-2). For businesses, increasing numbers now require their supply chains to
furnish them with unprecedented amounts of information so that they can in turn offer their
consumers assurances about the various impacts of their production processes. And for campaign
groups and consumers, a plethora of information is now on offer from different suppliers, through, for
example, sustainability reports, or through various kinds of product certification that the good on offer
is, for example, organic, ‘sustainable’, or fairly traded.

Box 2-2: Principles for Responsible Investment44
The Principles for Responsible Investment were developed by an international group of
institutional investors reflecting the increasing relevance of environmental, social and
corporate governance (ESG) issues to investment practices. The process was convened by
the United Nations Secretary-General. In signing the Principles, investors publicly commit to
adopt and implement them, where consistent with their fiduciary responsibilities.
Principle 1: We will incorporate ESG issues into investment analysis and
decision-making processes.
Principle 2: We will be active owners and incorporate ESG issues into our ownership
policies and practices.

44 Information taken from www.unpri.org
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Principle 3: We will seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the entities in which
we invest.
Principle 4: We will promote acceptance and implementation of the Principles within the
investment industry.
Principle 5: We will work together to enhance our effectiveness in implementing the
Principles.
Principle 6: We will each report on our activities and progress towards implementing the
Principles.
In 2012 the PRI had 1190 signatories (including asset owners, investment managers and
professional service partners), 156 of which were UK-based.

The role of governments and policy in this area is, first of all, to ensure that the information
provided is accurate and not misleading; and secondly that it covers all material, or important,
issues, where these issues may be financial or relate to some other accepted moral or social
norm. As already noted these norms change over time, and therefore so should the requirements
relating to the information that markets should provide.
The power of normative, or moral, information in relation to markets is well established. Attempts
through lobbying and campaigns from pressure groups to change investment or production
decisions by adopting moral arguments are common. Such approaches have a valuable role to
play as part of the public debate about moral standards of behaviour in economic and everyday
life. There is a long history of direct consumer and investor responses (such as boycotts and
disinvestment campaigns) to moral arguments playing a role in shifting social perceptions of
acceptable standards of behaviour, changing company behaviour, and ultimately legal frameworks.
This section briefly reviews recent developments in this area, and suggests how policy can
encourage greater voluntary reporting, and mandate some extensions of reporting, to give
expression to the new materiality of environment and resource issues that underpin the emergent
importance of the green economy.
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2.3.1 Information needs for investors
An assessment of an investment proposal generally evaluates seven lines of evidence to
determine the value of the asset (the “COD-VERB” framework)45:
1.

An accurate understanding of the cost (how much does it cost to acquire and maintain?)

2.

Confirmation of ownership of the asset (is there clear legal title, and what does it cover?)

3.

Some disclosure of the importance of the asset (is there a published disclosure of the
asset’s utility, and is it based on robust foundations?)

4.

Ability to confirm the value of the asset (is there a defensible valuation methodology? Are
the technical metrics aligned with their financial equivalents?)

5.

Evidence of the existence of the asset (is there an accurate audit of the asset’s existence,
location and particulars? Are control procedures in place to deal with any changes in the
asset’s composition?)

6.

Clear lines of responsibility for the asset (is the management system established, and line
of responsibility clear cut?)

7.

Are there measurable benefits from the asset (how are these measured? How can they be
exploited to increase competitive advantage or shareholder value?)

The investor will be looking for a credible range of opinions and data (quantitative and qualitative),
to better assess the nature and vulnerability to risk. Some issues, such as water, readily map
across to the seven-point framework outlined above. Others, such as biodiversity and ecosystem
services (BES), are more difficult. Until recently, ‘mainstream’ investors saw green issues as a
niche market, or as only relevant to specific sectors. There is growing awareness that resource
scarcity and other environmental issues are in fact mainstream.
Some of the information that investors need beyond their in-house analyses will come from thirdparty research. For example, a 2010 RSPB publication46 helped investment analysts see the pros
and cons, and likely implementation, of taxes, offsets, conservation credits and ecosystem
services. Another example is Carbon Tracker, which challenges analysts via paradox, identifying

45 Harris and Mainelli 2001, Information Technology for the Not-for-Profit Sector. ICSA Publishing. pp. 28-29.
46 Comerford, E., Molloy, D. and Morling, P. 2010 Financing Nature In An Age of Austerity, RSPB (Royal Society for the Protection of Birds)
http://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/Financingnature_tcm9-262166.pdf
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the carbon assets on corporate balance sheets that will need to remain unburned if the average
global temperature increase from global warming is to be kept below 2ºC, as is the current global
aspiration. The answer is unsettling, as Carbon Tracker (2011) states: ‘Governments and global
markets are currently treating as assets, reserves equivalent to nearly 5 times the carbon budget
for the next 40 years. The investment consequences of using only 20% of these reserves have
not yet been assessed47.’ A third example comes from Bloomberg, whose ESG (environmental,
social and governance) data services are growing rapidly in response to investor demands48.
Of course, depending on political views and levels of scepticism over or confidence in complex
and emerging climate science, and the ability of global institutions to limit greenhouse gas
emissions, investment analysts may disregard this 20% limit estimate as a triviality. Or they may
put it front and centre in analysis of a company’s value, treating it as a material risk to fossil fuel
companies. What is undeniable is that it is important that the information is available to enable
them to make that choice.

Policies for investor information
Beyond the private sector, government can do a number of things to encourage further
penetration of the mainstream by resource and environmental issues.
First, there is the issue of investor access to newly available ‘big data’. Satellite and remote
sensing are increasing enormously the quantity of data that could be available and useful to guide
investment. For example, Z/Yen and the Long Finance London Accord community (which
involves over 50 financial institutions and thousands of people in finance, and has published
nearly 400 reports since 2005) have produced three reports on global data requirements for
financial markets in the forestry, water and BES sectors49. The type of dialogue that government
has with investors could benefit from government understanding of how financial analysts use
such data, so that the UK Government could be much more assertive about ‘open data’ or ‘big
data’ approaches on the environment. Investors also want access to the science data that will
help them make decisions, for example Natural Environment Research Council data such as
satellite imagery, or regulatory testing of water. There are welcome signs of Research Councils
moving in this direction. This would be more effective if such moves were implemented in close
conjunction with the investors who want to make use of the data.

47 Carbon Tracker (2011) Unburnable Carbon – Are the World’s Financial Markets Carrying A Carbon Bubble?, Carbon Tracker, London. See also Carbon Tracker
(2013) Unburnable Carbon 2013: Wasted capital and stranded assets, Carbon Tracker and Grantham Research Institute, London
48 Leinaweaver, J, 2013. Might new financial tools translate ESG data into real-world loss and profit? The Guardian, Monday November 25th 2013.
49 Z/Yen Group 2010 Finance & Forestry: Where's the Data? and Finance & Water: Where's the Data? ; 2011 Finance, Biodiversity and Managed Ecosystems:
Where's the Data?
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Secondly, price volatility is one source of uncertainty with which businesses and investors have to
cope. All uncertainty adds to business costs. Point estimates of uncertain values obscure, and
therefore compound, uncertainty and increase costs. Confidence accounting uses distributions
(rather than discrete values) where appropriate in auditing and accounting. With confidence
accounting, the end results of audits would be presentations of distributions for major entries in
the profit and loss, balance sheet and cash flow statements. The claimed benefits of confidence
accounting include a fairer representation of financial results, reduced footnotes, more
measurable audit quality and a mitigation of mark-to-market perturbations. Originally sponsored
in 2011 by the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants, the Chartered Institute for
Securities & Investment, and Long Finance50, additional support has since come from the Institute
of Chartered Accountants in Scotland51.
Confidence accounting proposes that financial accounts show ranges of values, with a clear and
concise explanation of the assumptions used to generate the expected value. This could be a fullblown distribution range, a bit like the Bank of England’s inflation ‘fan’ charts. It could also be some
simple downside and upside ranges at, say, the 5% and 95% confidence ranges as assessed by
management, who should have the best views on technology and resource recovery prospects. It
seems reasonable that as these views constitute a major part of the valuation the inherent
uncertainties of management should be shared. This kind of analysis is anyway conducted before
committing billions to new exploration projects, so sharing it is not that difficult a step.
The current bias in accounting towards ‘conservative values’ leads, like any systematic bias, to a
misallocation of resources. This distortion can be reduced by incorporating the potential upside in a
clear and consistent manner through confidence accounting, the ranges of which should help
outside parties to evaluate not only the best estimate of reserve values (instead of the conservatively
biased estimate they currently get), but also the views and beliefs of management. Evaluating how
and for whom confidence accounting should be introduced is a job that the Financial Reporting
Council52 should undertake as a priority in today’s increasingly uncertain world.
Confidence accounting could be particularly appropriate, for example, for natural resource
companies, which hold a significant part of their value in physical reserves. Reserve valuation is a
combination of art and science. Exploration and production companies, as well as their lenders
and investors and potential merger or takeover targets, spend a lot of effort understanding the
physical reserves. But they cannot look to the financial accounts for much help: those give a

50 Harris, Mainelli and Onstwedder, 2012. Confidence accounting: a proposal. Chartered Institute for Securities and investment, Long Finance, Association of Certified
Chartered Accountants.
51 Onstwedder and Mainelli (2012), ‘Buried Treasure’ (confidence accounting and natural resource companies), The CA, ICAS – Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Scotland (December 2012), pages 84-85.
52 See http://www.frc.org.uk/Home.aspx
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‘conservative’ value based on guidelines generally set to assure lenders about the minimum
amounts that can be extracted using today’s technology and brought to market economically at
today’s prices. Yet lenders need to understand the range of possible outcomes, what might go
wrong, and what might go well. They, and equity investors, also want to understand how values
might change in future, and that means understanding price sensitivities, the range of recoverable
amounts not just with current technology but with emerging technologies (for example, the
technology associated with shale gas has radically and rapidly affected valuations), and
numerous other environmental factors.53
This issue of what and how companies should report goes beyond confidence accounting, and
includes but is broader than the information needs of investors. Many other issues related to
resources and the environment are relevant to corporate reporting, which is the subject of the
next section.

2.3.2 Corporate reporting
It is clear that investors are increasingly demanding corporate reporting concerning companies’
exposure to a range of environmental risks. The first reporting on environmental and sustainability
issues occurred in 1989. Since then the corporate sustainability report, corporate social
responsibility (CSR) report or corporate environmental report has become commonplace
alongside annual financial reporting to company stakeholders, including investors.
Ten years later, some key initiatives sought to put this additional information more firmly in the
hands of investors. The Dow Jones Sustainability World Index, the first global sustainability
benchmark tracking the stock performance of the world's leading companies in terms of
economic, environmental and social criteria, was developed in 1999. This was shortly followed in
2001 by the FTSE4Good Index, which serves to track, benchmark and identify well performing
companies as well as provide a basis for creating index-tracking investments, financial
instruments or fund products focusing on responsible investment. Around the same time, in
2000, Ceres launched the first Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Guidelines, an attempt to
standardise the format and content of the growing practice of sustainability reporting, at the
same time separating out the GRI as a separate institution to facilitate uptake and development
of the Guidelines. In 2001, the Greenhouse Gas Protocol, a partnership between the World

53 Consider the Unburnable Carbon example cited above - if the world will actually restrict the use of fossil fuels to limit global warming to approximately 2oC, without
carbon capture and storage only a fraction of reserves currently on companies’ balance sheets can actually be used. But all those reserves are valued confidently at
today’s prices, for the total amount technically recoverable. Accounting standards currently accept uncertainty about technical and economic recovery in the accounts,
but not uncertainty about the political ability to recover.
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Resources Institute and World Business Council for Sustainable Development, launched the
Corporate Standard, an international accounting tool for measuring and reporting corporate
greenhouse gas emissions. This was invaluable in setting a common approach for GHG
accounting, which is not yet replicated for other areas of resource use. The UN Global Compact
CEO Water Mandate is currently developing a similar tool for water accounting.
In 2003, the first request for specific climate change data on behalf of investor signatories was
sent by CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project), covering key areas of governance, strategy and
emissions accounting on the basis of the potential risk to their investments that company
management of climate change risks and opportunities could pose. With 35 signatories in 2003,
the initiative has grown year on year, with 722 institutional investors holding $87 trillion in assets
endorsing it in 2013, and also has expanded to cover water (since 2010) and forests (since
2013) (see Box 2-3 for more details).

Box 2-3: CDP
CDP, a NGO working with the backing of institutional investors and purchasing
corporations, holds the largest collection globally of primary climate change, water and
forest-risk information. This is gathered through an annual reporting cycle; where
responses are provided publicly, they are available to view on CDP’s website.
A number of programmes exist, each of which involve requests for information, sent
on behalf of institutional investors to the world’s largest listed companies. Major
programmes include:
Climate change – CDP’s first and best-known reporting programme asks for data on
climate change management, risks, opportunities and greenhouse gas emissions
accounting.
Water – the water survey is targeted at firms with potential exposure to water-related
risks, and asks for data on water management, risks, opportunities and water accounting.
Forests – the forests survey is targeted at companies that are potentially exposed
to one of five forest risk commodities (timber, soy, cattle, biofuels and palm oil) asking
for data on commodity consumption, traceability, supply chain management, risks,
and opportunities.
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Looking at response rates to CDP’s questionnaires indicates three things: First, there is a
growing commitment to and drive for transparency – both investor signatories and
responding company numbers have increased year on year across all questionnaires.
More than 4,000 companies globally responded on climate change in 2012, and the 2013
request went out on behalf of 722 institutional investors with $87 trillion in assets.
Second, there are clear differences in the level of maturity in reporting across the different
resource areas (although this may partially reflect the maturity of the CDP programs);
disclosure rates for the Global 500 companies for climate change reached 80% in 2012,
but only 60% for the subset asked about water. Finally, the FTSE 350 companies are
lagging behind the Global 500 and Europe 300 in the most common form of disclosure
(carbon accounting and climate change). The response rate for the FTSE 350 in 2012 was
69% compared with 80% for the Global 500 and 90% for the Europe 300.

Whilst the growing provision of environmental and sustainability data is a positive thing, there has
been an increasing drive to encourage the incorporation of data held in the Sustainability Report
into the companies’ Annual Report – led by the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC)
and the Climate Disclosure Standards Board (CDSB) – thus mainstreaming environmental data
and affording it the same level of attention across the whole investment community as financial
data. The Danish company Novozymes produced an integrated report in 2002, which is believed
to be the first example54. However, this is yet to be common practice and the infrastructure to
support companies in doing so is just being developed. CDSB’s Climate Change Reporting
Framework, designed to assist companies in preparing climate change information for the annual
report, was first published in 2010 (and updated in 2012), and an XBRL taxonomy, a data tagging
system mandated in the UK for company accounts and tax returns, for climate change data is
under development55. IIRC is also pushing for more Integrated Reporting (IR), encouraging
corporations to communicate how they draw on all assets and relationships to create and
preserve value in the short, medium and long term. By reflecting the broad and longer-term
consequences of the decisions organisations make, based on a wide range of factors, IR is
intended to help investors manage risks and allocate resources more efficiently.
In summary, therefore, the development of corporate reporting for investors has taken a path of
increasing consistency, increasing volume and mainstreaming of information by putting it into the
key tools and formats already used for asset management and shareholder decision making.
Now more than 4,000 companies globally report through CDP on an annual basis, as noted

54 Eccles, R.G. and Krzus, M.P., 2010. One Report: Integrated Reporting for a Sustainable Strategy.
55 The climate change reporting taxonomy is being developed by a consortium led by CDP and CDSB. See https://www.cdproject.net/en-US/News/Pages/in-briefxbrl.aspx
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above, more than 100 sustainability ratings are in operation56 and sustainability information is
integrated into Bloomberg terminals and Google Finance. However, most of the information
provided relates to carbon and climate change issues. There is still a big gap between the more
established practices of reporting and comparing greenhouse gas emissions data and that
related to other important resource issues. As the experience of CDP is showing, this gap may be
expected to narrow as these other issues acquire greater materiality.

Impact of corporate reporting
All the indications are that environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues are a growing
consideration for businesses and investors: investor signatories to CDP have grown year on year
for all programs and reached 771 investors in 2013 for the climate change request; the PRI
signatories have also grown year on year, reaching 1190 in 2012, and a study of SRI funds
across Europe57 identifies a growing market for SRI funds in both Europe as a whole and in the
UK in particular.
In addition to gaining numbers, investors are beginning to ask for more from companies. For
example, CDP’s Carbon Action request, with 95 signatories in 2013, asks companies to go beyond
disclosure and demonstrate action and 310 investors got involved in the PRI’s engagement and
shareholder resolution activities in 2012, of which 26% were focused on environmental issues58. In
addition, there are examples of investors going beyond engagement and using their ultimate power
of divestment to drive change – for example, from 2013 UK asset management company CCLA’s
charity clients intend to divest from developed-world energy, utility, industrial and materials
companies in the Global 500 that have not yet disclosed reduction targets59.
However, such considerations still influence only a very small part of the overall investment
landscape. KPMG estimate that in Europe in 2010 SRI funds accounted for only 2.3% of the total
number of funds and 1.6% of the assets under management60, with the UK the fourth largest
market in Europe61 in terms of number of funds and the third largest in terms of assets under
management held in SRI funds. Moreover, the subject matter on which investors are engaging is
limited by the availability of information and the maturity of reporting, and in the context of
resource efficiency, does not cover the range of issues that are important for future resource
sustainability. Finally, peer-to-peer comparability at a data level is hampered by inconsistent

56 SustainAbility, 2010. Rate the Raters Phase 2: Taking Inventory of the Ratings Universe.
57 Eurosif, 2012. European SRI Study 2012.
58 Principles for Responsible Investment, 2012. Annual Report. Available at http://www.unpri.org/viewer/?file=files/Annual%20report%202012.pdf
59 CDP, 2011. CDP Carbon Action Initiative Summary Report. Available at https://www.cdproject.net/CDPResults/CDP-Carbon-Action-Initiative-Summary-Report2011.pdf
60 KPMG, 2012. European Responsible Investing Fund Survey. Available at
http://www.kpmg.com/LU/en/IssuesAndInsights/Articlespublications/Documents/European-Responsible-Investing-Fund-Survey.pdf
61 The study includes all funds domiciled in Europe, the Cayman Islands and Bermuda.
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approaches to organizational boundary (operational control, financial control and equity share
being the most commonly used options), differences in business model and composition within
defined industry classifications and a lack of consistency in key intensity metrics. In addition,
research undertaken by the PRI indicates that ‘The major criticisms made of the ESG-related
data provided by companies are that calculation methodologies are applied inconsistently,
and that companies generally provide little information on the scope of reporting or even the
meaning of the indicators being reported. Moreover, despite the growing interest in integrated
reporting, most companies do not provide a robust account of the financial relevance of ESG
issues to their business and are rarely clear about which, if any, ESG issues are important
value drivers for their business’62.
However, a side effect of this increased information availability targeted at investors has been to
stimulate peer-to-peer competition amongst companies. It could be argued that this is a stronger
driver for action amongst companies than investor engagement. Many of the ratings systems
identify sustainability leaders and companies achieving these accolades use them as key
marketing tools on their websites and company materials. Indeed, behavioural economics
suggests that this kind of peer-comparison is likely to be an influence on firm behaviour63.
Moreover, because what gets measured tends to get managed, the process of disclosure can
improve the corporate management of environmental and resource impacts regardless of investor
action. As more data is put in the public domain there is also the potential for companies to learn
from their competitors and share best practice, thus contributing to an overall movement towards
more sustainable practices. The challenge for those promoting greater disclosure, as well as
companies, is to balance this with competitive advantage to support benefits for first movers
while pushing the corporate sector more broadly in the same direction.

Corporate reporting and public policy
To date corporate reporting on environmental issues in the UK has been solely a voluntary
exercise, driven largely by NGOs operating on a global level and designed to use investors,
purchasing organizations and peer to peer competition as the key drivers of change. This is set to
change. In June 2012, at the Rio+20 conference, the UK Government announced that it intended
to introduce a regulation requiring reporting of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by UK-quoted
companies (listed on the Main Market of the London Stock Exchange). The Companies Act 2006
(Strategic Report and Directors' Report) Regulations 2013 were made on 6th August 2013 and
set out requirements to report direct emissions arising from the combustion of fuel and the

62 PRI, 2013. Building the capacity of investment actors to use environmental, social and governance (ESG) information.
63 Baddeley, M. 2011. Energy, the environment and behaviour change: a survey of insights from behavioural economics’, Cambridge Working Papers in Economics
CWPE 1162, Faculty of Economics, University of Cambridge http://www.econ.cam.ac.uk/dae/repec/cam/pdf/cwpe1162.pdf
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operation of any facility (Scope 1), emissions arising from the purchase of electricity, steam, heat
and cooling for own use (Scope 2), and an intensity metric of the companies’ choosing from the
fiscal year starting after 1st October 2013. Many companies have pioneered interesting reporting
methods that give real insights into their sustainability performance, and the NGO sector is well
set up to encourage the leaders to go further and the laggards to improve the acceptable
minimum reporting standards. There is much therefore on which to build.
It would be a mistake to extend mandatory reporting too far too fast. Information provision can be
costly and not all information is useful information. What is important is that mandatory reporting
should only be required of those who have significant impacts on resource use and the
environment, that any information provided should be comparable in scope and format across
companies, and that it should be required in a form that most closely corresponds to business
management processes. It seems likely that further mandatory reporting requirements on
environment and resource use should apply only to large users, should be sectorally differentiated
(with different sectors having different requirements according to the nature and extent of their
resource and environmental impacts) and should be clearly related to sectoral benchmarks,
which could be derived from the enhanced national environmental accounts recommended earlier
in this section. The Department of Business Innovation and Skills should establish a Resources
and Environment Reporting Council, along the lines of the Financial Reporting Council, but with
far fewer statutory responsibilities, at least initially. This Council could have sectoral working
groups, in collaboration with UK universities, industry bodies and NGOs, to develop a set of key
indicators at a sectoral level that cover all resources and all parts of the value chain. These
indicators would initially be for voluntary take-up but with the intention to incorporate into UK
reporting regulatory requirements as capacity builds. There should also be a clear target timeline
for experimentation, voluntary take-up, and moves to mandatory reporting as seems appropriate
and feasible.

2.3.3 Information needs for business
Globalisation has resulted in hugely dispersed supply chains. This has created three problems for
the firms ultimately selling products to consumers. First, the widely distributed supply chains make
it difficult for firms to manage reputational risks associated with the activities of their suppliers.
Second, it becomes difficult to identify and manage vulnerabilities and risks in the supply chain,
such as the potential for critical components or materials to undergo price shocks or supply
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constraints. Finally, it can become difficult or even impossible to respond to emerging waste
management and resource efficiency requirements. As companies have responded to these risks,
they have also sought to identify opportunities for cost reductions if resources can be used more
efficiently. To gain a better understanding of these risks and opportunities, companies are
increasingly asking their supply chain partners to report to them on key environmental aspects.
Producer-to-corporation reporting is an evolution of supplier/purchaser relationships and its
chronology is difficult to track. However, the increasing focus on supply chain responsibilities
promoted by NGOs, the development of methods and protocols for measuring and reporting
supply chain impacts, and the presence of formalised programs to capture supply chain reporting
is evident. Although producer-to-corporation reporting is a much more recent phenomenon than
that of corporates to investors, it has grown at a much faster rate, due to the learning that is
already in place as a result of the trend of corporate-to-investor reporting and the more direct
relationship between the purchaser and supplier.
Industry collaborations are much more common in the realm of producer-to-corporate reporting,
with key aims of standardising the metrics on which suppliers report to ensure the sustainability of
supply chains, and using collective engagement as a way to bring the industries that supply them
up to a better standard whilst maintaining a level playing field. These are the forerunners of the
producer-to-corporate reporting processes, focused initially on broad sustainability, and
developing into more focused initiatives on measuring and reporting, examples of which include
the Leather Working Group created in 2005 to develop an environmental stewardship protocol
specifically for the leather manufacturing industry, and the global Programme for Responsible
Sourcing established by Unilever in partnership with some of its peer companies.
More formalised reporting systems followed, facilitated by NGOs in partnership with companies.
CDP’s Supply Chain programme sent its first information request to suppliers in 2008, replicating
the process for publicly listed companies, but this time using supplier lists from member
corporations with the authority being that purchasing organization. Starting with the climate
change questionnaire, the programme has now expanded (in 2013) to include water. The Forest
Footprint Disclosure (now CDP’s forests programme), which is aimed primarily at organizations that
rely on commodities that have the potential to bring about deforestation in their supply chains, was
founded in 2009. Also in 2009, The Sustainability Consortium began its work looking at
measurement and reporting systems for product level data, working with Walmart and others, and
the GRI initiated the first phase of the Global Action Network for Transparency in the Supply Chain
Program, building capacity among companies in supply chains to measure and report their
sustainability performance.
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The role of NGOs is not however limited to facilitating reporting platforms. In the producer-tocorporation reporting arena, more campaigning NGOs have highlighted the reputational risk of
unmanaged supply chains. Most prominent are Greenpeace, whose 2008 report ‘Burning up
Borneo’ highlighted the deforestation activities of Unilever’s palm oil suppliers, while their 2009
‘Slaughtering the Amazon’ reported on deforestation associated with leather use and their 2011
‘Dirty Laundry’ reports looked at toxic chemicals associated with clothing manufacturing overseas.
More recently formalised measuring protocols for a company’s value chain emissions have been
established by the World Resources Institute and World Business Council for Sustainable
Development in the form of the Greenhouse Gas Protocol Corporate Value Chain (Scope 3)
Accounting and Reporting Standard64. Ecodesk have also launched a reporting platform for
companies and their suppliers to create profiles to support sharing of data across the value chain65.

Impact of supply chain management
The ultimate goal of supplier-to-purchaser reporting, from a sustainability point of view is that the
more sustainable suppliers will be selected; from the purchaser point of view it is most likely to be
that this will lead to cost savings because those companies are more efficient and/or that they are
safeguarded from reputational risk from their suppliers’ activities. The purchaser’s goals are
dependent on the following:
• The resource being appropriately priced to lead to a more efficient company providing
adequate cost savings. For some industries this can be said of energy and carbon
emissions, but for many other resources and industries this is not the case.
• The impact of unsustainable activities being sufficiently traceable to lead to reputational risk.
This is dependent on campaigns such as those led by Greenpeace highlighted earlier in this
section. Inevitably this does not lead to a holistic consideration of resource use.
• The metrics to compare companies being available and reliable. The same issues as
identified in the previous section regarding comparability apply here.
It is difficult to gain an overall view of the extent to which sustainability considerations do influence
supplier choice. Some companies have chosen to make a clear strategic decision to promote
their sustainable supplier policies and commitments. Examples include Unilever’s Sustainable
Living Plan and Marks and Spencer’s Plan A (see Box 2-4 for more details). However, for others,
supplier selection processes are not necessarily as transparent and therefore it is difficult to

64 Available at http://www.ghgprotocol.org/standards/scope-3-standard
65 See http://www.ecodesk.com/features
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gauge the extent to which sustainability is a driving factor. Academic literature looking at case
studies from Brazil suggests that it is limited66.
That said, as for corporation-to-investor disclosure, cascading the requirement for measurement
throughout the supply chain can support others, often smaller companies, in establishing
measurement and therefore management techniques. For example, CDP’s supply chain program
makes requests for information from selected suppliers of 50 leading companies, including
Walmart, Dell, and Unilever, amounting to more than 6,000 companies, and in 2011 Microsoft
announced that they would require their suppliers to produce sustainability reports by 2013. This
scales up the reporting process significantly in a way that relying on stock exchange listings cannot.

Box 2-4: Promoting sustainable strategies: examples from Unilever and Marks
and Spencer
Unilever’s Sustainable Living Plan67 was launched in 2010. It is notable for its prominence
in the company’s overall business communications, its full value chain approach, and its
inclusion of all three pillars of sustainability (environmental, social, economic). It contains
three broad aims – improve health and well being, reduce environmental impact and
improve livelihoods through sustainable sourcing – underpinned by seven concrete
commitments, to be achieved by 2020. Commitments include providing access to safe
drinking water, increasing high nutritional value products, reducing greenhouse gas
emissions across the product lifecycle, reducing consumer water use and waste, sourcing
100% of agricultural raw materials sustainably and engaging with smallholder farmers and
small scale distributors.
Marks and Spencer launched Plan A in January 2007, setting out 100 commitments to
achieve in 5 years. They have now extended Plan A to 180 commitments, with the
ultimate goal of becoming the world's most sustainable major retailer by 2015. Plan A
includes working with customers and suppliers to combat climate change, reduce waste,
use sustainable raw materials, trade ethically, and help customers to lead healthier
lifestyles. Underpinning Plan A is the belief that taking a sustainability-driven approach is
the only way to do business. This is reflected in their reporting which attempts to put a
financial value on Plan A – in their ‘How we do business report 2012’68 they report a net
benefit of £105 million generated by Plan A for the financial year 2011/2012.

66 Ana Beatriz L.S. Jabbour, Charbel J.C. Jabbour, 2009. Are supplier selection criteria going green? Case studies of companies in Brazil, Industrial Management &
Data Systems, Vol. 109 Iss: 4, pp.477 – 495. Available at http://www.emeraldinsight.com/journals.htm?articleid=1784696&show=abstract. This paper concludes:
‘Based on the cases, it is concluded that companies still use traditional criteria to select suppliers, such as quality and cost, and do not adopt environmental
requirements in the supplier selection process in a uniform manner’.
67 See http://www.unilever.co.uk/sustainable-living/
68 Available at: http://plana.marksandspencer.com/media/pdf/ms_hdwb_2012.pdf
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Policies for supply chain information
The UK’s decision to require data on greenhouse gas emissions in the annual Directors’ report is
clearly a positive move to facilitate greater levels of reporting. However, there are two main limitations:
• In an attempt to reduce the burden for reporting companies the requirements contained
within the Regulation do not specify methodological or boundary approaches and therefore
will not address any of the issues already present within voluntary reporting regarding peerto-peer comparability. This limits the ability of others to use the data to drive change.
• It is focused only on the most established reporting theme – greenhouse gas emissions.
Many companies, NGOs and academics are working towards comparable reporting
mechanisms for all resources and it will be important to keep pace with these
developments and expand the Regulation as necessary to maximise the potential to
build a resource-efficient economy.
With good, comparable data that covers the key areas of resource use across the spectrum, it
could be expected that investors, purchasers and NGOs will drive action. However, absent
such data, this is likely to be patchy and slow. The first policy conclusion that this leads to is
that, at the stage of review of the mandatory reporting regulation (due 2015), the requirements
should be extended to include supply chain engagement for certain sectors (e.g. those
relying on mineral extraction or with agricultural supply chains), and measures to increase the
comparability of the data reported should be considered, for example by specifying a standard
organizational boundary or specific metrics for emissions intensity (potentially by sector).
A second policy recommendation is that the UK Government should start systematically to
apply criteria for its own purchasing and procurement as those of the best private-sector
companies, such as Unilever and Marks and Spencer, apply to theirs. It is frankly bizarre that
these two companies (and some others) seem more keen to assure the social and
environmental integrity of their products than the Government. There should therefore be a
special public sector working group, separate from but allied to the Resources and
Environment Reporting Council, again working with a range of stakeholders, to build capacity in
the UK Government and local councils to understand the wider environmental and resource
implications of procurement decisions, and to develop a much more ambitious Green
Economy Procurement Strategy with strict criteria for sustainable public procurement,
extending and adapting the best private sector practice, that could come to represent a ‘gold
standard’ in procurement policy , and that takes into account the full range of resource and
environmental impacts, in the UK and abroad, from UK Government purchasing.
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Internationally, there is currently a real chance for the UK Government to build on the Prime
Minister’s leadership as Co-Chairman of the UN’s High-Level Panel of the Post-2015
Development Agenda by tying in such a Procurement Strategy with the development of the
new UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Through the UN’s Global Compact,
businesses have the potential to make a major contribution to the achievement of the SDGs,
through their direct operations and their global supply chains. A UK Government commitment
to match leading companies through the positive impacts of their procurement could send a
powerful message about the importance of building positive relationships with suppliers that
promote good environmental stewardship and sustainable livelihoods, and engage consumers
in healthy lifestyles.

2.3.4 Information needs for consumers
There is a long history of individual consumer-facing businesses seeking to communicate the
green credentials of their philosophy, their operations or their products. For example, the Ford
Motor Company experimented with biofuels for its cars in the 1940s. The Soil Association
introduced its organic certification scheme in 1973. Tesco introduced 13 ‘environmentally-friendly’
product logos in 1989. The impetus for these and many other initiatives included short- or longerterm concern about resource scarcity, concern that conventional production processes or
products were damaging to the environment, and a commercial desire to meet increasing
demand from ‘green consumers’, in which consumer aspirations for products of high
performance along with conventional consumer criteria, such as value, style and convenience,
fused with citizen aspirations for environmental quality and security.
Action by consumer-facing businesses on sustainability gained significant momentum in the first
decade of the 21st century. This reflected several developments. First, there was growing
concern about the global impact of climate change and its likely economic, social and political
impacts – including on businesses themselves, their supply chains and the regulatory regimes in
which they operated. This was supplemented by an emerging belief among, for example, NGOs,
that governmental action on climate change was likely to be insufficient either in substance or
urgency, and that business could be more powerful, quicker and more effective. Both businesses
and NGOs also sensed that consumer action on sustainability was a powerful untapped force,
and that business could use its innovation, marketing and communication skills to empower
consumers to act through their purchasing and behaviour.
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The result from around 2005 was significant action (often competitive action) by businesses –
particularly in the US and the UK – to provide increasing amounts of green information. Company
strategies, and the information that flowed from them, typically developed by beginning with
publication of information on the greenhouse gas emissions and associated environmental
impacts of the direct operations of the business (mainly its buildings; its production operations
and its transport systems). They then extended over time (but usually in a more piecemeal and
selective way) to the upstream impact - e.g. the sourcing of raw materials; voluntary compliance
with sustainability initiatives (e.g. sustainable palm oil); and initiatives to conserve water or other
resources. And this then might lead to initiatives aimed at empowering the consumer by providing
green choices either through their purchasing or through other actions. Some businesses have
coordinated these processes into well-presented strategies as noted in Box 2-4.
Examples of attempts to empower ’green consumers’ in recent years – involving but not
restricted to the provision of information – are many and varied, as shown in Box 2-5.

Box 2-5: Examples of initiatives intended to facilitate green consumer choices
• Offering products which are clearly labelled to certify compliance with a set of
environmental certification standards, e.g. organic (food); Rainforest Alliance or Forest
Stewardship Council (timber); Marine Stewardship Council (fish); ‘fair trade’ (many
products, but most commonly tea and coffee); and a plethora of standards introduced
in particular by retailers (‘Greener Living’ etc).
• Green claims which are not linked to a certification standard (e.g. ‘uses X% less
packaging’; ‘produced using recycled materials’; ‘green’ electricity [see Box 2-6]).
• Labelling schemes which indicate the comparative efficiency of products or
appliances, many of which are now mandatory (e.g. some electrical appliances,
buildings and cars).
• Innovation and associated information designed to deliver environmental benefit
through the use of the product (e.g. ‘wash at 30°C’).
• Information designed to provide reliable comparable data to enable the consumer to
make a choice between products. The most prominent such initiative is probably
carbon labelling – an attempt to provide information on the CO2 emitted through the
production, distribution, use and disposal of the product.
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• Initiatives aimed at changing consumer or household behaviour. These have often
been led by businesses in collaboration with public bodies, charities and NGOs (e.g.
Global Action Plan). Popular areas for action include energy-saving in the home, waste
reduction and recycling and saving water. Information is sometimes supplemented with
financial or other incentives, or arrangements to address perceived barriers to take up
of the product – e.g. the UK Government’s Green Deal or the initiatives by various
retailers to incentivise the reuse of carrier bags through small rewards.
• Voluntary ‘choice-editing’ by producers or retailers (e.g. selling only sustainable tuna
or certified timber products, or appliances above a certain efficiency grade).

The market share of some of the products offered is now sizeable. The Fairtrade Foundation
reported that the value of Fair Trade goods in 2011 was £1.32 billion, a 12% increase on 201069.
The Soil Association’s Organic Market Report 2013 reports that globally the organic market is
now worth nearly €46 billion, with European sales totalling €21.5 billion70, with both markets
having grown through the economic downturn (though in the UK they are down since 2008).
However, the overall impact of these initiatives, particularly the voluntary ones, has been small,
remaining peripheral both to consumer consciousness and business strategy. There are a number
of reasons for this. Most obviously, the economic downturn since 2008 has reduced business focus
and capacity on sustainability. Despite the emergence of socially responsible investment initiatives in
the financial sector, city pressure has increasingly focused businesses on demonstrating that green
initiatives deliver a demonstrable financial return as well as environmental benefit. This is made more
difficult when green choices are more expensive choices, as consumers have tended, sometimes
justifiably, to perceive. Gaining traction in a hostile economic environment is more difficult (e.g. the
decline in organic sales in the UK). Faced with data which consistently shows that sustainability has
slipped down the list of consumer purchasing priorities, consumer-facing businesses have
reprioritised accordingly. In contrast, green choices that save consumers money leave them income
available to spend on more or other goods, which may increase the negative environmental effects
of their consumption (the ‘rebound’ effect).
The downturn aside, after the initial flurry of initiatives designed to empower consumers from
around 2006, many consumer-facing businesses have come to realise that maintaining consumer
action on sustainability, and achieving genuine behaviour change, are very difficult. Initial action

69 See http://www.fairtrade.org.uk/press_office/press_releases_and_statements/february_2012/responsible_capitalism.aspx
70 See http://www.soilassociation.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=whbpEnZUd7A%3d&tabid=1984
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focused on providing information, small incentives and stimulating collective action (‘We’re all in
this together’ type initiatives). These sometimes stimulated a short-term response, but there are
relatively few examples of significant, sustained behaviour change resulting from information or
related initiatives. This innate difficulty has been compounded by customer confusion. Initiatives
have on the whole been fragmented, with competition among businesses over claims and ways
of communicating information (see Box 2-6 on the experience with ‘green tariffs’ for electricity).
The impetus behind drives to develop a unified approach to carbon labelling has waned (with
different systems being developed in different parts of the world and fewer rather than more
labels on products in the UK). At a more macro level, it is now hard to perceive much clarity or
confidence about where consuming-facing initiatives should focus, how they can have genuine
impact and whether indeed the provision of information is the best means of empowering
consumers or driving consumer action.
In conclusion, it is clear that the voluntary provision of information by suppliers to consumers,
even when this has been independently certified, has at best supported niche markets, and has
had very little impacts on markets overall. Doubtless these voluntary initiatives will continue, and
some schemes will continue to deliver real benefits, albeit on a small scale compared to total
market activity.

Box 2-6: 'Green tariffs' for electricity
A number of electricity retailers have for some time offered ‘green tariffs’ for some of their
electricity, claiming that these tariffs related to the generation of renewable electricity
and/or other environmental benefits. The precise nature of the offers was, however, often
not clear, and it became apparent that considerably more renewable electricity was being
sold through these tariffs than was actually being generated. The Green Energy
Certification Scheme (GECS) was launched in 2010 with a view to clarifying the green
electricity market. It is an independent scheme run by a panel of experts that certifies
‘green’ electricity tariff packages offered to consumers by participating UK retail electricity
suppliers. To achieve certification, suppliers have to show to the panel that they match
any renewable sales under the tariff (which may or may not be specified in the tariff) with
their direct generation or purchases from others of renewable electricity, and that their
scheme offers additional environmental benefits. However, notwithstanding the good
intentions, a review of the scheme in 2011 identified that it was still difficult to distinguish
the certified from non-certified ‘green tariffs’ which some suppliers continued to offer, and
that even the certified schemes were not clear to consumers in terms of the fuel mix they
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were purchasing. The Green Electricity Marketplace website71 indicates that only one
(Good Energy) of the six small suppliers listed as supplying ‘100% green electricity’ has a
certified scheme, while the renewables share of the Big Six suppliers, who all have
certified schemes, varies from 3.9-14%72. The final irony of this complicated saga is that,
due to efforts by the energy regulator, Ofgem, and the Government, to clarify electricity
tariffs more generally by reducing the number suppliers can offer, it seems likely that
some suppliers will discontinue their ‘green tariffs’ altogether. Indeed, the GECS website
indicates that as of August 2013 five of the eight certified schemes listed are no longer
open to new customers73.

More widespread impact will require the more systematic provision of information across a wider
canvas, perhaps through the provision of enhanced environmental information through on-line
purchasing, where the scope to provide more information is greater than through physical
labelling and where the consumer is arguably more likely to take notice of and be influenced by
well-presented information. The impact of this information could be greatly magnified if a welltrusted independent body would endorse ‘green better buys’ which would have a chance of
going viral. Such an approach could be combined with the development of a single, uniform way
of communicating the key environmental impact of a product, focusing on a single priority area –
probably CO2 impacts – through a presentational device analogous to that of the well established
‘guideline daily amounts’ of harmonized nutrition labelling. This could be combined with the
creative co-ordination of digital information, building on existing ‘carbon calculators’ to help
households have real-time and accessible information on their total carbon impact (e.g.
combining information on food purchasing with use of utilities, waste services etc).
However, sustained behaviour change from consumers will require both a deeper understanding of
how and why people behave as they do, and a more complex package of policy instruments,
going beyond information, to influence it. This package will need to combine the provision of clear
and relevant information with other policies of regulation and fiscal incentives designed to stimulate
both direct consumer action and business innovation – e.g. lower VAT rates for ‘green’ products or
lower business rate thresholds for businesses meeting specified performance standards. This in
turn will need to be a systematic and coordinated programme going beyond individual producers
and consumers and focusing on stimulating widespread product and systems innovation, and
coordinated action on infrastructure in such areas as transport or domestic waste management.
A number of these themes are picked up and developed in subsequent sections.

71 See http://www.greenelectricity.org/tariffs.php, accessed August 14th 2013
72 See http://www.greenenergyscheme.org/join/find-certified-green-tariffs/full-tariff-listing/, date accessed August 14th 2013
73 See http://www.greenenergyscheme.org/join/find-certified-green-tariffs/full-tariff-listing/, date accessed August 14th 2013
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2.4 Information and policy packages
Some of the clearest evidence of the potential of information to contribute both to resourcesaving and reduced environmental impacts comes from experience with labelling. This section
contrasts two situations: where labelling as part of a policy package has achieved that potential,
and where stand-alone labelling has so far signally failed to do so.
Labelling as part of a policy package
Energy labelling in the European Union was introduced through a Directive in 1992, which was
updated in 2010, such that most white goods, and a range of other products, are now covered.
An example, of a label for an A-rated washing machine, is shown at Figure 7, showing an A-G
rating (with A extended to A+, A++ and A+++ in later versions for some goods to take account of
energy efficiency improvements), and other relevant performance information.

As may be seen from Figure 7 the washing machine energy
label contains information on:
• Energy consumption per cycle
• Washing performance – with a class from A to G
• Spin drying performance – with a class from A to G
• Maximum spin speed
• The total cotton capacity in kg
• Water consumption per cycle in litres
• Noise in the washing and spinning cycles in dB(A)

Figure 7: Example of a European Union energy label
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In the UK these labels had a very limited impact on consumer purchases until this information
was combined with other policies, such as the Government Energy Efficiency Commitment (EEC)
scheme, which required energy suppliers to install energy-saving equipment in people’s homes. A
comprehensive evaluation of the scheme (Lees, 2006)74, from which the rest of the information in
this section is taken, was carried out in 2006. Under EEC, suppliers were able to subsidise the
installation of more efficient appliances. The energy label on the appliances made this possible,
but take up of the more efficient appliances had been slow, as is shown from the figures below.
With regard to cold appliances, Figure 8 shows market shares of sales broken down by energy
rating from 1996-97 to the end of September 2005. In 1997, when the energy labels had been
out for some years, the shares of sales of A- and B-rated appliances were still very low. In the
energy efficiency supplier obligation scheme before EEC, called EESOP, cold appliances down to
C-rated could be subsidised, because the market average for certain products was well below
this rating and the price differential between the A-rated appliances and the market average was
extremely high (over £100). The effect of this support on the sales share of C-rated appliances
over 1999-2001 is clear. With EEC, however, the sales share of A-rated appliances significantly
increased, reaching 60% in 2006, while sales of ratings D-G fell to almost zero.
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Figure 8: Development of the total cold appliance market by energy rating, 1996-2000. Source: Lees 2006,
Figure 5.1, p.32

74 Lees, E. 2006 Evaluation of the Energy Efficiency Commitment 2002-05, Report to DEFRA, February, Eoin Lees Energy, Wantage, Oxon
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Lees lists a number of factors as having contributed to the growth in sales of A-rated cold
appliances, with the following as the ‘key ingredients’: EU energy labelling; EU Minimum
Performance Standards; Energy Saving Trust and Government marketing campaigns; consumer
advice from the Energy Efficiency Advice Centres; media coverage on climate change; retail staff
training and point of sale material from the Energy Saving Trust; Energy Efficiency Recommended
branding and advertising; EESOP and EEC funding for incentives; and the uplift factor in EEC1 to
encourage market transformation.
Lees’ judgement is that the introduction of European Union energy labelling of white goods was the
first important development contributing to this market transformation, providing ‘clear and
unambiguous differentiation between the energy efficient and other appliances’. Two other
important factors were the Minimum Performance Standards legislation introduced by the European
Union, which removed from the market the lowest performing products (energy labels E-G in the
case of fridge freezers), and the work of EST in promoting Energy Efficiency Recommended75
products and training retail staff to understand and be able to explain the energy label to customers.
However, he also considers that the financial incentives available from the energy suppliers under
EEC from 2002 were important in the substantially more rapid transformation of the cold appliance
market that can be seen in Figure 8 from that date. Lees also shows that the experience for wet
appliances, which were also supported under EEC, was very similar.
Condensing boilers introduce another possible element of policy packages, because, in addition
to being supported under EEC from 2002-05 (as were cold and wet appliances), the 2005
Building Regulations passed for England and Wales required condensing boilers to be fitted as
the norm. Figure 9 shows the result in terms of market penetration of boiler sales. While it is clear
that the growth rate of the market penetration in the EEC period was higher than before, the really
dramatic increase occurred after the regulation in 2005.
However, Lees also concludes that although the Building Regulations played the major part in
transforming the condensing boiler market, without the earlier availability of financial incentives
through EEC, and work by the Energy Saving Trust and others in building confidence and
expertise with the new boilers, Government might not have had the confidence to regulate such a
sharp increase in their rate of uptake. In such situations ‘It requires a combination of awareness,
training and the presence of financial incentives through EEC to prime the market such that the
Government can have confidence in legislating for energy efficient solutions being the norm.’

75 Now ‘Energy Saving Recommended’.
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Market penetrations of condensing boiler sales
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Figure 9: Penetration of condensing boilers as a percentage of the total boiler market from 1998/9 to the
end of 2005. Source: Lees 2006, Figure 5.7, p.38

Stand-alone labelling
A very different, and much less positive, story is apparent regarding the Energy Performance
Certificates (EPC) that arise from the EU Energy Performance in Buildings Directive (EPBD). The
EPBD was adopted in December 2002 and is the main legislative instrument affecting energy use
and efficiency in the buildings sector in the EU. It explicitly seeks to tap the potential for energy
savings in the buildings sector, which is often viewed as the sector with the highest cost-effective
energy savings potential. The Directive is designed to promote the energy performance of
buildings through the introduction of a framework for an integrated methodology for measuring
energy performance; the application of minimum energy performance standards in new buildings
and certain renovated buildings, and regular updating of these; energy certification for and advice
on new and existing buildings; and the inspection and assessment of boilers and heating and
cooling systems. The requirements of the Directive ensure that all buildings are potentially subject
to at least one requirement in the EPBD. Its biggest potential impact is its requirement for new
and existing buildings to have an EPC (which closely resembles the energy labels for appliances)
when sold or rented, and for existing buildings over a certain size to upgrade their energy
performance when being renovated.
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So far EPCs have singularly failed to drive the kind of uptake in energy efficiency measures shown
above in the markets for appliances. Research undertaken for the UCL Green Economy Policy
Commission76 suggests that there were a number of reasons for this: lack of awareness of EPCs
and what they were meant to achieve; lack of understanding how to read EPCs; standardised
recommendations of measures which were not always appropriate for the very different buildings
being assessed; real or imagined lack of skill in installers to implement energy efficiency measures
effectively; and lack of available resources, or unwillingness to commit them, to undertake the
efficiency measures suggested by EPCs. This seems a very similar situation that existed with
appliance energy labels pre-EEC, when efficient appliances could be significantly more expensive
than less efficient alternatives.
The Government’s recently introduced Green Deal77 goes some way towards addressing many of
these issues. But it falls short of the package of measures that achieved such success with
appliances in two important respects: it offers no financial incentive to home owners to take up
the Green Deal – indeed, interest rates on Green Deal loans are rather higher than the rates many
people could get on an additional mortgage to carry out the work; and so far there is only the
threat of regulation for the worst performing privately rented buildings at some point in the future.
Indeed, the Government backed off a proposal to require buildings to be upgraded when they
were being extended or substantially renovated. Uptake of the Green Deal has so far been very
slow. The EEC experience suggests that these two omissions from the policy package will have
to be addressed before the market transformation of appliances will be seen in the much higher
energy-consuming building sector, where the energy efficiency prize is much greater.

2.5 Information and behaviour change
The greater ability of policy packages, containing but going beyond information, to influence
human behaviour than information by itself, reflects the recent insights from behavioural
economics, some of which are summarised here78, in order to underpin some policy proposals
which follow. The central conclusion from this literature is that policies intended to influence
human behaviour, in respect of the environment and resources as in other fields, need to consider
a range of sociological and psychological motivations and constraints on decision-making, in

76 Carvalho, M. 2013 ‘Issue Brief: EPBD and EPC’, mimeo, UCL Institute for Sustainable Resources, University College London
77 See https://www.gov.uk/green-deal-energy-saving-measures/how-the-green-deal-works
78 For a fuller account of these insights, together with some supporting evidence, see Baddeley, M. (2011), ‘Energy, the Environment and Behaviour Change: A survey
of insights from behavioural economics’, Cambridge Working Papers in Economics CWPE 1162, Faculty of Economics, University of Cambridge
http://www.econ.cam.ac.uk/dae/repec/cam/pdf/cwpe1162.pdf
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addition to responses to prices and regulations. Having said that, it is also clear that price factors
have an impact on behaviour, so that taxation and other fiscal policies can play a significant role
in encouraging greener behaviours.
This recognition of multiple behavioural motivations finds expression in the latest generation of
electricity demand side management models, looking forward to the greater provision of
information through smart meters. Such models incorporate not only financial incentives and
technological innovation but also customer attitudes, awareness and engagement. There is
substantial commercial value in the potential for efficiency gains from smart meters, which could
be shared between suppliers and consumers, but attention will need to be paid to consumer
attitudes, influenced by social norms, for this to be realised. Energy suppliers recognise the role of
attitudes and social norms and recognise that changing consumer behaviour is not only about
lower energy bills but also about emphasising health benefits, the virtues of being green, impacts
on children, and about doing better than your neighbours – issues that recur below.
With energy conservation too, psychologists suggest that policy-makers need to broaden their
approaches. Consumer responses to information and money are more complex than standard
economic analysis suggests and other motivations also drive people towards saving energy. For
example, people may choose to reduce boiler temperatures, rather than engage in the complex
analysis required to invest in insulation. Energy conservation decisions reflect an interaction of
economic and psychological factors and barriers, the latter including risk and uncertainty,
constraints on learning, social norms, disempowerment and procrastination, and fashions and
social pressure. Providing more information, whether via smart metering technologies, labelling or
certificates, can increase awareness and transparency of energy use, but information by itself is
rarely effective, and such information as is provided needs to be clear, comparable and
standardised, if consumers are to compare different options.
Analysis using behavioural economics has now generated powerful insights into a number of key
drivers of human behaviour, including those related to energy and the environment, such as loss
aversion, framing effects, reference points, heuristics and cognitive bias; time and discounting,
planning and habits, goals and feedback; social learning and influences (on firms as well as
individuals); social preferences, for example relating to perceived fairness; and emotions,
happiness and wellbeing. All these issues have implications for policy. Balancing the roles played
by traditional economic policy-making versus socio-psychological factors, a crucial issue is the
extent to which price factors versus non-price factors play a role. If the former, standard
economics with adjustments for externalities, asymmetric information and principal agent
problems will be a good analytical approach; but if non-price factors have significant impacts then
the psychology of decision-making needs to be addressed. In this, insights from behavioural
economics such as those above need to be given weight.
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The same issues are also relevant to regulators. For example, the issue of switching energy
supplier, to which the energy regulator Ofgem has given much attention, clearly involves much
more than just giving people information about the cheapest deal. Ofgem analysis of consumer
biases and their impacts on energy consumers has revealed issues of limited cognitive capacity,
status quo bias, loss aversion and time inconsistency79. Insights from behavioural economics can
be useful in enabling smart metering technology to be installed which supports the effective use
of information in the effective planning of energy consumption. Effective planning is constrained
by bounded rationality – it is a complex task to manage energy demand even if time-varying tariffs
are available. If effectively delivered, smart metering technologies could enable people to adapt to
real-time pricing and other tariffs which match supply and demand conditions more effectively.
The technologies could also incorporate normative information, for example to harness social
influences on energy consumption, and could provide immediate feedback to energy users
enabling them to develop new energy-efficient habits. Policy makers must not allow the projected
rapid pace of smart meter rollouts to jeopardise the achievement of these benefits.
However, the potency of insights from behavioural economics should not be oversold, and
substantial changes in behaviour are likely to require measures deriving from such insights to be
combined with other policy tools. Fortunately, social and behavioural science research shows that
norms, social networks and social influence and attention to convenience and design will work
alongside financial incentives and better information. So policies embedding behavioural insights
should complement, not substitute for other economic interventions.

2.6 Conclusions on information
This section has set out who needs to know what about the environment and resource flows:
policy makers need material flow and natural capital accounts to understand overall material
flows and their environmental impacts and in order to be able to safeguard, maintain and facilitate
the provision of non-market ecosystem goods and services; and investors, producers and
consumers need a range of enhanced information for markets to work effectively. Information can
make a powerful contribution to behaviour change that supports a green economy, but it is rare
that this happens through the provision of information alone. Information may also be expected to
provide a key motivation and underpinning for innovation for a green economy, which is the
subject of the next section.

79 Ofgem 2011 What can behavioural economics say about GB energy consumers?, March,
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/39711/behaviouraleconomicsgbenergy.pdf
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Figure 10 summarises the various issues discussed in relation to information provision and
disclosure for national government, investors and corporations:

Government

Investors

Corporations

Conventional
Information Metrics

System of national
accounts; gross
domestic product, current
account, net exports

COD-VERB framework
for investment
decisions; investor
analysis and reports

Annual report:
standard financial
metrics and reporting

Environmental and
resource (E&R) risk to
actors

Climate shocks increase
health costs and damage
infrastructure; agriculture
variability; resource
shortages

Damage to, or
mispricing of assets in
investment portfolios;
increasingly large
insurance payouts

Increasing resource
and waste costs;
reputational damage
from supply chains

Information required
for managing own
E&R risk

Comprehensive view of
the material basis of the
economy, similar to
economic national
accounts; E&R boundaries
and bottlenecks

Investment in different
sectors that contribute
to environmental
damage; E&R ‘Big Data’

Own E&R requirements
and impacts; supply
chain data on key
environmental, social and
governance (ESG) issues
issues; benchmark ESG
relating to competitors

Current E&R
information
disclosure

Environmental accounts;
carbon accounting and
budgeting

According to Principles
for Responsible
Investment; ad-hoc
research

CSR and sustainability
reports; green claims on
products; returns to CDP

Proposed E&R
information
disclosure

Construction by ONS of
natural capital and
material flow accounts,
linked to UK NEA
information; monitor
resource prices;
development of
consumption-based
accounting

Integration of
environmental data into
COD-VERB framework;
use confidence
accounting that provides
a risk assessment of
asset values

Work with RERC to
establish a
comprehensive,
standardised E&R
reporting system, apply
the system to supply
chains, contribute to
SDGs through Global
Compact

Figure 10: Proposed changes in the information infrastructure to support a green economy
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Summary of recommendations on information
The Office for National Statistics (ONS) needs to be commissioned to undertake two major data
design and development projects:
• the construction of a system of natural capital accounts (SNCA) to increase
understanding as to how and where natural capital should be maintained and augmented,
and to act as an interface between the economy and the environment, to facilitate the
detailed modelling of the impacts of the economy on the environment and the contribution
of the environment, resources and ecosystem goods and services to the economy.
• the construction of much more detailed material flow accounts for the UK economy that
will track the flow of different materials through the economy, to facilitate their retention of
value and their appropriate management at the end of product lives, without which policy
makers will not be able to understand how resource use is developing in the UK, and how it
should be managed.
• The ONS should monitor resource prices to identify possible pinch-points and bottlenecks
with a view to increasing resource security and develop the promising start it has made with
consumption-based accounting.
• Investors need to access environmental and resource (E&R) data and include it as
appropriate in their COD-VERB analytical frameworks. Their adoption of confidence
accounting, which needs to be the subject of a review by the Financial Reporting Council,
would also make much clearer E&R risks to the assets in which they are investing.
• Corporations need to work with a new Resources and Environment Reporting Council in
order to extend to other resources, on a sectoral basis, the learning that has been acquired
with reporting carbon and greenhouse gas emissions and to generate benchmarks in
different sectors which they can apply to their supply chains.
• With regard to consumer information, the most important priority for it to contribute to
change is to embed it in policy packages that combine the information with appropriate
financial incentives and regulation and take account of the psychological and other insights
of behavioural economics. Such an approach will be especially important to enable the
Green Deal on home and business energy efficiency to achieve its full potential.
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We argue that a greening of innovation policy is required. Innovation is at the heart of
aspirations for a green economy, and there are great economic opportunities for the
countries that develop the leading green technologies of tomorrow. Innovation policy
should: enable green innovation in all sectors and technologies; support the development of
core green technologies; and enable the emergence of transformational green innovations.
It is important that the UK establishes and maintains innovation leadership in green
technologies. Yet the UK is currently not doing well enough in green innovation – either in
the ‘core’ green technologies like renewable energy, or in the wider green conversion of
existing industrial strengths. Of particular concern is our finding that green innovation is
well below levels amongst our competitors in key areas of existing UK comparative
advantage such as aerospace.
We conclude that there is an inevitable and crucial role for government in shaping
innovation policy. Currently, the UK suffers from four key innovation system weaknesses:
finance; weakness of support for regional strengths; absence of vision; and fragmented
and weak supporting institutions.
In light of the UK Government’s return to industrial policy, we argue for a multi-level and
‘matrix’ approach to greening the UK innovation system: we need layers of ‘horizontal’
policies that are technology neutral, and we need ‘vertical’ technology-specific initiatives
to provide support to core technologies for the green economy.
We recommend:
• a new green industrial strategy to identify technology priority areas and support for
innovative business models
• embedding green objectives within government mechanisms for innovation
• creating demand-pull for green innovation across the economy

Technology – and more broadly innovation – is at the heart of aspirations for a green economy80,81.
The focus on innovation comes about first because of the clear importance of technology in
responding to environmental imperatives. We know that very substantial technological changes are
required if we are to maintain our quality of life without risking widespread environmental damage,
species loss and irreversible climate change. Those concerned with the practicality and
affordability of reaching various environmental targets have stressed the need for the development

80 Aghion et al., 2009. No green growth without innovation. Bruegel Policy Brief. Brussels.
81 OECD 2011. Fostering innovation for green growth. OECD, Paris.
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and deployment of new technologies, often with some urgency82. An additional view highlights the
role that green innovation policy can play, not only in ensuring that targets are met at minimum
cost, but also in fostering growth. Technological change has been identified as a key driver of
economic growth since path-breaking work of Robert Solow in the 1950s83, and economists
continue to understand innovation as a driving force for growth84.
Our main message is that Government can and should play a strategic role not only
in strengthening the UK innovation system but in orienting it towards ‘eco-innovation’ –
the development of new products, business models, processes and ideas that reduce
environmental harm. In both the short and long term, setting a course for a green economy
can catalyse innovation with benefits for both the environment and the economy. As with other
areas of the green economy, the message is the same: the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts, and driving an eco-innovation agenda is not just about implementing specific policy
instruments, but about a catalytic role for government in setting a strategic agenda and direction
for economic development.

3.1 Core propositions for innovation policy for a green economy
The following discussion is rooted in four core propositions which underpin our argument for
innovation policy for a green economy.

1.

Innovation is critical for both economic prosperity and environmental sustainability

As already noted, economists have long argued that innovation is critical for long-term growth
and prosperity. Successive waves of economic transformation and growth have been preceded
by major innovations: steam power and the railway, electrification, mass production, and most
recently, the ICT revolution. The point here is that innovation policy is also growth policy85.
Nevertheless a number of commentators have highlighted that the UK’s short, medium and longterm growth prospects could be undermined with stagnant or falling investments in innovation

82 Stern 2007. The Economics of Climate Change. HM Government, TSO, London.
83 See, e.g. Solow 1956. A Contribution to the Theory of Economic Growth. Quarterly Journal of Economics. Vol. 70.
84 See, e.g, the work of Paul Romer, Philippe Aghion and Peter Howitt.
85 Tassey 2012, Beyond the Business Cycle: the need for a technology-based growth strategy. National Institute of Standards and Technology; Atkinson and Ezell
2012, Innovation Economics. Yale University Press
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(see Figure 11). While it is clear that government has limited fiscal room to manoeuvre, it is also
clear that innovation is an investment necessary for long-term growth86. While deficit reduction is
important in maintaining the UK’s creditworthiness, so is the perception of the UK as a place with
good prospects for medium and long-term growth.
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Figure 11: R&D intensity of GDP in the UK and key competitors. Source: OECD.

It is also widely accepted that innovation is critical for achieving environmental quality, resource
security and climate stability87. This works both ways: innovation policy is necessary for
successfully realising environmental goals, while environmental policy can foster greater
innovation, leading to higher levels of energy, resource and material productivity. Indeed, the
positive effects of innovation on productivity growth provide an additional rationale for
environmental policy88. As environmental regulations are introduced, firms respond by investing in
innovative solutions – which not only reduce the expected costs of regulation, but can also
generate productivity growth.

86 NESTA, 2012, Plan I: the case for innovation-led growth.
87 Acemoglu, Aghion, Bursztyn and Hemous. 2009. The environment and directed technological change. FEEM Working Paper 93.2010.
88 Hallegatte et al 2012. From growth to green growth: a framework. Policy Research Working Paper 5872. World Bank.
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‘the potential spillovers arising from green innovation could well be larger than for other
forms of innovation, precisely because the market is still underdeveloped and the
potential for future innovation and growth may well be very large. Overcoming the barriers
to green innovation, including the dominance of existing technologies and systems, could
possibly lead to a new wave of innovations comparable to those of other major
technological revolutions’ (OECD, 201189).

2. The direction and rate of technological change are not predetermined: societies,
through a range of institutions, make choices about which technological paths to develop
For every set of technologies and areas of science we pursue and develop, other possible
development paths are abandoned. This means that there is not a single optimal path
representing the inevitable march of progress – there are many paths that we could pursue but
do not. Furthermore, technological change is path-dependent, and ‘lock-in’ effects mean that it
can be difficult to shift development paths. The implication is that early effort pays off: what we
see as ‘abatement costs’ incurred now become investments in the development of new
technologies and systems that will spawn new industries.
Lock-in means that failure to act now will reduce our flexibility in the future. The successful firms
of the 21st century will be those that can operate in a world of volatile and rising energy and
resource prices, and with increasing demands to stay within environmental limits. The question is:
how can governments seize the initiative to drive innovation that is vital for both greening and
growing the economy?

3. There is no choice between intervening or not – governments inevitably play a strong
role in influencing the direction and rate of technological change
The third core proposition is that government plays a strong role in shaping both the rate and
direction of innovative activities. Decades old debates between ‘laissez-faire’ and ‘picking
winners’ have missed the point: evidence shows that innovation and technological change are
shaped not only by the possibilities of science and the opportunities of the market but that
government decisions play a role too. These decisions are made through the structure of funding

89 OECD 2011. Fostering innovation for green growth. OECD, Paris.
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and choices in R&D funding priorities, through government procurement choices, and through
the entire structure of regulation throughout the economy.
Recent years have seen a shift in economists’ and policymakers’ thinking about why and how
government should be involved in the innovation process. In traditional approaches, the basic
rationale for a public policy role in innovation was centred on market failures (particularly the
under-supply of R&D arising from knowledge spillovers)90. More recent approaches see innovation
as arising from a complex system of interacting firms, public bodies, institutions, markets and
technological opportunities: an ‘innovation system’91 in which government is an irreplaceable
player. While arguments about market failures for innovation are important, they do not provide a
sufficient account of the complex relationship between public policy and innovation, and the ways
in which policymakers can and should support innovation92.
Rather than focusing on ‘fixing’ the problems left by an otherwise effective market mechanism,
innovation system perspectives understand the role of government as broader, with government
playing an important role in shaping the incentives, structures and rules through which innovation
takes place. Government investments in R&D are often critical in exploring innovation trajectories
that would otherwise be too risky and expensive for the private sector.
The point here is that innovation policy is not so much a choice between ‘intervening’ or not. Indeed,
this language of ‘intervention’ presumes that government has to justify its presence in innovation
activity, that it is somehow an interloper. This is not a good description of how innovation works in a
modern economy93. Rather than worrying about the rationale for and mode of ‘intervention’, the
challenge of innovation policy is to understand how government can participate in ways that create a
dynamic and vibrant innovation system that meets our social and economic aspirations.

4.

An eco-innovation strategy is necessary and it is timely

The fourth core proposition is that we are at a decisive moment, both because the ICT revolution
has enabled fundamental change in economic systems, and because of the urgency of
environmental problems. The ICT revolution has created the potential for transformations in our
economic system and the way it interacts with the natural environment – and ICTs have created
new ways of conducting innovation itself. Economic historians have identified ICTs as the latest in

90 Popp 2010. Innovation and Climate Policy. Annual Review of Resource Economics 2(1): 275-298.
91 Lundvall et al 2002, National systems of production, innovation and competence building. Research Policy Vol. 31; Perez (2002) Technological revolutions and
financial capital: the dynamics of bubbles and golden ages
92 NESTA, 2012, Plan I: the case for innovation-led growth.
93 Lundvall, Johnson, et al. (2002). ‘National systems of production, innovation and competence building.’ Research Policy 31: 213-231; Malerba, F. (2002). ‘Sectoral
systems of innovation and production.’ Research Policy 31(2): 247-264; Mazzucato 2013, The entrepreneurial state, Anthem Press
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a series of fundamental technological revolutions that have driven great surges of economic
development, much like steam and electricity in the past94. Just like steam and electricity, ICTs are
a ‘General Purpose Technology’ that have such pervasive impact that they enable
transformations in all sectors95. ICTs also create the potential for radical greening of the economy
through smarter systems, but this revolution needs direction if these opportunities are to be
realised96. The promise of ICT is the possibility of shifting the emphasis of productivity increases
from mainly labour-saving to resource-saving. These kinds of savings are particularly important as
prices of energy, materials and water tend to rise with the pressures of global demand. As the
economic potential of the ICT revolution is now unfolding, it is essential that this opportunity is
seized: ICTs offer a fundamental enabling technology for a greener economy, but this will only be
achieved if governments direct the unfolding revolution through intelligent public policy.
At the same time, the urgency of dealing with environmental problems has become ever more
acute. This means both that it is important to accelerate the development and deployment of
clean technologies; it also means that other countries too are both increasingly developing and
deploying clean technologies. There are plenty of opportunities to capture export markets, and
these are likely to grow. Nevertheless the UK could fail to establish a comparative advantage if it
falters in developing a strategic innovation policy in these clean industries now. The moment of
opportunity will pass, especially as other countries such as Germany and Japan are getting
involved with the next wave of clean technological innovations.
Those four propositions make the case for innovation to be at the core of a green economy
strategy. As noted above, government already makes choices – not always consciously – that
shape the direction of our innovative activities. What is increasingly clear is that governments
need to make choices that are consistent with long-term social goals, including the need for
environmental quality, resource security and climate stability. The increasing acceptance that a
simple market-failure model of innovation is insufficient has created a well-recognised need for
governments to take a more active approach to innovation and industrial strategy.
Transforming our economy through eco-innovation will not always be easy. The language of
innovation conjures an image of dynamic entrepreneurship and rapid change. But much
innovation keeps within existing paradigms and trajectories. Re-orienting our economy towards
more sustainable ways of doing things will be a challenging process that takes time and confronts
many obstacles.

94 Perez, C. (2002). Technological revolutions and financial capital: The dynamics of bubbles and golden ages. Edward Elgar Publishing.
95 Bresnahan and Trajtenberg 1995. General purpose technologies: ‘Engines of growth’? Journal of Econometrics 65: 83-108
96 Røpke, I. (2012). The unsustainable directionality of innovation – The example of the broadband transition. Research Policy 41(9): 1631-1642.
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Box 3-1: A golden opportunity? Technological revolutions and the potential for a
green golden age
The work of Carlota Perez provides a persuasive argument for the timeliness of a green
economy strategy. Her work has shown how a series of technological revolutions has
enabled great surges of economic development throughout history: railways and steam;
the motor car and electricity at the beginning of the 20th Century; and the ICT revolution
today. The dynamics of these surges of development share common features. An early
‘creative destruction’ phase is characterised by turbulence as the new technologies
threaten established ways of doing things, culminating in a bubble of irrational
exuberance as excitement about the potential of the new technologies takes hold. The
roaring twenties, ‘railway mania’, and the dotcom boom are all examples of this
phenomenon, all of which followed major technological revolutions and which saw
finance take centre stage, pushing the major production firms of the previous era aside.
The bubble is typically followed by a crash, and it is only after this that the true potential
of the technological revolution for transformative change in economic productivity takes
hold. Each crash is typically followed by what Perez calls a ‘golden age’ of development,
as the full productive potential of the new technologies takes hold.
According to Perez, the ICT revolution has the potential to restructure the economic
paradigm of the 20th century from a mass-production ‘Fordist’ paradigm to a more
flexible and networked production system – with particular opportunities to enable a
radical greening of the economy. While the 20th century was characterised by
economies of scale, ICTs enable economies of specialisation and scope; where 20th
century production systems resulted in streams of waste, ICT-enabled production
systems will be better enabled to close material loops; while 20th century production
often replaced services with products, the opposite becomes more possible with
cheaper information technologies. The point here is that ICTs enable radical innovation
in both processes (intelligent, resource-efficient, cradle-to-cradle optimisation) and in
products (services replace products, bias towards knowledge-intensive products that
are less resource-intensive) that can shift the economy to a greener basis.
In short, Perez’s work suggests that we may be at the beginning of a new, productive
phase of economic growth and prosperity, and one that is uniquely well suited to
reducing environmental burdens. However, the opportunity depends on effective public
policy action. Two major issues are the restructuring of financial regulation, driving
finance into long-term productive investments rather than short-term speculation; and
the directing of innovative activity towards a greener development path.
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3.2 The context for green UK innovation policy: the return of UK
industrial policy
The ‘innovation systems’ view – in which market failures are recognised to be an important but
limited guide for policy action – has become widely accepted in governments around the world,
including in the UK’97. At the same time, governments have shown increasing interest in various
forms of industrial policy, particularly since the financial crisis’98. Debates about sector and
technology-specific support in the UK were for many years weighed down by the UK’s particular
historical experiences and the spectre of failed industrial policy. For many, targeted intervention in
specific technologies or industries was seen as a doomed attempt at ‘picking winners’, which in turn
conjured images of failed past national champion projects (such as Concorde, the AGR reactors, and
British Leyland, to name a few). These historical images are based on a model of industrial policy that
focused on supporting particular firms or particular technological designs that may be more aptly
described as picking losers, or even losers succeeding in picking a soft-touch government.
However, perceptions have changed. It is now more widely recognised that intelligent sectorspecific or mission-driven policies are not inevitable recipes for ‘government failure’’99. This has
arisen both because of the recognition that ‘getting out of the way’ is not good innovation policy
(because of the systemic nature of innovation discussed above), and secondly because it is
increasingly recognised that government support has been an important factor in the success of
many leading industries and businesses. The UK’s strengths in pharmaceuticals and aerospace
are in part a result of decades of policy support and research investment. And the demand from
business for this kind of approach is clear. In the run-up to Budget 2013, the CBI argued that
Government needs to ‘deliver a shared vision for an industrial strategy that champions key
sectors and protects investment in R&D and innovation’100.
Many advocates of industrial policy justify such an approach from the basis of innovation systems
perspectives. However, even within more traditional neo-classical views of innovation policy,
justifications for industrial policy can be identified, in particular with relation to with market failures
present in infant industries (especially related to appropriability) and the potential for policy to
facilitate industries from benefiting from the spill-over benefits generated in spatial agglomerations
of firms, or ‘clusters’’101.
Modern adherents of industrial policy recognise the failures of previous models. In particular, it is
recognised that industrial policy: should be targeted not at specific ‘champion’ firms, but at sectors

97 BIS 2011. Research and innovation strategy for growth. HM Government.
98 Warwick, K. 2013. Beyond Industrial Policy. OECD.
99 Mazzucato 2011. The Entrepreneurial State. Demos; Gross et al 2012, On picking winners: the need for targeted support for renewable energy technology. Imperial
College; Pryce 2011, Britain needs a fourth generation industrial policy. CentreForum.
100 http://www.cbi.org.uk/media/1986677/cbi_letter_to_the_chancellor_-_budget_2013.pdf
101 Crafts, N. 2012. Creating comparative advantage: policy lessons from history. ESRC Research Centre CAGE.
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and technology fields’102; is least likely to be successful where it aims to support mature, incumbent
industries that are in decline (emerging, innovation-based sectors are better targets for support’103);
and requires a combination of ‘horizontal’ measures that improve the framework conditions for all
parts of the economy and ‘vertical’ or selective measures that target particular sectors’104. The idea
that competition and industrial policy are mutually exclusive has also given way to a more
sophisticated understanding of industrial policy in which governments promote competition and
entrepreneurship within key strategic sectors, rather than supporting ailing national champions’105.
The UK Government has accepted that industrial strategy has a central place in economic
policymaking, and the Department of Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) is producing a series of
strategies for priority industries. Yet despite venturing into the development of specific sectoral
industrial strategies, there is a reluctance within Government to articulate an overarching vision of a
future growth path. A green economy agenda provides that coherent vision of an innovative,
productive and resource-efficient future. In the case of green technologies, the case for targeted,
selective investment is strengthened by the presence of market failures in the demand for greener
technologies, arising from environmental externalities.

3.2.1 UK innovation policy: recent progress and ongoing problems
Commentators broadly agree that the UK has key innovation strengths, but that it is not in the top
tier of innovative economies. In particular, shortfalls in innovation performance are often seen as a
key driver behind the UK’s productivity ‘gap’ in comparison to leading economies such as the
US’106. Scholars typically highlight the UK’s strong science base, but weaker performance in other
areas of innovation, particularly in commercialisation’107. At the same time, while policy has
supported progress on a number of fronts, the policy focus has often been on a narrow range of
issues. A focus on small business has been important for enabling those companies who lack
internal capacity, but neglects the critical innovation role of larger firms. A focus on venture capital
has strengthened what had been a weakness in the UK innovation system, but does not address
wider barriers within the financing of innovation108. The emphasis on commercialisation and spinoffs from academia has generated some success, but represents only one of many ways in which
basic research can be better used as a platform for innovation109.

102 Aghion et al. 2011 Rethinking industrial policy. Bruegel Policy Brief, Brussels.
103 Warwick, K. 2013. Beyond Industrial Policy. OECD.
104 Ibid. (Warwick, K. 2013. Beyond Industrial Policy. OECD.)
105 Ibid. (Aghion et al. 2011 Rethinking industrial policy. Bruegel Policy Brief, Brussels.)
106 ESRC and LSE 2004, The UK’s Productivity Gap; NESTA, 2012, Plan I: the case for innovation-led growth
107 Levy and Brinkley 2013, A manifesto for innovation and growth. The Big Innovation Centre.
108 NESTA, 2012, Plan I: the case for innovation-led growth.
109 Ibid. (NESTA, 2012, Plan I: the case for innovation-led growth)
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Many of the weaknesses of previous innovation strategies have been recognised, but a number
of problems remain. There are several basic elements of the UK’s innovation system that remain
barriers to innovation in general, and to green innovation in particular, which we discuss below.
Overcoming these barriers through system reform is an important step.
Firstly, finance: The financing of innovation in the UK is not working effectively. Many forms of finance
are not sufficiently available, and a particular problem is the paucity of ‘patient’ finance arising from:
• Short-termism of the UK business sector arising from issues related to the corporate
governance regime (share buy-backs, excessive focus on quarterly results, etc.110). There is
evidence that small, innovative firms have particular difficulties in accessing finance111.
• Lack of supportive state investment institutions, now being to some extent remedied with
the Green Investment Bank (GIB) and British Business Bank (BBB), though these are limited
– in structure and mandate but also in size.
• A focus within policy on venture capital rather than long-term forms of investment in innovation.
Despite pre-crisis commitments to increase R&D spending as part of the Lisbon Agenda, and
post-crisis rhetoric about ‘ring-fencing science’, Government-funded R&D has continued to fall
as a percentage of GDP. This is partly because the science ‘ring fence’ is in nominal rather than
real terms, and partly because the ring fence does not protect the R&D budgets of central
Government departments, including those funding core research for eco-innovation. Both DEFRA
and the Department for Transport (DfT) slashed their R&D budgets in response to pressure to
reduce spending, with R&D suffering bigger cuts than overall departmental budgets112. Moreover,
the science ‘ring fence’ did not include the capital investment budget for science, which was
slashed in the 2010 spending review, though more recently a series of headline-grabbing
announcements have seen some of that money restored.
While Government R&D investments have fallen, UK Business Enterprise R&D (BERD) is also much
lower as a proportion of GDP than most of our competitors. With relatively low business and
Government investment in R&D, R&D intensity overall is relatively low compared to most of the UK’s
major competitors (and has fallen since 1995)113. In 2011, China for the first time surpassed the UK
in terms of the R&D intensity of GDP114. Of particular concern is continual decline in business
investments in R&D. Policy initiatives have been introduced to support R&D funding by business,
including R&D tax credits and the patent box, although concerns have been raised about the cost
effectiveness of both approaches. The effectiveness and additionality of R&D tax credits has been
110 Kay, J. 2012. The Kay Review of UK equity markets and long-term decision making.
111 Lee et al 2013, Credit and the crisis: access to finance for innovative small firms since the financial crisis. Big Innovation Centre.
112 Campaign for Science and Engineering 2012. http://sciencecampaign.org.uk/?p=11131
113 National Audit Office 2013. Research and development funding for science and technology in the UK.
114 OECD Main Science and Technology Indicators.
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hotly debated, with empirical evidence showing that the evidence for additionality of R&D tax credits
is inconclusive115. The patent box in particular has been received by many innovation scholars with
considerable scepticism116, and is seen as a costly subsidy (with an annual value of around £1bn)
that is unlikely to have a large impact on R&D activity in the UK117. While Government has provided
a range of support mechanisms, NESTA has noted that many of these schemes are short-term or
one-off, and they are fragmented and relatively small in volume118. While the BBB will pull together
some of these into a coherent whole, the overall level of funding is still too low.
At least part of this apparent weakness in UK innovation is a result of the structure of the UK
economy, and the type of innovation activity that is captured by traditional measures such as
BERD and patents. BIS analysis shows that, when corrected for industrial structure, UK BERD
intensity is higher than that in Germany – though still lower than the US, Japan and France119.
The UK has large business services, finance and creative industries, whose innovative activities
are not captured by traditional metrics. When intangible investments in innovation are
considered – a much broader measure of investments in innovation than R&D – the UK picture
looks rather better. Even when intangibles are included however, the flow of finance into
innovation is disappointing: despite UK firms holding increasing cash surpluses before the crisis,
investment in innovation did not rise (see Figure 12)120.
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Figure 12: Estimates of UK corporate cash and investments in intangibles (including R&D) as a
percentage of GDP. Source: Levy and Brinkley 2013, Big Innovation Centre.

115 Lentile, D. and J. Mairesse (2009). ‘A policy to boost R&D: Does the R&D tax credit work?’ EIB Papers 14(1): 144-169.
116 Levy and O’Brien 2013, Will the patent box boost the UK innovation system? Big Innovation Centre.
117 Griffith et al, 2010. Corporate taxes and intellectual property: simulating the effect of patent boxes. IFS Briefing Note 112, Institute for Fiscal Studies.
118 NESTA, 2012, Plan I: the case for innovation-led growth.
119 BIS Annual Innovation Report 2012.
120 Levy and Brinkley 2013, A manifesto for innovation and growth. Big Innovation Centre.
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However, concerns about levels of finance flowing into innovation are not only a problem of the
supply of finance. The UK’s performance in stimulating venture capital is, for example, very good
compared to many competitors, particularly in core green economy areas such as clean energy
(Figure 12). Rather, part of the problem is that much of the finance available is of the wrong type:
it is not ‘patient’, seeking to invest in long-term value; rather it is impatient, focused on short-term
returns. Furthermore, various scholars121 have suggested that the UK has a problem of demand
for innovation finance as well as a problem of supply. Not enough entrepreneurial firms are
seeking finance to invest in new products, services and business models, often because of weak
capabilities, skills, or lack of confidence in emerging opportunities. These are not problems that
can be solved by providing further tax incentives for investments in R&D, or providing a flexible
and welcoming tax environment for venture capital through low capital gains taxes. They require
restructuring of the financial and institutional support of the innovation system.
Secondly, relative weakness of support for regional strengths: many of the most obvious
national and international success stories in innovation arise from regions that have built-up a
cluster of expertise in a particular sector or field of science and technology. A number of countries
have attempted to pursue this as a strategy by developing ‘cluster policies’, with mixed success.
A key lesson from such experiences is that establishing successful clusters takes time and
dedicated effort over many years – and that it is typically not best undertaken by central
government. It is unfortunate therefore that the UK’s innovation support system is highly
centralised, with a great deal of decision-making based in Whitehall. This has become more
acute since the abolition of the Regional Development Agencies, which provided a vehicle for
decentralised funding dedicated to innovation. There seems to be a strong case for enhancing
the ability of LEPS to drive innovation, in particular by providing the Regional Growth Fund with an
innovation funding mechanism122.
Thirdly, absence of vision. A wide variety of stakeholders have complained that the innovation
and industrial strategies articulated by BIS are not aligned under a broad strategic vision of future
UK prosperity123. This is particularly true in the case of low-carbon technologies, an area in which
Government’s recent failure of nerve has perhaps fatally damaged investor (and innovator)
confidence in the Government’s commitment to low-carbon energy.
Fourthly, supporting institutions. The Hauser Review identified the UK’s lack of publicly-funded
institutions with sufficient critical mass to act as centres underpinning innovation excellence in a
given field. The establishment of strategic Catapult Centres in response to this lack is a promising

121 Mazzucato 2013, The Entrepreneurial State; Tredgett and Coad 2013. The shaky start of the UK Small Business Research Initiative (SBRI) in comparison to the US
Small Business Innovation Research Programme (SBIR). SSRN.
122 See also Andersen et al 2011, Making the UK a Global Innovation Hub. Big Innovation Centre 2011.
123 House of Commons Science and Technology Committee, 2013, Bridging the valley of death; Eighth report of session 2012-2013; CBI 2012, Playing our strongest
hand: maximising the UK’s industrial opportunities.
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development, though the levels of funding and support overall are less ambitious than might
be hoped124.
In addition to these major issues, there are other important areas of concern, including skills,
immigration, and the intellectual property system125. These weaknesses in the UK innovation
system still need to be addressed. But beyond this, if growth is to be green, the strategy must be
adapted into an ‘eco-innovation strategy’ that embeds aspirations for a green economy within
innovation and industrial policy.

3.3 What innovation is required for a green economy?
Innovation for a green economy requires innovation across all sectors. As climate change impacts
and resource limits increasingly bite, and the urgency of emissions reductions intensifies, those
firms and countries that have developed more efficient production processes, goods and services
will prosper. Green innovation is not only about those sectors typically labelled as ‘green’ or
‘cleantech’, like renewable energy. The view of the UCL GEPC is much broader, encompassing a
wide diversity of technical, organisational and business innovations (see Box 3-2).

Box 3-2: Innovation in business models: Philips pay-per-lux
Innovation is not just about technology. New business models – like car-sharing – are
important sources of innovation-driven growth, and can often have important
environmental benefits. The ICT era presents a new set of opportunities for innovative
business models, with the availability of real-time monitoring and feedback, geo-location,
micro-payment and tracking creating opportunities for the provision of new and more
efficient services.
Philips offer a strong example of how innovative business models can go hand-in-hand
with innovative environmental technologies. Advanced LED lighting systems can provide
high quality lighting at a lower life-cycle cost compared to halogen and compact
fluorescent lighting – with much higher efficiency. Yet the upfront cost is higher, and as

124 Andersen and Le Blanc, 2013. Catapult to success: be ambitious, bold and enterprising. Big Innovation Centre
125 See, for example, the Hargreaves Review
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with so many energy efficiency technologies, a strongly positive net present value does
not always translate into strong sales. To overcome this problem, Philips have offered a
model in which they sell a lighting service, measured in the units of light that customers
require. Rather than sell light-bulbs, they manage the lighting services, and this has
enabled them to roll-out their LED technologies. The ‘pay-per-lux’ model is a classic case
in which innovation in both technology and business model enable a win-win for Philips
and their customers.
Policymakers have tended not to address support for innovation in business models
directly. A recent review of attempts to support innovative business models shows a
rather limited range of initiatives126. One of the problems is that the agencies tasked with
supporting innovation tend to be dominated by a technology focus, and the UK’s
innovation agency – the Technology Strategy Board (TSB) – is no exception. The GEPC
recommends that the TSB should consider developing a small fund for proof-ofconcept or feasibility studies for innovative business models, particularly targeting
energy and resource efficiency.

Despite the economy-wide focus required, it is clear that achieving a green economy requires the
development of core technologies, especially low-carbon energy and transport technologies.
Energy system modelling work from UCL shows that it is much more expensive to meet climate
change targets without key technologies such as wind, carbon capture and storage, and either
battery electric or fuel cell vehicles127. Many of these technologies require dedicated support,
because of the innovation characteristics of the energy sector, the risk profile of the technologies,
and capital intensiveness of innovation and development activities.
Scholars have highlighted that capital-intensive, long-term and risky forms of technology are
harder to fund, and do not attract either conventional debt finance or venture capital. Figure 13
below shows quadrants on a matrix of capital intensiveness and technology risk, developed by
Ghosh and Nanda128. Low-risk technologies can be financed with bank debt if they have low
capital intensity, while capital-intensive but low-risk technologies are typically financed through
project finance and existing firms. Venture capital tends to operate within the bottom right

126 Bisgaard et al (2012). Green business model innovation: conceptualisation, next practice and policy. Nordic Innovation Publication 2012:12
127 UKERC 2013. The UK Energy system in 2050: comparing low carbon, resilient scenarios. UK Energy Research Centre.; Anandarajah, G., W. McDowall, et al.
(2013). ‘Decarbonising road transport with hydrogen and electricity: Long term global technology learning scenarios.’ International Journal of Hydrogen Energy 38(8):
3419-3432.
128 Ghosh and Nanda 2010, Venture capital in the cleantech sector. MIT Industrial Performance Centre, Working Paper MIT-IPC-10-004.
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quadrant, and even here tends to operate at the lower end of technology risk and where early exit
opportunities are possible (which is often not the case for clean energy). It is the top right
quadrant of the figure that most requires targeted state support, and it is here where the state
has often shown leadership in the past129.
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Figure 13: Typology of clean energy innovation by capital intensity and technology risk. Source: Ghosh and
Nanda 2010.

129 Mowery, D. C. and T. Simcoe (2002). ‘Is the Internet a US invention? – an economic and technological history of computer networking.’ Research Policy 31(8):
1369-1387.
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However, the matrix developed by Ghosh and Nanda misses a further and critically important
dimension for green innovation support. The potential for a technology to result in radically
improved environmental performance is ignored. This is somewhat correlated with technology
risk, but a key part of the risk profile of such opportunities is not simple ‘technology risk’, but
includes substantial policy and ‘socio-technical’ risk.
Policy risk exists because the returns to investment in green technology depend on public policy
action to reflect environmental externalities in prices. Socio-technical risk is a product of the
phenomenon of lock-in and path dependency. Most innovation takes place along wellestablished trajectories, making incremental improvements to existing products and services.
Occasionally radical new approaches emerge: from sail to steam; from horse and cart to
motorcar; from letters to email.
Responding to climate change and other environmental problems is likely to require these kinds
of radical transitions to wholly new ways of doing things130. It is this kind of radical innovation that
begets new industries and the economic opportunities that come alongside them. Resource
efficiency, for example, may require new approaches to supply-chain management and
manufacturing, enabling the re-manufacturing and repair of products, requiring completely new
ways of organising industrial production. Path-breaking technologies that create the opportunities
for radically more sustainable systems face barriers considerably higher than simple technology
risk and high capital intensity. It is here that the state has a particularly important role in shaping
the institutional context required for radical new green technologies to emerge. Our consideration
of the innovation needs for a green economy therefore encompasses three elements:
1. The need for the innovation system overall to respond to the needs of a green economy, by
enabling green innovation in all sectors and technology fields.
2. The need for the UK to capture value in developing core green technologies, such as
renewables.
3. The need for the innovation system to facilitate the emergence of transformational green
innovations that cannot be foreseen but that could ultimately make profound differences to
the economy.

130 Kemp, R., J. Schot, et al. (1998). ‘Regime shifts to sustainability through processes of niche formation: The approach of strategic niche management.’ Technology
Analysis & Strategic Management 10(2): 175-195
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3.4 The global competitive dynamics of green innovation
Market growth in ‘core’ green technologies has been very rapid in recent years, and despite the
financial difficulties of recent years, looks set to continue as countries increasingly adopt policies
to support low-carbon and sustainable energy technologies131. These growth industries are clear
opportunities for countries to build sectoral leadership and advantage. At the same time,
competition in these areas is intensifying. Core green technology areas are highlighted as
priorities in the industrial policies and strategic technology plans of Korea, Japan, China, France,
and many others, in recognition of the fact that investment flows to the pioneers of technological
revolutions132. However, the opportunities and challenges for maintaining competitive industries in
a global green economy are not restricted to ‘core’ green technology areas. A green economy
involves green transformations occurring economy-wide, with innovation driving higher levels of
energy, water and material productivity and lower emissions across sectors.
Global competition in green technologies has generated self-reinforcing trends: as competition
and mass production of green technologies drives down the costs, aspirations for a green
economy are further entrenched. An increasing percentage of green energy technologies are
manufactured in East Asian economies, particularly in the solar and wind industries. By 2009,
Chinese producers accounted for almost 50% of the global supply for solar photovoltaic (PV) and
wind technologies133 (see Figure 14). This increase in manufacturing supply has led to the
plummet of global technological prices. Prices for solar PV modules have decreased by 80%
since 2008, and even dropped by 20% just in 2012134. Onshore wind turbine prices fell by 29%
since 2008, whilst electric vehicle battery prices dropped by 37% since 2011 (Liebreich, 2013
38-39). Firms with manufacturing facilities in Europe and the United States of America have found
it more difficult to compete against these low global prices135. The reduced technological prices
require fewer capital investments to deploy these green technologies, thus making them
competitive to incumbent technologies. This can lead to counter-intuitive outcomes. For example,
while the rate of capacity additions for clean energy doubled in the US between 2011 and 2012,
investment fell by 32%, as a result of rapidly falling technology prices133.

131 REN21, 2013. Renewable energy global status report. Renewable Energy Network for the 21st Century (REN21).
132 Perez, C., 2002, Technological Revolutions and Financial Capital: The Dynamics of Bubbles and Golden Ages. Edward Elgar, UK.
133 Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2012.
134 Liebreich, M. (2013). Bloomberg New Energy Finance Summit (pp. 1–61). Presented at the Bloomberg New Energy Finance Summit, New York.
135 Goodrich, A., James, T., & Woodhouse, M. (2011). Solar PV Manufacturing Cost Analysis: U.S. Competitiveness in a Global Industry (pp. 1–45). Presented at the
Precourt Institute for Energy: Standford University, San Francisco.
136 Liebreich, M. (2012). BNEF Summit 2012 keynote presentation (pp. 1–60). Presented at the Bloomberg New Energy Finance Summit, New York.; Liebreich, M.
(2013). Bloomberg New Energy Finance Summit.
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Figure 14: Crystalline silicon PV module manufacturing capacity total, GW/year.
Source: Bloomberg New Energy

3.4.1 Core green technologies and innovation leadership
Markets for core green technologies are growing fast and are becoming more globally
competitive. The most prominent example is in clean energy, where investments increased
more than five-fold from 2004 to reach $238 billion by 2012137. Many countries are seeking to
gain significant comparative advantage in core green technologies, establishing world-leading
innovation hubs such as that for wind energy technologies in Denmark. Fast growing markets
provide growth opportunities, yet the market for green technology is also increasingly
competitive. As China, India and other emerging economies with low manufacturing costs enter

137 BNEF(2013). Global Trends in Clean Energy Investment: Fact Pack as at Q2.2013. (London: Bloomberg New Energy Finance): http://about.bnef.com/factpacks/global-trends-in-clean-energy-investment-q2-2013-fact-pack/
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clean energy markets, it is legitimate to question the rationale for the UK to support the
development of such sectors. There may be a concern that attempts to support domestic
markets for renewable energy simply result in the transfer of manufacturing jobs to China. The
key question is how the UK can capture value in these – and other – growing markets for core
green economy innovations.
Importantly, there is a critical moment in the development of a technology area in which the
opportunity to establish leadership is greatest – the formative phase of technological
development that occurs just as the market is becoming established138. Countries that are
successful in establishing and maintaining innovation leadership can continue to capture large
shares of the value of such technologies, even when manufacturing takes place overseas. A
great deal has been made of China’s relative success in manufacturing solar and wind
technologies, with many US commentators bemoaning the fact that China appears to be
‘winning’ the clean energy race. However, the statistics tell a different story. Despite China’s lead
in wind and PV manufacturing, exports of high-value added technologies in the solar PV, wind
and energy smart technologies allowed the US to have a net trade surplus of over $1.6 billion
against China for products in the same sector in 2011139. While China has developed
comparative advantage in assembly and high-volume manufacturing of final products, the US
produces high-technology components across a wide range of clean energy technologies. This
pattern echoes wider findings by the OECD on global value chains, which illustrates that the
high-value stages in the value chain are often those most associated with knowledge-intensive
activities (see Figure 15; also note that this is not true for all sectors).

138 Livesey 2012, cited in Warwick, 2013. Beyond Industrial Policy,.
139 Pew(2012). ‘Advantage America: The U.S-China Clean Energy Technology Trade Relationship in 2011.’ (Washington D.C: Pew Charitable Trusts).
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Economies that seek to appropriate the highest returns to investments in green technologies
need to focus on those industrial activities that generate the highest value-added returns. Thus
economies that are successful in innovation for green technologies retain the highest valueadded, even when they lose out to other countries for mass manufacturing.
The difficulty lies in capturing the value of the R&D and design stages. There tend to be strong
‘first-achiever’ (if not always first mover) advantages in R&D strengths in particular industries.
Particular places become hubs for key technologies – often known as ‘clusters’– and these tend
to be very durable. Silicon Valley is of course the classic example, but the phenomenon is
widespread. The agglomeration externalities within ‘innovation hubs’ or ‘clusters’ for particular
core technologies mean that skills, tacit knowledge and expertise, supportive financial institutions
and regulatory frameworks become difficult to replicate. The spill-overs between companies in a
cluster are substantial, and in today’s globalized economy, clusters need to be networked into
global supply chains.
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In short, there are opportunities to capture the highest value-added stages through early
innovation efforts at the formative phases of core green technologies, since the successful
economies which capture a position as a leading innovation hub for a core technology are likely
to continue to reap high value-added returns as the sector develops. The nature of global
competition for innovation is that once an economy has achieved a strong position of leadership
during the market expansion phase, it is difficult for others to catch up (see Figure 16).
Emerging economies have the comparative advantage in high-volume manufacturing, particularly
for more mature clean energy technologies such as crystalline solar PV and onshore wind turbines.
Once green technologies mature, the knowledge becomes codified and more easily transferable
from early innovation economies to places with comparative advantage in manufacturing.
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Figure 16: Comparing value-added returns to local economies based on innovation versus
manufacturing. Source: UCL GEPC.
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3.4.2 Implications of the global green transformation for comparative advantage
Global resource constraints and environmental imperatives are driving green innovation across all
sectors. This is in part driven by policy responses to environmental pressures, and in part a result
of increasingly stringent consumer demands for cleaner products and services as incomes rise. If
these trends continue – and they appear likely to do so – then countries may see existing
patterns of comparative advantage challenged by newcomers developing greener alternatives to
incumbent products and services. Patent data suggest that innovation is increasingly becoming
eco-innovation, as entrepreneurs respond to policy and market signals, and to the possibilities
created by ICTs to develop more-efficient, optimised ways of doing things (see Figure 17).
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Figure 17: Estimate of share of global Patient Cooperation Treaty (PCT) patents that are related to ecoinnovation. Source: UCL analysis of WIPO data.140

3.5 Where does the UK stand?
This section considers the UK’s position in the globally competitive market for innovation in
clean technologies.

140 Based on searches of patent full text, using PCT patents in the World Intellectual Property Organisation database. This approach shows a similar trend to studies
using patent classification-based approaches to measuring green innovation, as for example reported in Dutz and Sharma (2011), Green growth, technology and
innovation. Policy Research Working Paper 5932, World Bank.
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3.5.1 Core green innovation markets
Low-carbon energy is a core green innovation arena, and has been subject to the greatest levels
of scrutiny. A number of organisations have developed various indices of low-carbon innovation
performance, and have typically found that the UK has some key areas of strength, but is not an
overall leader.
Innovation inputs for key green economy sectors are low. Analysis for the UCL GEPC noted
earlier showed that the UK has seen relatively low and declining levels of investment in R&D as a
proportion of GDP. This pattern of low R&D spending is even more true for various sectors of
importance for the green economy. The Committee on Climate Change highlighted in 2007 that
the UK still had much lower levels of publicly funded energy R&D, as a proportion of GDP, than
most competitors. Despite a sustained increase in funding, this remains the case (see Figure 18).
Similarly, the 2009 Cave Review141 found that investment in R&D by water companies in England
and Wales had declined substantially since the 1990s, both in absolute terms and relative to
competitor countries. The Council for Science and Technology highlighted the poor innovation
performance of the water sector in England and Wales in 2009, a point echoed in June 2013 by
the House of Commons Science and Technology Committee142.
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Figure 18: Public funding for energy R&D as a proportion of GDP. Source: IEA

141 Independent Review of Competition and Innovation in the Water Markets: Final Report;
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69462/cave-review-final-report.pdf
142 Council for Science and Technology 2009. A National Infrastructure for the 21st Century
(http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http://www.cst.gov.uk/reports/files/national-infrastructure-report.pdf); and House of Commons Science and Technology
Committee. First Report: Report on Water Quality: Priority Substances. 2013.
(http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmsctech/272/27202.htm)
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Yet as discussed earlier, the problem is not solely one of ‘lack’ of finance. On a per capita or per
GDP basis, the UK is a strong performer in terms of venture capital into clean energy technologies,
second only to the US among major competitors (see Figure 18). Yet we lag behind many of these
countries in terms of developing successful firms and innovations in the clean energy sector. The
UK has been successful in generating a venture capital system for clean energy technologies (see
Figure 19) – but has been less successful in enabling more forward-looking, long-term ‘patient’
finance, with lower discount rates, which is increasingly argued to be essential for the development
of an industry143.
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Figure 19: Average annual per capita venture capital investment in clean energy technologies in the UK
and major competitors. Source: BNEF and World Bank.

Detailed analysis demonstrates clear areas in which the UK can expect to develop strong areas of
advantage. Analysis for the Committee on Climate Change144 assessed the key areas of UK
innovation advantage in low-carbon technologies. In doing so, the analysis suggested that:
• The UK has lost ground over the past three decades in terms of innovation in clean energy
technologies (looking at the period from 1980-2007). This is not necessarily because the UK
is decreasing the amount of innovation activity, but because other economies (e.g. South
Korea) are increasing their efforts and concentration in this area.
143 Hopkins and Lazonick 2013. Soaking up the sun and blowing in the wind: clean tech needs patient capital. University of Massachusetts; Mazzucato, M. 2013, The
Entrepreneurial State.
144 CCC 2010. Building a low-carbon economy: the UK’s innovation challenge. Committee on Climate Change, London.
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• The main technologies where the UK has developed some global leadership are marine
energy technologies, waste-to-energy and wind technologies. However the UK is lagging
behind in battery, fuel cell, solar thermal and nuclear technologies.

Box 3-3: Offshore wind policy and the importance of confidence
Over the past five years, the UK has established a leading position in the deployment of
offshore wind. The UK’s approach to offshore wind today can be contrasted with the UK
attitude to onshore wind in the 1990s. At that time, policy focused on providing
incentives to develop the least-cost wind technologies – but the process provided too
little support, ignored barriers to new entrants, and failed to establish the nucleus of a
domestic industry145. Offshore wind offers a substantial new opportunity, as the sector is
still confronted with huge technology and business challenges crying out for innovative
solutions. The UK should be very well placed to capture the benefits of overcoming
these problems – and Government policy has been hugely supportive of the sector.
While the December 2013 Autumn Statement made clear that government continues to
support offshore wind, there is ongoing uncertainty about support beyond 2020 –
particularly given the absence of a 2030 renewable energy target or power sector
decarbonisation target.
During this decade, British consumers have paid to demonstrate offshore wind at a
hitherto unimagined scale, with more offshore wind deployed in the UK than the rest of the
world put together; they have paid to go further offshore and into deeper waters; and they
have paid for innovative designs, new business models and the development of a new
industry and supply chain. But have they simply paid to enable German factories and
Danish firms to benefit? Current policy indecision is putting at risk the UK’s down-payment
on offshore wind leadership, and the outcome may be the worst of both worlds: UK
consumers pay the high costs of proving and developing the new technologies while UK
businesses fail to develop future export markets are lost146. UCL analysis of patent data
suggests that the UK is a leading nation in terms of inventions specific to offshore wind147.
If that inventive activity is to translate into innovation leadership policymakers need to
provide the kind of long-term signal that will enable real supply-chain development.

145 McDowall, W. et al. (2013). The development of wind power in China, Europe and the USA: how have policies and innovation system activities co-evolved?
Technology Analysis & Strategic Management 25(2): 163-185.
146 McNeil, Rowney and Straw 2013. Pump up the volume. IPPR
147 McDowall, W. 2013, Wind energy in the UK: critical reflections on UK policy from an innovation system perspective. World Wind Energy Conference, Havana, Cuba.
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3.5.2 Economy-wide green conversion
As explored above, it is important for the UK to understand not only where comparative
advantage might be gained in core markets. It is also important to understand how well the UK’s
innovation system is responding to the environmental imperatives of the 21st century economy.
Characterising economy-wide ‘eco-innovation’ performance is challenging, in part because data
on environmental activities is often poorly represented in existing public statistics, and in part
because of the inherent conceptual ambiguity in the idea of eco-innovation performance (i.e.
which aspects of innovation are more important; how does one assess the relative ‘green-ness’
of different innovations, etc). The European ‘eco-innovation observatory’ is one of the few
initiatives to attempt a consistent measure of national eco-innovation performance. On this index,
the UK has consistently performed lower than our major competitors. As shown in Figure 20
below, the UK is almost exactly at the European average – well ahead of Poland, Hungary and
Greece, but far behind the leading countries such as Finland, Denmark, Sweden and Germany.
Similarly, the Cleantech group publish a ‘cleantech’ innovation index, which is heavily weighted
towards energy but which aspires to represent a range of environmentally beneficial innovations.
Here, the UK’s performance is somewhat better, coming 10th globally in 2012, but well behind
green innovation leaders.
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Figure 20: European Eco-Innovation Observatory: 2012 Scorecard
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Ultimately, no single ranking scheme can capture the diversity of innovation activities and
performance across the whole range of environmental goods and services. However, the UK’s
performance across these indices delivers some clear messages: the UK has some key areas of
global strength, but overall performance in eco-innovation is lower than it could be. The UK
clearly has the potential to do better, and the opportunity to take leading roles in key areas.
Patent data shown earlier suggested that global innovation is increasingly ‘eco-innovation’,
suggesting that innovation systems worldwide are responding to both policy signals and
environmental constraints. Encouragingly, the UK appears to be making this transition relatively
quickly (see Figure 21).
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Figure 21: Share of patents that are related to eco-innovation, showing the UK and the world as a whole.
Source: UCL analysis of WIPO PCT patent data

UK comparative advantage in a global green race
How might existing areas of UK comparative advantage fare if the world does indeed move
towards a greener growth path? While ‘core’ green economy technologies will expand into new
sectors, a shift towards a global green economy is also likely to change existing patterns of
comparative advantage148. Evidence developed for the UCL GEPC149 provides a mixed picture for
the UK. By linking data on green patents with data on manufacturing exports and relative sector

148 Fankhauser et al 2012. Who will win the green race? In search of environmental competitiveness and innovation. LSE.
149 Dechezlepretre, A. and Sato, M. 2013. The position of the UK in the emerging green economy. Report prepared for the UCL Green Economy Policy Commission.
Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, LSE, London.
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Figure 22 Comparative advantage and green innovation performance in eight sectors, for the UK and
competitors (China, USA, Germany, France, Japan, Korea and the Netherlands).
Revealed comparative advantage is calculated using the Balassa index based on trade data (values greater than 1 indicate that the country has a comparative advantage
over competitors). The Green Innovation Index shows the relative performance of each country in green patents (values greater than 1 indicate that the country has
above average performance in green patenting). The size of each circle illustrates the importance of each country as a share of the total output for a given sector, and
shows the relative importance of a country in the global market within a sector. Circles in the top right quadrant have both current comparative advantage and green
innovation leadership, while circles in the bottom left are behind competitors in terms of both green innovation and comparative advantage.
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size, it is possible to assess the green innovation performance of sectors in which the UK already
has comparative advantage. Note that this data, because it focuses on the manufacturing sector,
does not highlight the important role played by ‘green’ financial and business service sectors in
the UK’s transition towards a green economy.
Reassuringly, there are several areas of manufacturing in which the UK is developing a green
innovation advantage over major competitors. This is particularly exciting in those areas in which
we have not traditionally had comparative advantage, as UK companies potentially threaten
incumbents through green innovation. Importantly, these areas of opportunity include sectors of
potential significance as core green technology fields, including manufacture of electricity
distribution technologies and manufacture of motors and generators (see Figure 22). While the
UK is a relatively small player currently in these fields (illustrated by circle size in the figure), it is
encouraging to see green innovation leadership. Analysis of the trends within the data also show
that a number of sectors have seen the UK moving from green innovation laggard to green
innovation leader over the course of the last decade, including manufacture of lighting equipment,
cooling and ventilation equipment, and various parts of the chemicals industry.
But the data also show that there are areas in which the UK needs to do more. In particular, while
recent UK innovation and industrial policy has helped to generate comparative advantage in the
aerospace and automotive sectors, patent data suggests that UK innovation in these sectors is
less environmentally-oriented than those of competitors (see Figure 22). As the world increasingly
moves towards tighter environmental standards and constraints, these areas of existing
comparative advantage may be under threat if we fail to accelerate our green innovation system.

3.6 A green innovation strategy for industrial and economic success
Standard economic approaches to environmental technology policy typically start from the
observation that such technologies suffer from two distinct sorts of market failure. First,
environmental externalities mean that demand for such technologies does not reflect their
economic benefits, because prices do not reflect environmental damage. Second, the market
failures relating to innovation in general (particularly the difficulties for entrepreneurs of
appropriating the full value arising from innovations) also apply to environmental technologies. The
policy prescription has generally favoured a combination of ‘demand-pull’ measures in the form of
environmental pricing (to fix the market failures around environmental externalities) and ‘technologypush’ measures in the form of R&D funding (to fix the market failures around innovation).
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The approach set out here, based on understanding innovation as the product of a complex
system, provides an alternative perspective. Rather than fixing a broken market mechanism,
government has a key role as part of the innovation system itself, helping to structure and
address the systemic issues that characterise successful innovation: linkages between firms,
physical infrastructures, regulatory frameworks, adequate skills provision, a financial system that
meets the needs of innovation, and so on.

3.6.1 Cross-cutting measures: greening the UK’s innovation system
Here, we focus on the ways in which government action can promote not just more innovation,
but greener innovation.
We recommend four demand-side approaches that should be better used to stimulate ecoinnovation in the UK. Despite the increasingly globalised nature of innovation, evidence strongly
suggests that domestic markets are important drivers of green innovation.
First, pricing and green fiscal reform. Foremost among such policies is appropriate resource
and emissions pricing, achieved through the tax system. Pricing is the most efficient and effective
way to change consumer and producer behaviour, being transparent and non-discriminatory and
thus leaving private agents to choose technologies, practices and behaviours. In so doing, it is
also less liable to rent-seeking and favourable treatment in more targeted policy. Credible, longterm environmental policies such as taxes on pollution have impacts on the perceived future
demands for environmental goods and services: they thus stimulate innovative activities in a
greener direction. Once introduced, and with the tax rate maintained or increased, they also
provide a powerful signal to innovators of settled policy intention.
Second, long-term green vision backed up with tangible commitments. Long-term green
objectives need to be embedded in the institutional structures that govern and direct innovation
system activities. The ‘sustainable development duty’ of Ofgem provides a good example of a
way of incorporating environmental objectives alongside others in the mandate of statutory
bodies. Similarly, the establishment of legislated environmental targets – at both UK and
European levels – helps to entrench confidence in the green direction of development. Innovators
respond to expectations. In the US, patenting rates for technologies to reduce sulphur emissions
skyrocketed during the year before strong legislation was passed1. The Government had
articulated a clear determination to tackle the problem of sulphur pollution and acid rain, and it
had a credible vision of cleaner power generation. The UK is harming its green innovation
150 Taylor, M. R., E. S. Rubin, et al. (2005). ‘Control of SO2 emissions from power plants: A case of induced technological innovation in the U.S.’ Technological
forecasting and social change 72(6 SPEC. ISS.): 697-718.148 Ambec et al 2011. The Porter Hypothesis at 20. Resources for the Future.
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prospects by dithering over its decisions over the Fourth Carbon Budget and 2030 carbon
intensity target for electricity, and by failing to support an EU-wide renewables target.
Third, intelligent regulation. Setting tough challenges induces innovation151. Businesses are
unlikely to change procurement practices and supply lines, retool production and re-skill labour
unless there is a clear and durable market signal. On the other hand, once pricing or standards
are in place, businesses are adept at delivering innovative new goods and services that meet the
required standards.
Environmental policies frequently drive the development and diffusion of technologies and
management practices that reduce inefficiencies and waste. The innovation impacts of
environmental policies therefore at the very least reduce the net costs of environmental regulation,
and have frequently been observed to have a net positive impact on firm or sector-level
productivity152. This is often surprising to those who assume firms are profit maximising, but it
occurs because businesses and households often fail to identify opportunities for waste reduction
because of bounded rationality, limited information, principal-agent problems and other barriers.
The innovation effects of green policies, targeted at overcoming the market failures that lead to
environmental damage, mean that such policies can also help address market failures for
innovation, leading to Pareto-improving gains to productivity153. As with the benefits from resource
efficiency policies, it is not expected that this occurs in every case, and some theorists argue that
there is a risk that R&D induced in response to environmental policy ‘crowds out’ R&D that would
result in even higher growth154. However, the green economy argument is not that green policies
lead to the highest possible levels of growth but that they lead to a sustainable pathway for
growth. Whilst higher short-term growth that undermines the natural capital basis for the long-term
(particularly climate stability) may be possible, in the long-term it risks locking in socio-technical
systems to patterns that are both unsustainable and difficult and expensive to change.
The point here is that environmental regulation should not be seen as burdensome ‘red tape’.
Well-designed regulation provides the stimulus innovation requires155. To maximise the potential
for regulation to simulate innovation, regulation should be outcome-oriented rather than
prescriptive; it should be stringent, providing incentives for innovation156; and it should set clear
long-term goals as well as short-term compliance requirements, so that innovators can plan for
future compliance requirements as well as those in place now. Regulation escalators – like
Japan’s Top-Runner Programme – provide a mechanism for incentivising innovation while keeping

151 Ambec et al 2011. The Porter Hypothesis at 20. Resources for the Future.
152 Ibid. (Ambec et al 2011. The Porter Hypothesis at 20. Resources for the Future.)
153 Ibid. (Ambec et al 2011. The Porter Hypothesis at 20. Resources for the Future.)
154 Hallegatte et al 2012. From growth to green growth: a framework. Policy Research Working Paper 5872. World Bank.
155 BERR 2008. Regulation and Innovation: evidence and policy implications. Economics Paper 4; NESTA evidence compendium report on regulation and innovation.
156 Ashford, N. A., C. Ayers, et al. (1985). ‘Using regulation to change the market for innovation.’ Harvard Environmental. Law Review 9: 419.
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compliance costs manageable (see Box 3-4). It is surprising that the HM Treasury’s guidance for
the appraisal of regulation and Government spending, the Green Book, contains no guidance on
assessing the potential of Government action to stimulate innovation, despite supplements on a
wide range of other topics (from ‘optimism bias’ to ‘competition’ and ‘air quality’). Regulation isn’t
only about setting tough challenges. ‘Nudge’157 approaches to regulation change the choice
framework through which decisions are made. Here the role of regulation is to establish the
contexts – the ‘choice architecture’ – in which people are ultimately still free to make their own
decisions but they are induced to change their behaviour towards greener choices.

Box 3-4: Innovation-friendly regulation: Japan's Top-Runner Programme
Energy efficiency of products is a classic area in which market signals for adopting
more-efficient options appear to have a weaker effect on consumer decisions than
economists expect. Regulators have responded by introducing minimum appliance
performance standards, and energy labels to help consumers understand the implications
of purchase decisions.
Japan has taken this approach one step further, by adopting a regulatory framework that,
allied to Green Public Procurement (see below), drives up the minimum standard over
time, based on rewarding the market-leading technology and removing the worst
performing products from the market. While environmental economic text books continue
to teach that a weakness of ‘command and control regulations’ is that they provide no
incentive for innovation, this example shows that well-designed regulation can lead to
considerable and ongoing pressure to innovate158.

Fourth, innovative and green procurement. In times of austerity, governments must focus on value
for money in procurement. But from an innovation perspective it becomes clear that smart
procurement can yield dividends159. The importance of the NHS and BBC in the UK’s pharmaceutical
and creative industries respectively are well recognised examples160. Furthermore, governments can
use green intelligent procurement to identify opportunities for savings in resources and energy,
seeking innovative solutions and innovative business models that get the best value in both
economic and environmental terms, so that government’s considerable buying power is consciously
used as one of the levers of public policy to facilitate a successful eco-innovation system.
157 Behaviour Change and Energy Use, Cabinet Office, Behavioural Insights Team
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/60536/behaviour-change-and-energy-use.pdf
158 Kimura, O. 2010. Japanese Top-Runner approach for energy efficiency standards. SERC Discussion Paper.
159 Edquist, C. and J. M. Zabala-Iturriagagoitia (2012). Public Procurement for Innovation as mission-oriented innovation policy. Research Policy 41(10): 1757-1769
160 NESTA, 2012, Plan I: the case for innovation-led growth.
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Government has introduced various schemes to use procurement to stimulate innovation. The
continued development of the UK’s Small Business Research Initiative, inspired by the successful
US Small Business Innovation Research programme, is important. Forward procurement
commitments, which commit Government to purchasing products or services that meet a given
performance standard that currently is not available, have been successfully used in the past161.
However, as the House of Lords Science and Technology Select Committee highlighted in
2011162, progress has not been as great as it could have been. The Committee said that: ‘It is
striking the number of documents and reports published in recent years that make
recommendations about innovation in public procurement. Yet it is disappointing that we have
seen no evidence of a systematic and coherent use of public procurement as a tool to
stimulate innovation.’ Clearly more progress could be made to use procurement to further
innovation in general, and eco-innovation in particular, perhaps by following the Committee’s
recommendation that there should be ‘a Minister in each Government department with specific
responsibility for procurement and innovation’.
In addition to these demand-side measures, there is scope to promote a greening of
innovation from the supply-side. Supply side ‘horizontal’ (i.e. not targeted) measures are
typically framed as addressing particular system or market failures. Setting a clear strategic
direction for a green economy provides greater confidence for investors and innovators alike. It
is about the supply of innovation just as much as fostering expectations of future demand.
Expectations and guiding visions play an important role in aligning innovation system players
around common goals and problems, hence the rise of ‘roadmapping’ and other foresight
mechanisms as innovation policy tools.
The direction and framing of research and innovation activities are shaped by social and policy
influences. Recent years have seen a narrowing of the Government’s articulated priorities for
innovation and a near exclusive focus on economic growth163. To promote greener innovation,
environmental objectives should be incorporated explicitly into the framework of decision-making
around long-term science and technology priorities. While it is clearly right that the Haldane
Principle applies to Research Council decision-making on programme design and grant
allocation, ministers exercise considerable influence on the development of major priority areas164.
Current processes for determining these priorities can be unclear – for example, the process by
which the Government arrived at its ‘8 great technologies’. We follow the recommendations of
the Nuffield Council for Bioethics in arguing for greater explicitness in research policy, and see an
opportunity for promoting environmental (and social) objectives alongside growth.

161 BIS 2011 Delivering the best value through innovation. http://www.bis.gov.uk/assets/BISCore/innovation/docs/F/11-1054-forward-commitment-procurementbuying-innovative-solutions.pdf
162 House of Lords 2011, Public procurement as a tool to stimulate innovation. House of Lords Select Committee on Science and Technology.
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201012/ldselect/ldsctech/148/14802.htm
163 Nuffield Council on Bioethics 2012. Emerging biotechnologies: technology, choice and the public good.
164 Ibid. (Nuffield Council on Bioethics 2012. Emerging biotechnologies: technology, choice and the public good.)
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In particular, recent years have seen the rise of the ‘impact agenda’, with Research Councils
requiring academics to consider the kind of impact that their research might have. Though
academics often read this as a thinly veiled attempt to shunt academic research towards more
economically useful activities, the Research Councils’ framing of impact is broad, incorporating both
social and economic priorities. The environment, however, is not highlighted alongside (i.e. as the
same level as) society and economy – researchers are therefore not given incentives to consider or
articulate the environmental impacts that their work may have, unless they can frame these in terms
of social or economic benefits.165 This is a missed opportunity to embed environmental objectives
alongside social and economic objectives in research policy. Finally, environmental objectives should
be made more prominent in the mandate of the TSB, whose mandate is strongly framed around
economic growth, rather than broader social objectives. While the TSB has shown some leadership
in addressing environmentally relevant innovation areas, environmental objectives (and social
objectives) should sit alongside growth as part of its core remit.
The intellectual property system can be used to provide a supply-side boost for eco-innovation.
The UK’s pioneering efforts to provide a fast-track for green patents has been seen as a
success166, providing the option for green entrepreneurs to accelerate IP protection, and the
resulting access to finance and markets that this often provides167. The UK Intellectual Property
Office green patent scheme was not only the first, established in 2009, but has also been most
successful in terms of the acceleration of the examination phase, with the fast-track patents
being granted 75% faster than typical patents168.

3.6.2 Targeted ‘vertical’ (technology specific) measures: green industrial strategies
Vertical, targeted measures require the development of coherent strategies for key technologies.
Such strategies need to be developed collaboratively with industry, and should together establish
a clear vision of the green economy for the UK. The details of particular sectoral or technology
strategies will be highly contingent on the technology field. Offshore technologies require the kind
of innovative leasing approach that the Crown Estate has pioneered. Vehicle technologies may
require partnerships with local authorities that can facilitate support schemes: in Norway, the city
of Oslo has played a leading role in supporting the development of the market for both electric
and hydrogen vehicles. Rather than attempt to develop a prescriptive set of policies that form the
basis for ‘green industrial policy’, the following sets out core principles for such a policy within a
coherent framework.

165 http://www.rcuk.ac.uk/documents/innovation/missionsei.pdf
166 UKIPO 2011. Environmental success as 100th green patent granted. Press Release from the UK Intellectual Property Office, 24th May 2011.
167 Dechezlepretre, A. 2013. Fast-tracking green patent applications – An empirical analysis. LSE Grantham Institute.
168 Dechezlepretre, A. 2013. Fast-tracking green patent applications – An empirical analysis. LSE Grantham Institute.
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A successful ‘vertical’ approach requires the following components.
1. Embedding green objectives within approaches to prioritisation and selection of core
technologies and sectors. Government uses a range of processes for prioritising sectors and
technologies for support, including foresight and technology roadmapping. In the context of the
industrial strategies, Government has addressed this with analysis of areas of comparative
advantage. In the context of a green economy strategy, there is a clear case for adding the
environmental rationale to decisions about which technology areas and industry sectors to support.
The BIS analysis used to identify sectors for industrial strategy support is very strongly framed as
growth policy, and briefly refers to responding to climate change and ensuring social inclusion as
economic policy goals. The environment features as a resource constraint (‘strains on suppliers of
some raw materials’), and as a consumer choice following rising incomes (‘Rising incomes are also
associated with increased demand for environmental amenities’). This is a misinterpretation of the
era in which we find ourselves, in which climate change poses potentially catastrophic risks.
Furthermore, it is unfortunate that the bodies within Government that analysed and championed
environmental innovation (the Environmental Industries Sector Unit and the Environmental
Innovations Analysis Group) have been disbanded. Environmental innovation no longer appears
to have a dedicated team within BIS. This reduces the Government’s ability to identify and
support emerging technologies and sectors of importance for meeting environmental goals.
Examples of strategic prioritisation approaches include: Japan’s Strategic Technology
Roadmapping process; the US Quadrennial Energy Technology Review; and the Committee on
Climate Change prioritisation of low-carbon technologies for the UK169. The UK Government
should seek to adopt similar strategic prioritisation approaches for eco-innovation more broadly.
2. Predictable, periodic re-evaluation of targeted priorities and support . A stage-gate
model provides an approach for ongoing review of RD&D prioritisation170. It embeds a formal and
predictable process of prioritising technology and innovation needs with clear frameworks for
decisions on whether to continue or reduce support. Following each stage of development,
sectoral innovation programmes must pass through a ‘gate’ of critical appraisal . These
monitoring and evaluation processes have been previously identified as inadequate within the UK
low-carbon innovation system171, and are likely to be weak elsewhere.
In response to that critique, the Government has established a Low Carbon Innovation Coordination Group, which attempts to provide strategic leadership across the various Government

169 CCC 2010. Building a low carbon economy: the UK’s innovation challenge. Committee on Climate Change, London.
170 European Commission 2009. The role of community research policy in the knowledge-based economy. European Research Area Expert Group Report.
171 National Audit Office 2010. Government funding for renewable energy technologies.
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activities funding low-carbon innovation. The thematic ‘technology and innovation needs
assessment’ process formalizes the strategic vision and technology assessment for low-carbon
technologies, and provides leadership. If successful, this kind of innovation needs assessment
and co-ordination could be replicated across other strategic areas of eco-innovation, such as
resource productivity, encompassing high-tech manufacturing and industrial design, and
agriculture and ecosystems, encompassing the UK’s agri-science strengths. Finally, the
evaluation approach should embed precautionary appraisal172.
3. Mission-driven R&D agencies and institutions to support key technology fields. The
success of the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in stimulating the US
innovation system has been well documented. Other mission-driven R&D and innovation agencies,
including the US National Institutes of Health, have also played a critical role in supporting
innovation that underpins particular social and economic objectives. The establishment of seven
Catapult Centres is an important step in developing the UK’s innovation system. However, the
scale and ambition of the centres is not yet commensurate with the challenge. Recent analysis has
suggested that the centres should be ‘bold, ambitious and enterprising’ if they are to replicate the
success of similar bodies elsewhere. In addition, the centres should:
• Build on existing regional strengths to support the formation of hubs and clusters.
Regional strengths are a fundamentally important source of long-term competitive
advantage and innovation success. Experience shows that building clusters from scratch
rarely works, but that existing and emerging clusters can be effectively underpinned by a
keystone public institution.
• Have a high degree of independence, with an expectation that many projects and
initiatives will fail. An absence of failures is not a sign of success. It is as likely to be a sign of
timidity and a lack of entrepreneurialism – but of course failures are difficult to manage
effectively. Distancing the day-to-day running of innovation agencies from ministerial control
helps to shield risk-taking innovation activities from the politics of short-term value-formoney debates.
• Be judged appropriately. Catapults should sponsor environmental innovations that are
truly radical. It is important to ensure that performance metrics for such agencies are
appropriate to this task. It is often assumed to be desirable to achieve high ‘leverage’ ratios
of public funding to private investment, showing that public money is ‘crowding in’

172 See EEA 2013, Late Lessons from Early Warnings II. European Environment Agency, Copenhagen; Stirling, A. (2008). ‘Science, Precaution, and the Politics of
Technological Risk.’ Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences 1128(1): 95-110.
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investment into target areas. But truly radical ideas will often be precisely those that are too
risky to attract significant private finance in early stages. Judging programmes solely by their
co-funding or leverage ratios would incentivise timidity on the part of programme managers.
• Link development with targeted early deployment in niche markets. Niche markets play
a key role, particularly in fostering technologies that can enable more radical shifts in
technological paradigm173.
4. Develop long-term patient finance vehicles for green innovation. The Carbon Trust and
ETI have been valuable vehicles for public investment in low-carbon innovation. These models
could be expanded. As the British Business Bank takes shape, one option would be to consider
establishing a dedicated green innovation investment arm or subsidiary.
5. A clearly articulated approach to the life-cycle of support. Understanding of industry and
technology life-cycles makes clear that the timing of support is important. Support is most
relevant for new industries that are becoming established around a new technology field, rather
than well-established industries that have run into trouble. Similarly, early-stage technologies
require dedicated support but this should shift to technology-neutral policies as the market
matures. Sunset clauses and support reduction strategies should be clear from the start, and
based on transparent processes of evaluation. Technologies may require support, in some cases
lasting for many years, to become commercially viable. These supports are critical for success,
but they must be designed in such a way as to provide the right incentives for technology
improvement and cost reduction. Clear milestones and decision points over future support are
critical but have been lacking in previous UK technology support measures174.
6. Support should avoid premature scale-up. One-off grand projects – like full-scale CCS
demonstrations – may hinder rather than help the process of developing effective technologies.
The lessons from historical developments in energy technologies show that premature scale-up
has frequently been less successful than incremental scale-up approaches175.
7. Encouragement of diversity. Evolutionary processes like innovation rely on the generation of
diversity. This is the fuel for the evolutionary process. Historical approaches to industrial policy often
failed precisely because they neglected competition and diversity and focused on identifying

173 Kemp, R., J. Schot, et al. (1998). ‘Regime shifts to sustainability through processes of niche formation: The approach of strategic niche management.’ Technology
Analysis & Strategic Management 10(2): 175-195
174 National Audit Office 2010. Government funding for renewable energy technologies.
175 IIASA 2012, Global Energy Assessment,. International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, Laxenburg.
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champions. Sector and technology-field strategies must enable a diversity of approaches,
business models and firms to participate. The German support system for the earliest wind turbines
restricted support for each firm and design, ensuring that a diversity of approaches was
developed176. This means ensuring that new entrants can access support as well as incumbents.
Diversity is enhanced by decentralising control of innovation policy, enabling regions to pursue
different models of support.

Box 3-5: Innovation, economic regulation and network infrastructures
In ‘natural monopoly’ infrastructures such as electricity and water networks, the
Government’s emphasis on competition as the driving force for innovation has been a
clear failure. In energy networks this has been recognised, and Ofgem’s new ‘RIIO’ price
control process is driving a transformation of investment in energy infrastructure
innovation for electricity and gas transmission and distribution. The Council for Science
and Technology recommended a similar approach for water in 2009, but these
recommendations have been more or less ignored, with Ofwat preferring to avoid explicit
innovation incentives and rather assuming that increased competition combined with a
‘totex’ price control system will create sufficient incentives to invest in innovation177. The
TSB conducted a review in 2011 and decided not to fund a water innovation platform,
despite clear UK strengths and global export opportunities. This decision was at least
partly taken because of low innovation and technological entrepreneurship within the
regulated companies – itself partly a result of the structure of market regulation imposed
by Ofwat. Adopting a specific innovation incentive within the price control could provide
an important way of reinvigorating the innovation system around water technologies in
the UK.

3.6.3 Beyond horizontal and vertical approaches: a systemic view of
eco-innovation policy
The previous sections have introduced a series of ‘horizontal’ measures designed to foster a
greening of UK innovation activity, and ‘vertical’ measures that characterise green industrial policy
by focusing specifically on core technologies that are clearly required for a green economy. This
final section brings these together into a multi-level perspective on green economic transformation.

176 McDowall et al, 2013. Ibid.
177 Ofwat 2011. Future price limits: a consultation on the framework.
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organisational behaviour within
the given framework of
incentives and constraints

Figure 23: Multi-level perspective on green economic transformation

At the macro-level, environmental pricing (through taxes or trading systems) generates both
opportunities and constraints for private actors to search new technological trajectories or
change their behaviour within the existing trajectories. This is the key requirement for investors in
clean technologies to invest. However, pricing by itself will do little if there are not opportunities for
new market niches to emerge and grow. These in turn depend on whether the state has been
supportive of new technologies as sole sponsor, as co-sponsor, or as regulator which facilitates
the emergence of new technology systems. However, new market niches and favourable price
structures may not be sufficient to change behaviour of individuals and organisations. It is
necessary to make it easier for individuals and organisations to maximise their long-term
wellbeing while at the same time complying with environmental standards and reducing their
carbon footprint. The role of government is to design environments and contexts – the ‘choice
architecture’ – in which people are still free to make their own decisions but are encouraged to
adopt behaviours more consistent with a green economy178 (See Box 3-6).
The key message here is that all three policy levels are inextricably linked. Each of them by
itself is insufficient to generate and maintain an economic transformation towards green growth.
For example, there are serious limitations of nudge policies in the absence of market niches which
in turn cannot be up-scaled without appropriate relative prices. Policy aims can rarely be achieved
without the simultaneous presence of all three policy levels. In that respect, it is systemic policies

178 Richard Thaler and Cass R. Sunstein. Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth and Happiness.
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rather than market failure policies that are required. Obviously, the importance of different policy
layers as well as modalities of their implementation will vary widely across countries, but a green
strategy will not be feasible without some involvement of each of the layers. The diversity of multilevel policy profiles reflects different political philosophies and legacies as well as the nature of the
‘green challenge’. In summary, it is the entire institutional context for green technology policy that is
important, not just the specific policy instruments that should be deployed.

Box 3-6: The role of green 'nudges' in eco-innovation policy
The multi-lever eco-innovation policy structure above requires some explanation of the
role of ‘nudge’ policies within this multi-layer framework, building on the discussion of
behaviour change and behavioural economics in section 2. ‘Green nudge’ policies aim to
foster changes in behaviour towards protecting the environment and the use of new
energy- or resource-efficient technologies, drawing on insights from behavioural
sciences179. Examples include regulations that create a greener ‘default option’, such as
China’s requirement that plastic bags cannot be given away for free, requiring the
consumer to ask for and pay (even a nominal fee) for a bag; and ‘peer comparison’
approaches that provide information on the environmental impacts of a consumer’s choice
relative to neighbours or peers. The use of smart technologies opens up a great and as yet
barely explored potential of smart technologies for green nudges180.
There are clearly serious limits to green nudges, in the absence of available new
technologies ready for up-scaling and diffusion as well as in the absence of
macroeconomic incentives like CO2 pricing. Hence, very often ‘green nudges’ may be
tinkering on the margins. It is important to be clear about the strengths and weaknesses
of nudges, and in particular to consider how nudge-approaches can fit within a
broader policy landscape. Nudges are valuable for addressing problems that arise from
limited behavioural responses to what are expected to be clear policy or economic
incentives. Nudges thus need to be integrated into other policy instruments rather
than treated as standalone devices that by themselves can solve problems that are in
essence structural181.

179 Baddeley, M. (2011), ‘Energy, the Environment and Behaviour Change: A survey of insights from behavioural economics’, Cambridge Working Papers in
Economics CWPE 1162, Faculty of Economics, University of Cambridge
180 For example, a display unit connected to a ‘smart’ electricity meter could be installed in private homes to give consumers better real-time feedback of their energy
consumption and savings. See further details in Oullier and Sauneron, 2011
181 Olivier Oullier and Sarah Sauneron, Social Issues Department, Centre for Strategic Analysis. ‘Green nudges’: new incentives for ecological behaviour’ La Note
d’analyse, March 2011, no216
http://www.strategie.gouv.fr/en/content/policy-brief-216-nudges-green-new-incentives-green-behavior-march-2011
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Nudge as conventionally perceived is primarily focused on individuals and their behaviour.
However, a large set of issues related to behaviour which does not conform to rational
expectations applies equally to organisations. Pro-environmental policies do not always
have the expected responses from commercial enterprises, and greater understanding is
needed of how unexpected behaviour of business can result in policy failure. This implies
a need to go beyond conventional ‘individual’ nudges to nudging organisations.

3.7 Conclusions on innovation
This section has discussed the vital role of Government in supporting innovation and specifically
in shifting the UK towards eco-innovation. It has highlighted the UK’s under-performance in some
key areas of green technology as well as the opportunities to develop competitive advantage, and
the need for Government to set long-term direction for innovation policy in order to generate
investor confidence. It has also discussed a cross-cutting approach to supporting innovation,
combining a horizontal and vertical approach.
Summary of recommendations on innovation
• The development of a new green industrial strategy targeted at technologies that can
underpin emerging green industries, with a clear approach for the selection of technology
priority areas, the enhancement of existing ‘mission-driven’ R&D agencies, the development
of long-term patient-finance vehicles for green innovation, better downstream/upstream
alignment, and support for innovation in business models.
• Embedding green objectives within the governance mechanisms for innovation and in
particular reviewing existing industrial strategies to ensure that they adequately address the
imperative for green innovation within each sector, and a clear mandate to pursue
environmental as well social and economic objectives for Agencies responsible for delivering
funding for research and innovation
• Creating demand-pull for green innovation across all areas of the economy, including
through strengthening existing environmental policies and ensuring that regulations
have been developed in such a way as to provide incentives for innovation, and enhancing
public procurement processes to ensure that they are used most effectively to stimulate
green innovation.
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Infrastructure choices today shape the environmental performance of the economy for
decades into the future. Thinking carefully about infrastructure is vital for achieving a
green economy.
As the UK moves into recovery there is a consensus that more needs to be done to
stimulate investment in infrastructure. The argument of the UCL GEPC is first to recognise
that choices must be made, and that infrastructure that is compatible with a green,
resource-efficient economy should be prioritised.
Second, a credible and clear vision for infrastructure and the institutional structure
required to deliver it will enable infrastructure investment at a lower overall cost.
Committing to a credible green economy strategy can help stimulate infrastructure
investment that will bolster the emerging recovery.
To do this, a green infrastructure strategy is required. This should set out clear criteria
for infrastructure project evaluation, and it should be supported by a set of appropriately
designed institutions across national and local government, including:
• Expansion of the Green Investment Bank;
• Creation of a National Infrastructure Bank;
• Creation of an independent infrastructure governance body;
• Empowerment of cities to drive green infrastructure investment, through a
collective municipal agency for green bonds.

The UK is in great need of increased levels of investment in infrastructure. Much of its infrastructure
is ageing, and levels of investment have not kept pace with the needs of a modern economy182
(see Figure 24). The UK’s global competitiveness ranking for ‘quality of overall infrastructure’ was
24th in 2012-13, below all the other G7 economies except Italy183 (and a decline from its ranking of
19 in 2007). In a 2012 survey by the CBI, nearly two thirds of companies judged the UK’s
infrastructure unfavourably relative to that of other EU countries184. The OECD has consistently
identified investment in infrastructure, and especially in transport, as a priority for the UK.185

182 CBI 2011, Making the right connections; Crafts, N. 2012 Creating Competitive Advantage: policy lessons from history.
183 World Economic Forum, 2012-2013. Global Competitiveness Report.
184 CBI, 2012. http://www.cbi.org.uk/media/1744517/is2012_final.pdf
185 OECD, 2013. Economic Reforms: Going for Growth. See also various editions of the OECD Going for Growth series and its regular Economic Surveys
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Figure 24: Gross fixed capital formation as a percentage of GDP in G8 countries. Source: IMF186

As the Prime Minister said in 2012, ‘if our infrastructure is second-rate, then our country will be
too’187. The importance of infrastructure in enabling and maintaining long-term economic growth
and productivity improvements is well established188, particularly energy, transport and
communications infrastructures. Moreover, it is widely recognised that infrastructure investments
can act as counter-cyclical macroeconomic stimulus189. In response to these arguments, the
Government has focused on infrastructure policy in recent economic announcements, particularly
the June 2013 spending review.
The economic rationale for a strong public policy involvement in infrastructure provision is wellestablished. In short, the characteristics of infrastructure define the need for government
involvement, since the operation of markets will provide inadequate levels of infrastructure190.
Large critical infrastructures are beset by market failures, relating to their public goods properties,
network externalities, and market power. Moreover, the long time-scales involved in infrastructure
investment highlight differences in social and private time preferences, with the public sector
more willing to invest for future generations191. There is widespread agreement on these issues,
and in particular there is agreement on the need for government to stimulate private sector
investment in infrastructure.

186 Reproduced from Dolphin and Nash 2012, Investing for the future: Why we need a British Investment Bank. IPPR.
187 http://www.number10.gov.uk/news/pm-speech-on-infrastructure/
188 Sutherland et al 2009. Infrastructure investments: links to growth and the role of public policies. OECD.
189 Zenghelis 2012, A strategy for restoring confidence and economic growth through green investment and innovation. Grantham Research Institute Policy Brief.
190 Helm, Wardlaw and Caldecott 2009, Delivering a 21st century infrastructure for Britain. Policy Exchange; LSE Growth Commission 2013, Investing for prosperity:
skills, infrastructure and innovation.
191 Llewellyn Consulting 2013, UK Infrastructure: the challenge for investors and policymakers. Pension Insurance Corporation; LSE Growth Commission 2013 ibid;
CBI 2011, Making the right connections. CBI/KPMG.
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4.1 Infrastructure for a green economy: policy rationale for national
governments and cities
A set of core economic and political reasons underlie the need for a green economy strategy to
address infrastructure. Most acutely, the presence throughout the economy of environmental
externalities ensure that the private sector has no motive to build infrastructure that is green
unless public policy provides incentives to do so. The arguments for public involvement in
shaping infrastructure provision become much stronger once environmental concerns are taken
into account.
From a green economy perspective, one of the most important features of infrastructure
decisions relate to processes of ‘lock-in’192. Once built, infrastructure shapes the context in which
the economy develops, and infrastructure can thus enable or constrain a greener development
path. The risk with the Government’s infrastructure policy is that the UK will build itself into an
unsustainable corner from which retreat will be costly. The long-lived and structural character of
infrastructure means that short-sighted investments now may lock in high-resource, high-carbon
and high-waste patterns of economic activity, which will become an increasing burden in
decades to come. Infrastructure owners and operators are not always exposed to the full
economic risks of infrastructure failure, reducing incentives to ensure adequate resilience in the
face of climate change, for example193.
Unfortunately, the current institutional arrangements for promoting infrastructure investment – with
the exception of the Green Investment Bank – fail to establish clearly the need for compatability
with long-term environmental goals, or to reduce exposure to environmental and resource risks.
The risk is that we build a future Britain that is less resilient to expected resource constraints and
climate risks, that is less responsive to the economic changes brought about by the ICT
revolution and the global low-carbon transition, and that faces high costs to move towards a
green development path.

192 Unruh 2000, Understanding carbon lock-in, Energy Policy; Geels 2002, Technological transitions as evolutionary reconfiguration processes: a multi-level
perspective and a case-study, Research Policy Vol 31.
193 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69269/climate-resilient-infrastructure-full.pdf
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4.1.1 Clear role for national governments
As noted above, the basic characteristics of critical network infrastructures provide a
strong economic rationale for government involvement. In past decades (and still today for
some areas of infrastructure, particularly roads), that rationale has made the case for public
ownership and provision of infrastructure. While this overcame many problems associated with
market failures, it introduced a set of problems of its own. The 1980s saw a belief that private
ownership and competition, coupled with effective regulation, would offer a solution.
Experience has shown that the model adopted since the 1980s did not result in sufficient
levels of investment.
The problems associated with an excessive public deficit clearly limit the potential scale of public
investment. Any solutions must not permanently expand government debt. However, private
long-term financing is potentially available, in quantity, particularly from pension and insurance
companies. Under present institutional arrangements, the private sector will not do the job alone
– and government must act to mobilise this long-term financing. Leveraging private sector
investment in green infrastructure is thus the central aim of a green infrastructure policy. With
these conditions in mind, government’s role is mainly in: setting the institutional framework; and,
where necessary, assisting with construction risk.

4.1.2 Roles for cities
It is impossible to think about an effective infrastructure strategy for a green economy without
addressing the role of cities. While national and devolved governments make major decisions
about large national infrastructure projects like airports and high-speed rail, it is municipal
governments that shape much of the nation’s infrastructure. Enabling and empowering municipal
governments to leverage investment for green infrastructure is critical.
Urban areas are well-placed to lead the resource-efficient transition, and benefit most directly
from it. Cities are created to overcome the problems of distance, and efficiency is thus part of
their defining essence. Cities are also vulnerable to climate impacts such as heat, water
shortages and floods. But because, in the UK, they are small players in governmental terms,
vulnerability often does not translate into local action to reduce emissions. More encouraging is
the fact that cities also stand to benefit from green economy policies through increased
efficiency; innovation; reduced noise; reduced congestion; reduced pollution, and an attractive
environment for skilled labour, entrepreneurs and innovative firms. Their size and economic
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complexity mean that specific problems such as congestion, waste, poor access to education,
crime, and high levels of deprivation require considered, city- specific public intervention.
At the same time, high population density and compactness can allow for economies of scale
and collaboration. It is perhaps unsurprising that major world cities are increasingly taking the
lead in resource-efficient action and setting strong emissions targets. Examples include New
York (30 per cent cuts in greenhouse gases over 2007-30), Los Angeles (35 per cent cuts over
1990-2030), Seoul (40 per cent cuts over 1990-2030), and Hong Kong (50-60 per cent cuts
over 2005-20).
Environmental impacts from cities are associated with differences in settlement patterns, with
denser, more compact cities tending to have significantly lower average per capita emissions. As
the World Bank, OECD and others have shown194, cities of similar per capita incomes and similar
populations can have vastly different resource calls (as proxied by greenhouse gas emissions per
head). Many cities in North America such as Phoenix, Atlanta and Cincinnati, built around a
model of sprawling suburbs and extensive car use, have emissions which are up to five times
higher than cities in Europe and Asia (such as Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Barcelona or Hong
Kong) which are built on the model of dense residential concentration and extensive public
transport. Yet infrastructural and behavioural lock-in now makes it hard to retrofit resource-hungry
cities, such that these cities will be at a major disadvantage as the costs of resources increase.
Residents of such cities have little to gain from policies to discourage car use and provide cycle
and pedestrian facilities, in contrast to denser cities where city authorities are held accountable,
and rewarded, for the provision of such resource-efficient facilities.
Consequently, cities risk locking in infrastructure, technologies, and behaviours that will be very
difficult to reverse retrospectively. Cities with limited urban sprawl and integrated urban transit
systems have, in many cases, become affluent with low emissions per head. Their relative
resource efficiency is mainly a result of greater transport energy efficiency due to reduced
distances and greater shares of green transport modes; also greater energy efficiency in buildings
due to lower surface-to-volume ratios of more compact buildings and lower embedded energy
demand for urban infrastructure due to high utilisation. But compact, well managed cities with
intelligent infrastructure can also be more attractive to footloose workers than suburban or rural
communities. Inner city Paris, Rome, Barcelona and London, together with New York, Singapore
and Tokyo, provide examples of creative, growing city centres with access to a variety of
amenities, including green space. With shorter transport networks and less diffuse utility
infrastructures, denser cities generate significant savings in operating costs, running to thousands
of dollars per year for the average household.

194 See OECD (2013) Green Growth in Cities and Hoornweg (2011) ‘Cities and greenhouse gas emissions: moving forward’, Environment & Urbanization. Vol. 23. No.1
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Despite the fact that denser cities are more resource-efficient and generate significant savings in
operating costs, suburban living remains popular, especially in cities whose urban centres suffer
neglect, pollution, crime and outward migration of people and wealth. So dense cities need to be
carefully planned to attract the wealth-creating individuals who could choose other options. Not
surprisingly, cities that today are regarded as green leaders have a track record in long-term and
integrated planning, particularly related to land use and public transport infrastructure. This
requires forward thinking because investing in resource-intensive development may be cheaper in
the short run, requiring less careful planning. However, it is likely to be more costly over the
medium term and very difficult to reverse. It is estimated that people in Portland, Oregon, save
US$2 billion annually through three decades of co-ordinated policies to change land use and
transport systems. Measures include modest increases in building density, light rail transit
schemes and policies to encourage walking and cycling. In many European cities, recycling levels
are in the region of 50 per cent of domestic waste, with Copenhagen sending a mere three per
cent of its waste to landfill.
Integrated ICT technologies will help make dense complex cities work efficiently. A networked
broadband digital infrastructure can connect people to people, people to city systems and city
systems to city systems, allowing cities and residents to respond to changing circumstances in
near real time. City authorities are already often closer to their citizens, both physically and
culturally, than national or regional governments. But cities that think, adapt and evolve will learn
to optimise their resources, food, energy, health, communications and climate through 'smart
grids', connected healthcare, connected public safety and smarter buildings and energy
management.
Credible policy action can enable cities to become successful test beds of innovative resource
efficient technologies and practices. By contrast, inaction is likely to be costly in the long term,
threatening to reduce citizen welfare and increase costs and insecurity. The choices made today
on transport, infrastructure, buildings and industry will determine the technologies, institutions
and behaviours they lock into, and the attractiveness and efficiency of the city over the longer
term. More broadly, the urban form will be central to determining whether humankind can both
manage climate change and capture the benefits of resource-efficient growth.
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4.2 UK infrastructure policy: the Government’s approach and the
critics’ responses
The UK Government has recognised the need for a more active role for central government in
shaping infrastructure investment, and has dedicated substantial effort towards stimulating
greater private sector investment in infrastructure. The Government’s emphasis in the critical role
of private sector finance for infrastructure is well illustrated in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: depicts the sources of funding for investment from 2015 onwards; it clearly shows the
relevance of private participation towards the realisation of the UK National Infrastructure Plan, with the
majority of infrastructure being funded wholly or partly by the private sector. Source: HM Treasury,
December 2013.

The challenges of stimulating private sector investment have been made more acute as a result of
the structure of regulation and incentives in which such investment takes place, and in particular
the regulations put in place in the wake of the financial crisis. Basel III introduces stricter liquidity
standards and these will discourage banks from undertaking long-term investments such as in
infrastructure. With these new restrictions on banks, the burden of financing infrastructure
therefore rests more on institutional investors such as pension funds. Furthermore, new insurance
regulations (Solvency II), which are applicable to pension funds, also discourage pension funds from
stepping in to fill the gap created by the banking sector. While the December 2013 announcement
that insurance companies are willing to invest £25bn in UK infrastructure following the completion of
negotiations around Solvency II is to be welcomed, it remains to be seen whether this will result in
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significant money being delivered, as several commentators have noted195. Finally, it has also been
argued that the structure of taxation and financial regulation has created incentives for shorttermism in equity markets, and that this has hindered investments into infrastructure196.
Despite these barriers, it is clear that infrastructure investments can represent an attractive
proposition for investors seeking low-risk options with stable returns – especially given record low
interest rates. The Government has introduced a range of measures aiming to overcome the
barriers to private sector investment in infrastructure:
• HMT Infrastructure Pipeline. The publication of a long-term infrastructure pipeline, setting
out expected and planned infrastructure projects, had been suggested by a range of
stakeholders, including the OECD. The rationale for such a document is that infrastructure
investment opportunities often come as large, one-off projects, making infrastructure
opportunities difficult for investors to navigate. Although the pipeline has been criticised for
being no more than a ‘list of projects’197, it provides visibility for potential investors on future
investment opportunities in infrastructure. While commentators have rightly pointed out that
a large share of the infrastructure pipeline is ‘low carbon’198, the absence of a strategic
overall vision – including the need for infrastructure to be green – is problematic, because
the lack of an overall vision reduces the sense that the plan is coherent and credible, and
genuinely long-term.
• UK Guarantees. In July 2012, HM Treasury announced that UK Guarantees would be
available to projects in a variety of sectors such as transport, utilities, energy, and
communications. The guarantee will be given to projects as long as they fulfil the criteria of
the Government’s National Infrastructure Plan 2011. The purpose of the guarantee scheme
is to make infrastructure projects more attractive to pension funds, and in so doing, lessen
the negative impact of Solvency II. As long as there is a government guarantee, and returns
match liabilities, pension funds should consider infrastructure projects as a suitable
investment. Underwriting construction risk through guarantees also provides the
government with a way of fostering infrastructure investment without adding to public sector
debt. A potential £40 billion of guarantees has been made available by legislation, and the
December 2013 Infrastructure Plan made clear that 40 projects worth £33 billion had been
‘prequalified’ for the scheme (including the Mersey Gateway, Drax biomass conversion,
Hinkley point nuclear power plant, and the extension of the Northern Line to Battersea).
Guarantees will only be provided where projects meet five criteria, none of which ensure
that infrastructure must be compatible with long-term environmental targets.

195 Jim Pickard and Gill Pilmer (2013) UK government revives infrastructure drive. Financial Times, December 4th 2013.
196 Kay, J. 2012. The Kay Review of UK equity markets and long-term decision making.
197 Hall, K. 2013. CBI comments on National Infrastructure Plan. Press release, 4th December 2013, CBI.
198 Morgan, J. 2013 Infrastructure investment and the UK’s economic renewal. Green Alliance.
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• Pension Infrastructure Platform. The PIP is a dedicated investment fund through which
pensions can invest in infrastructure. Ten pension funds have so far joined the platform, with
a target of raising £2 billion and leveraging a further £2 billion. The PIP was created to
support pension fund investment in infrastructure under terms that satisfy the interests of
pension funds, which have been reluctant to invest in existing infrastructure funds for a range
of reasons, not least the typical fee structures and the life-span of most infrastructure funds.
• Change in limit on local authority pension investment in limited partnerships. Local
authority pensions had been restricted in lending to limited partnerships to 15% of their
overall investment portfolio. Since limited partnerships include most infrastructure funds, this
substantially limited the extent to which these pension funds could invest in infrastructure.
This limit has now been raised to 30%, increasing the potential for infrastructure investment
from this sector by £22 billion.
• PF2. PF2 is the relaunch of the Government’s Private Finance Initiative (PFI), following a
detailed audit of the first tranche of PFI projects by the National Audit Office. PF2 has two
main distinguishing features from PFI. Firstly, the new scheme involves some co-financing
from public sector sources, to increase access to capital markets and deliver less leveraged
capital structures; and secondly, to attract institutional investor capital through risk
management strategies that would minimise certain operational risks and provide better
allocation of risk.
• GIB. The Green Investment Bank has been established to focus on a number of core green
sectors: offshore wind, energy efficiency in buildings, and waste, and it is further described
in Box 4-1.
• City deals. Other initiatives have aimed to facilitate more effective public infrastructure
investments from cities. Tax increment financing powers have been extended, particularly
for cities with ‘City Deals’. Tax increment financing is one of a number of models of
infrastructure finance that have been proposed to ease the capital burden on infrastructure
owners by sharing the costs with those who benefit from infrastructure improvements199.
The discussion above shows that whilst there are a number of approaches to stimulate
infrastructure investment, any green element to these is absent. The GEPC argues that
environmental and green infrastructure considerations should be embedded in infrastructure
decisions and in measures to stimulate infrastructure investment.

199 RESPublica 2011. Financing for Growth: A new model to unlock infrastructure investment
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Box 4-1: The Green Investment Bank
The Green Investment Bank
The Green Investment Bank (GIB) is a financial lending institution whose primary focus is
to invest in renewable energy and low-carbon projects located within the United
Kingdom. Officially launched in November 2012, the GIB was created by the UK
Government to invest in and attract other finance to projects that can help the UK meet
its renewable energy and carbon reduction targets in 2020 and 2050. The GIB is wholly
owned by the Department of Business, Innovation and Skills, and has received from the
UK Treasury a total of £3.8 billion. To put this figure into perspective, Germany’s
developmental bank KfW has a €5 billion (£4.3 billon) fund dedicated solely to off-shore
wind loans.
The GIB has outlined that 80% of its investments will be dedicated to priority sectors
involved with offshore wind, waste recycling and energy from waste, non-domestic
energy efficiency, and support for the Government’s Green Deal. The Green Deal is a loan
scheme to finance energy efficiency improvements to residential and commercial
buildings, with a special mandate to provide loans to low-income houses. Rather than
having the bill payer undertake upfront capital costs, the loan payments are recovered
through savings from energy bills over an extended period of time. The remaining 20% of
the GIB investment portfolio can be invested in ‘non-priority’ sectors involved with
biofuels for transport, biomass power, carbon capture and storage, marine energy and
renewable heat. It should be noted that the GIB will not finance previously supported
technologies such as onshore wind and solar photovoltaic projects. It also will not invest
in venture capital projects nor disburse grants. Such rules are meant to ensure that the
GIB works as a ‘for profit’ bank.
In order to ensure that the GIB does not ‘crowd out’ private investment in these areas,
the funds and projects it invests in need to meet ’financial additionality’ criteria. Thus the
GIB co-invests with the private sector in investible projects that are struggling to find
financing solely from the market. In doing so, the GIB aims to provide innovative financial
deals that can encourage private sector investment whilst simultaneously reducing risk
aversion. As of March 31, 2013, it has administered £635 million in conjunction with an
additional £1.68m from the private sector. The estimated ratio of GIB investment to
private investment in projects is about £1:3.
The current issue for the GIB is its ability to borrow from the private markets, as it has yet
to receive permission from the UK Treasury. As the GIB is a Government-owned
institution, any debt it raises will appear on the Government’s balance sheet. Currently
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the UK Treasury’s priority is to meet its reduction target on the net public debt deficit–
which it does not foresee achieving by 2016/17. This makes far more difficult the
realisation of the GIB’s aspiration to raise £15 billion from the private markets in 2015.
Such issues create a major challenge for the ability of the GIB to raise capital that is
independent of direct Government budget allocation.

4.2.1 What’s missing from the Government’s approach?
A range of commentators have made proposals for boosting UK infrastructure investment. Five
issues stand out:
• Vision, direction, confidence and credibility. Current initiatives are important but they do
not do enough to address a major barrier to infrastructure investment that supports a green
economy: perceived policy risk. Investors need to have confidence in the expected returns
and risks of an investment. Infrastructure investments face significant regulatory risks and the
Government could intervene directly to minimise them by establishing a more credible
infrastructure strategy. The Public Accounts Committee said of the Government’s infrastructure
plan in April 2013: ‘we are not convinced that the current proposals represent a rigorous
plan with clear priorities for action or with a clear programme for delivery.’ This view has
been echoed by others (for example, most recently by the CBI in December 2013200 ).
• Institutions for managing infrastructure. In a democratic society, decision-making has to
conform to electoral cycles (and is thus influenced by day-to-day political concerns). This
can hamper a longer-term approach to infrastructure decision-making. The institutions that
currently develop and execute decision-making are too weak, and fail to provide the
necessary counter-weight to volatile public debate. There is therefore a need to establish
separate institutions with responsibility to consider and power to allocate infrastructure
resources over the longer-term.
• Public accounting practice. Measurement of Net Public Sector Debt does not include
long-lived illiquid investments in infrastructure as assets. Essentially, no distinction is made
between investments in productivity-enhancing infrastructure investments and consumption
spending. As a result, public sector debt and deficit targets inhibit precisely the long-term
investments that are so badly needed. A number of commentators have called for these
accounting rules to be re-visited, whether by changing the target debt indicator or by
introducing an infrastructure asset register201. Clearly this is politically difficult, as attempts to
change the accounting rules are likely to be seen as attempts to ‘fudge’ the deficit
200 Hall, K. 2013. CBI comments on National Infrastructure Plan. Press release, 4th December 2013, CBI.
201 Helm et al 2009. Ibid.
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numbers. However, there are good reasons for thinking about how – in the longer term –
such accounting practices establish or undermine the conditions under which the UK is
able to invest in infrastructure at a sustainable rate.
• Public capital spending. The policy initiatives examined above have all occurred in the
context of reduced levels of public capital spending, as the Government has focused on deficit
reduction. There is much debate about the appropriate balance between deficit reduction and
public spending, and it has been repeatedly argued that the argument for higher levels of
capital spending from the UK Government is strong202. The prominence given to infrastructure
capital spending in the June 2013 Spending Review suggests that Government has at least
partly accepted this argument – though public sector capital spending remains low.
• The need for long-term state investment vehicles: a state infrastructure bank. Many
countries finance certain kinds of infrastructure through a state investment bank mechanism.
Recent years have seen increasing calls from across the political spectrum for a UK
infrastructure bank203, or for infrastructure to be included within the remit of a British
Investment Bank204. The Government has made a strong step in the right direction with the
establishment of the Green Investment Bank (GIB), but there are good arguments for
extending this approach.
A green economy perspective echoes many of these concerns and suggestions. Beyond this,
however, the major issue from this perspective is that the structures that currently exist for the
governance and financing of infrastructure are not up to the task of re-orienting infrastructure
investment to a green economy path.

4.3 Infrastructure for a green economy: choices and policy proposals
A green economy strategy provides a coherent basis for prioritising and directing infrastructure
development. Rather than making decisions in response to the lobbying of particular industry
groups or the personal enthusiasm of individual ministers, a decision framework based on a
green economy can provide investors with greater confidence in the broad long-term direction of
infrastructure policy. If embedded in institutional frameworks that are long-lived and relatively
difficult to change, this can help reduce perceived policy risk. In this light, broader environmental
and economic policy, particularly green fiscal reform, which signals long-term priorities, is an
important part of an infrastructure policy. The important point here is that a broad package of
202 IMF 2013, World Economic Outlook, October 2013; CBI Infrastructure Survey 2013.
203 Helm et al 2009, Ibid. LSE Growth Commission 2013, Ibid; Llewellyn Consulting 2013, Ibid.
204 Dolphin and Nash 2012, Investing for the future: Why we need a British Investment Bank. IPPR.
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green economy measures taken together, and encompassed by a vision of a green economic
future for the UK, amounts to more than the sum of its parts: a coherent and credible long-term
strategy can reduce the policy risk associated with green infrastructure investments.
Unfortunately, a number of recent decisions and announcements have undermined any
perception of a priority focus on low-carbon infrastructure. The June 2013 spending review
announced an expansion of capital spending on roads, described as ‘the largest road investment
programme since the 1970s’. Road maintenance has desirable stimulus properties (particularly
speed of implementation), and roads are clearly important for supporting the economy. The focus
of public capital spending on roads rather than low-carbon infrastructure may not be surprising in
itself, as low-carbon infrastructure is mostly privately financed and hence not prone to being
announced by the Government – unlike roads. The problem is that these announcements
contribute to a sense of a change in direction which may harm the investment climate – even if
they do not in themselves represent such a change. It is particularly unfortunate that the road
investment announcements were not made alongside the strategy for promoting low-carbon
vehicles, announced just a few weeks later.
Similarly, the high-profile support for capital spending on shale gas exploration and development
represents support for an industry whose UK costs and environmental impacts, and compatibility
with established low-carbon targets, are still highly uncertain. Until it has been shown that the
environmental risks – including the levels of fugitive methane emissions and broader implications for
carbon targets – are sufficiently low as to warrant development, dedicating scarce capital resources
to this activity is unwise, and is undermining confidence in the overall green economy agenda.
Additionally, continued uncertainty over 2030 renewable energy and power sector
decarbonisation targets in particular is undermining the sense of direction within the
development of the energy system.

4.3.1 Making choices
From a green economy perspective, it is clear that not all infrastructure is equally desirable.
Choices need to be made, and delaying decisions can be costly in both economic and
environmental terms (see Box 4-2). From this perspective, it is useful to distinguish three types of
infrastructure. First, there is infrastructure that is required for a green economy: infrastructure that
must be developed as a priority if green aspirations are to be realised. Recent years have seen
the emergence of recognition that physical infrastructure does not need to be human-made and
that natural systems provide hugely valuable infrastructure services, particularly with regard to
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water management. This therefore includes ‘natural infrastructure’ (itself often called ‘green’
infrastructure), such as flood meadows and urban trees. It also includes key infrastructures such
as smart electricity networks and transmission connections that enable substantial penetration of
renewable energy technologies. These types of infrastructure must be prioritised.

Box 4-2: Indecision does not keep options open: regulatory uncertainty and gas
distribution infrastructure
The UK natural gas distribution infrastructure is a large, networked, mature and hugely
important part of the UK’s energy system. The gas network delivers far more energy to
homes and businesses than does the power grid, though it is the latter that receives most
attention. As the gas network ages, it has become necessary to re-invest to ensure safety,
and the current regulatory framework provides incentives for around £400 million each
year in gas grid upgrading.
The problem is that it is almost impossible for the UK to meet carbon targets while
continuing to use natural gas as the major domestic heating fuel. This inconsistency
between the statutory carbon targets and gas network regulation is beginning to generate
considerable uncertainty. While investment is still forthcoming, it is quite possible that this
investment could result in higher costs of decarbonisation in the future, as it will help to lock
in domestic use of gas. The Government has only recently recognised that this issue needs
to be addressed, but it is by no means clear who is taking responsibility for making the big
strategic decisions about the gas network, a major infrastructure asset. A clear strategy
now could ensure the long-term greening of the gas network (such as through injection of
biogas or through ensuring that the network would be fit for use transporting hydrogen).
Instead, indecision is creating the likelihood of lock-in resulting in higher future costs.
Government’s stated objective within the heat strategy is to avoid ‘picking winners’.
However, when lock-in is a powerful force, inaction does ‘pick winners’ - but by default
rather than by design.

Second, there is a wide category of infrastructure that can be compatible with a green economy if
it is developed in a responsible and intelligent way. This includes both major new infrastructures
such as high-speed rail, for which an environmental case can be made at a general level, but for
which the devil is in the detail of project specifics. This category also includes infrastructures that
are clearly necessary (at least today), such as water infrastructure or roads, but that must be
‘greened’ in order to be compatible with a green economy. For example, gas distribution grids are
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important currently for providing gas for heating, but in the long term, use of natural gas as the
dominant heating fuel is not compatible with climate change targets. Gas distribution
infrastructure investments must be compatible with options to develop greener gas, such as
biogas or hydrogen (Box 4-2).
Finally, there is a category of infrastructure that is unlikely to be compatible with a green economy.
This includes the infrastructure that supports sectors whose activities are very difficult or
impossible to reconcile with a green economy if they continue to grow rapidly without great
improvements in environmental performance, such as fossil fuel extraction and airports. Any
expansion of such infrastructures must be contingent on the application of convincing measures
to improve the environmental performance of the sector overall.
These three categories are illustrated in Figure 26 below. The point here is to highlight the
different policy responses required by different types of infrastructure, not to indicate a definitive
list of infrastructure projects that should or should not go ahead.

Required for a
green economy

Infrastructure to enable a
green economy

Energy grids
ICT
Ports for offshore renewables
Waste management
CO2 transport and storage infrastructure
Energy efficiency in existing buildings

‘Green infrastructure’

Wetlands
Flood meadows
Urban trees
Green roofs
Run-off management
Forests and other carbon-capturing ecosystems

May be compatible
with green economy

Critical infrastructure that
needs re-investment that is
green

Rail
Water
Housing
Roads
Gas grids

Not clear that it can
be compatible with a
green economy

Critical infrastructure that may
undermine a green economy
through direct or indirect
effects: expansion must be
accompanied with off-setting
or directing measures

Airports
Substantial new road building
Fossil fuel extraction

Figure 26: 'Traffic light' prioritisation of infrastructure from a green economy perspective. Categorisations
are indicative, rather than the result of detailed analysis.
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4.3.2 Articulate a clear strategy for a green economy, setting out what this means for
the infrastructure plan
An infrastructure plan for a green economy must:
• Provide a coherent vision that underpins what this country’s infrastructure requirements are:
clean; efficient; resilient to climate and resource shocks; and enabling low-carbon, and more
broadly green, activity and development.
• Re-state the importance of carbon targets, and the implications for infrastructure development.
• Establish a clear set of criteria against which infrastructure proposals must be evaluated.
Consideration of the capital and operational carbon implications of infrastructures205, and their
potential for inducing or constraining carbon-intensive activities, should be an explicit criterion.
Such a plan would be backed up by three substantive elements. First, it would include measures
that enable investment in core green infrastructure required for a green economy – the green
sections of the illustrative Figure 26. Second, it would institutionalise green criteria within the
mechanisms used to govern and finance infrastructure across all areas of infrastructure – the
amber and red areas of Figure 26. Third, it would empower cities to drive green infrastructure at
the local level. Each of these elements is explored in greater detail below.
Finally, it is important that Government accounts appropriately for investment in infrastructure, to
ensure that accounting conventions to not lead to bias against infrastructure investment in public
spending decisions. It is therefore recommended that Government consider how best to
distinguish, in the National Accounts, between debt as conventionally measured and debt
incurred for the production of durable assets that produce goods and services.

4.3.3 Supporting investment in infrastructure required for a green economy
The challenges of shifting to a green economy require substantial action in a few key areas of
infrastructure – highlighted by the traffic-light approach as green. In order to successfully develop
these, dedicated mechanisms are necessary to provide public finance and stimulate private
investment. The Government therefore should:
• Expand and empower the Green Investment Bank (GIB):
– Enable the GIB to borrow (up to £2 billion), by allowing it to issue green bonds. Various
models for green bonds can be explored, including those issued by the Korean importexport bank, the first issue of which was massively oversubscribed206.
205 See Institution of Civil Engineers, 2011, Building a sustainable future: ICE low-carbon infrastructure trajectory 2050.
206 HSBC 2013. Bonds and climate change: the state of the market in 2013.
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– Increase the capitalisation of the GIB by £1 billion. Dedicating public capital spending to
this area of green infrastructure increases confidence in the overall green economy strategy.
– Expand the remit of the GIB to include community energy schemes, subject to a
renewed State Aid clearance. The decision to exclude this from the original priority list was
in part taken because of fear of competing with private sector financing of such schemes.
However, the only significant private financing of such schemes has now exited this market
(The Cooperative Group), and the decision to exclude these schemes should be revisited.
• Accelerate the roll-out of broadband infrastructure. ICTs are in themselves no green
panacea, but they create opportunities for innovation and resource efficiency. An effective ICT
infrastructure is thus an important enabler of a green economy. ICTs are also key for enabling
the smarter management of existing infrastructure, such as energy systems (Box 4-3).

Box 4-3: Supporting investment in infrastructure required for a green economy
The UK Government estimates that £110 billion must be invested in the next decade to
replace power plants and upgrade the UK’s ageing electricity infrastructure. At the same
time, new challenges are emerging, not least the need for:
• optimizing the supply and demand of electricity from multiple generation and demand
centres (this includes micro-generation supply from residential and commercial users)
• integrating and smoothing the variability of renewable energy into the grid
• addressing increasing electricity demand from consumers (including electric vehicles).
There is a well-recognised opportunity to create a ‘smarter’ power system through
digitizing and automating electricity technologies. This supports more efficient and
dynamic decision-making on balancing the supply and demand of electricity and reducing
unnecessary energy losses through enhanced detection and sensing capabilities. Realtime pricing and energy system information can provide consumers with dynamic pricing,
but beyond this can enable active demand-side management through responsive
appliances. Cloud technologies can also be used to synchronize the network of appliances
within the home to create a home energy management system, enabling greater flexibility
for consumers to either engage in – or automate and ignore – energy optimisation in the
home. This opens scope for new energy service company business models to help
consumers install the necessary technologies and manage their energy consumption.
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The data revolution for energy networks requires significant investments in infrastructure,
for which supportive Government policy is essential. This is a critical area for innovation,
and there is a critical role for pilot testing, experimentation and learning. The UK smart
meter roll-out program, which pledged to supply 30 million homes with smart meters in
summer of 2014, has already been delayed by a year due to the need for further testing of
these systems. Nevertheless the aim is to supply all UK households with smart meters by
2020 in an attempt to help consumers monitor and reduce their energy consumption.
A Map of the Digitised Energy System
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4.3.4 Ensuring infrastructure development is compatible with a green economy
We not only need to ensure that investment flows into those types of infrastructure that are clearly
‘green’. Many types of infrastructure – perhaps most – are neither inherently green or not: their
environmental impacts depend on the way in which they are planned and developed, and the use
to which they are put. Alongside the targeted investment into specific infrastructures necessary
for greening the economy, it is also important to establish cross-cutting measures that apply to all
infrastructure developments.
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To realise a green economy, areas of most importance may not always be in traditional green
sectors such as renewables. Green economy solutions, therefore, may need broader support than
that available from a small-scale Green Investment Bank. For example, an electric car charging
network, and smart grids, require economy-wide planning and investment on a national scale.
As the recovery gathers pace, Government must ensure that infrastructure investments made
across the economy today are compatible with the environmental considerations of tomorrow.
This means that the vision for a green economy must be embedded within the institutional
structures that make infrastructure decisions. It should be clear that embedding green criteria is
not about erecting unnecessary barriers to infrastructure development. It is about making
strategic choices over the way the UK develops, and embedding those choices in long-term
institutional structures, providing investors with greater confidence in the direction of policy.
The UCL GEPC follows a large number of others in recommending the establishment of a
National Infrastructure Bank (NIB). This must have environmental standards embedded within
it, including emissions performance standards for energy projects (rather like the European
Investment Bank, or the approach taken by the German bank, KfW). This would work alongside
the Green Investment Bank (GIB) – the former having a mandate to accelerate investment in
infrastructure across the economy, the latter having a much more clearly focused mandate to
deliver infrastructure in key identified green sectors. To ensure primacy of low-carbon
considerations, green economy objectives would need to be fundamental to the NIB and on a
par with other core objectives such as growth and competitiveness.
There is a range of options for achieving compatibility between the GIB and NIB. At a minimum
the institutional framework should forge strong links between the current GIB and the NIB (e.g. a
board member from the GIB could sit on the board of the NIB, and vice versa, to ensure
compatibility). The NIB could also have a low-carbon mandate (i.e. to achieve UK and EU
targets). Better still might be to roll the GIB into the NIB to enable synergies and leverage.
Nevertheless, safeguards would need to be in place to ensure that traditional green sectors
such as renewables, and other promising green technologies at the R&D stage, continued to
benefit from small-scale and/or focused investment that a GIB-type institution could offer. The
GIB would continue to operate as a unit within the broader portfolio of the NIB. Operationally the
NIB would need to be independent of Government, but would likely need a strategic link to
Government set in published mandates. The NIB would need to have sound principles and as a
result, the Chief Executive or other senior officials would need to be Government-appointed, and
accountable to Parliament.
Similarly, the UCL GEPC sees a strong case for the establishment of a statutory arm’s length
strategic infrastructure body, such as that proposed by the LSE Growth Commission and the
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Armitt Review. This body would have a sustainable development duty, including a duty to
consider climate change adaptation. Achieving long-term carbon budgets will require significant
investment in low-carbon infrastructure. Any carbon-intensive infrastructure that is built in the
coming decade should be considered in terms of the additional burden that it will place on future
policymaking and infrastructure decisions, i.e. making it even tougher to meet longer-term
targets, and perhaps necessitating even lower-carbon solutions. A key role for this body would
therefore be to apply detailed analysis across a range of criteria (economic, social and
environmental) in assessing infrastructure proposals. This would embed the broad long-term
objectives of policy – as set out in a strategic infrastructure plan – within the institution making
decisions about specific projects.

4.3.5 Empowering cities to lead in greening urban infrastructure
The previous discussion set out the case for cities to play a key role in delivering a greening of
infrastructure. Here we make specific recommendations to help them to achieve this.
Enabling and encouraging green municipal bonds. Municipal bonds are a potential policy
option for local authorities to use in attracting private infrastructure finance. In the US, municipal
bonds have been a long-standing part of the infrastructure financing landscape; nonetheless
municipal bonds directed to green infrastructures (particularly non-essential infrastructures such
as alternative energy production, pollution monitoring systems, etc.) have been more exposed to
high default risks as in the case of US industrial development bonds. The model that is
increasingly popular in Europe is the Nordic System with the Swedish Kommuninvest seen as a
particular success207. For instance, a number of French municipalities have launched
‘sustainability bonds’208. The resurgence of interest in municipal bonds in the UK is in part due to
higher costs (and limited available volumes) of finance from the Public Works Loan Board in HM
Treasury since 2010, and in part due to a new striving for more financing powers for local
authorities. Growth in the municipal green bond market is highlighted by HSBC as one of five key
trends in the global climate-related bond market209. In 2012, the Local Government Association
suggested creating a collective agency for facilitating municipal bonds, as is used elsewhere210.
Some larger UK local authorities have already started to use bonds of this kind, with Leeds
issuing £100 million in bonds to finance social housing projects in 2013211. Support for the

207 HSBC 2013. Bonds and climate change: the state of the market in 2013.
208 Ibid. (HSBC 2013. Bonds and climate change: the state of the market in 2013.)
209 Ibid. (HSBC 2013. Bonds and climate change: the state of the market in 2013.)
210 LGA 2012. Local Authority Bonds: a local government collective agency.
211 Khalique, 2013, Leeds puts municipal bonds on the UK map. Financial News, July 3rd 2013.
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development of an agency with a mandate to supply locally initiated green infrastructure –
including energy-efficient new housing development – could be an important enabler of green
economy strategies.
Enabling leading cities to go beyond national minimum standards
The Government should keep in place the powers of local authorities granted under the 2008
Planning and Energy Act that enable more stringent energy rules, such as the so-called ‘Merton
Rule’. It is local authorities, in discussion with the developers in their local areas, that are able to
determine the appropriate balance of regulatory requirements to drive efficiency and innovation
within the built environment.

Box 4-4: London Green Fund and JESSICA Initiative
The structure and operational features of the European Investment Bank’s JESSICA
energy-focused Urban Development Funds (UDFs) have been established in the context
of various energy-focused integrated plans for sustainable development covering
Greater London.
The London Green Fund is the Holding Fund managed by the European Investment Bank
established in October 2009 to invest in carbon-reduction initiatives as part of the
‘London Plan’. In total, the fund is worth £100 million:
• £50 million from the London European Regional Development Fund Programme
• £32 million from the London Development Agency
• £18 million from the London Waste and Recycling Board
The London Green Fund is composed of two sub-funds which are the actual energyfocused urban development funds. The two UDFs operating under the London Green
Fund, which have been structured, selected and invested by the Fund, combine London’s
efforts to deal with climate change issues in addition to other sustainable urban
development objectives promoted by JESSICA.
The funds are targeted towards the financing of the three biggest carbon- reduction
opportunities for London: energy efficiency, energy creation from waste, and
decentralised energy projects.
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Particular aims have included improvement of building efficiency, refurbishment, new
building standards, and optimisation of technical equipment/appliances within buildings;
these efforts are made in conjunction with the installation of decentralised energy supply
systems, e.g. employing cogeneration, heat from waste, renewables, energy storage, etc.,
and more generally through integrated system optimisation in the delivery of energy.
The London Green Fund invests in both high- and low-risk urban projects in any of the 33
boroughs of London. £35 million has been committed to high-risk projects financed via
equity investments, whilst £50 million has been dedicated to low-risk urban projects,
primarily through loan-type investments. £15 million is still available for future projects.

4.4 Conclusions on infrastructure
This section has discussed the importance of a long-term strategic vision for infrastructure which
will ensure that the decisions and investments made now will underpin a sustainable future
economy and a green growth pathway. It has highlighted the key role for both national
government and cities in investing in infrastructure and the need to make strategic choices which
will prioritise green infrastructure investments.
Summary of recommendations on infrastructure
• Develop a strategic infrastructure plan that sets out the criteria, including green criteria,
on which infrastructure proposals will be judged and prioritises them accordingly.
• Enhance the Green Investment Bank by enabling it to borrow, increasing its capitalisation
and expanding its remit to include community energy projects
• The capitalisation of a new National Infrastructure Bank with green criteria embedded
within its mandate
• Bolstering the capacity of local authorities to drive green infrastructure locally
by enabling the establishment of green municipal bonds and a collective municipal
bond agency.
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Resource efficiency is an important emerging issue. Resource constraints increasingly
threaten long-term prosperity, and the economic opportunities of increasing resource
efficiency are correspondingly large.
The policy options for pursuing resource efficiency are well known, with various
approaches implemented in different countries and at the European level. There is thus
considerable policy experience, and some policy success, from approaches to improve
resource efficiency.
While the UK has demonstrated policy innovation and leadership on some of these
issues, there is a need to increase ambition if the potential benefits are to be secured.
• We recommend UK policies to increase resource efficiency through economic
instruments; regulations on waste and energy efficiency; facilitation of industrial
symbiosis; review of waste definitions and product specification; and intensification
of green public procurement.
• We recommend EU policies to increase resource efficiency through harmonisation of
environmental taxes; extended producer responsibility; regulations on waste
exports; and eco-design.

5.1 The imperative of resource efficiency
There is now an extensive evidence base indicating the desirability of greater resource efficiency
as a means of improving resource security within the UK economy. The concept of resource
security relates to the capacity to access necessary resources at competitive and stable prices,
thus limiting the impact on the economy of price volatility. Maintaining an indigenous production
base may contribute towards this aim and, in recent years, both food security and energy
security have been increasingly accepted as important national policy objectives.
The economic risk of high and rising resource prices is well expressed by two graphs. Figure 27
shows a long-term index of commodity prices. It can be seen that the year 2000 was the low
point of a 100-year trend of falling commodity prices. It can also be seen that this 100-year price
fall was more than undone by price increases over 2000-2010.
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Figure 27: McKinsey Global Institute Commodity Price Index. Source: Dobbs et al. 2011212, Exhibit E1, p.5

Figure 28 shows the development of commodity prices over 2000-12, a time of major economic
downturn when, as in the 1920s, one might have expected a major price fall (see Figure 27).
Figure 28 shows that all the major commodity groups did experience a fall in prices over 200709, but none of the prices fell back to the level even of 2005, and all have rebounded since to
equal or exceed their average annual values before the downturn.

212 Dobbs, R., Oppenheim, J., Thompson, F., Brinkman, M. and Zornes, M. 2011 Resource Revolution: Meeting the world’s energy, materials, food and water needs,
McKinsey Global Institute, http://www.mckinsey.com/features/resource_revolution
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Figure 28: Commodity real price indices for four commodity groups, 2000-12, 2005=100.
Source: World Bank Global Economic Monitor Commodities Database,
http://databank.worldbank.org/data/databases.aspx?qterm=commodities, Accessed August 16 2013

The reason for this upward price movement is quite simply strong, sustained economic growth in
emerging economies, resulting in enormous resource-intensive infrastructure construction and
unprecedented numbers of people either becoming or about to become middle-class
consumers – one estimate is of 3 billion more middle-class consumers by 2030213, an increase of
about 3 times the total global middle class in 1990. These new consumers are very likely to want
the energy, housing and transport infrastructure and related products, and meat-rich diets that
are commonplace in the old industrial countries. Whilst absolute physical resource shortages may
be unlikely to 2030214, bottlenecks in the investment needed to supply them, the geographical
concentration of some resources, and geopolitical disruptions are likely to keep prices volatile and
on an upward trend, a combination which could undermine political and social stability in poorer
countries and cause social concern everywhere. The World Economic Forum215 calculates that
shortages just of iron and steel by 2030 could put at risk $2 trillion of value in the global economy.
Other commentators foresee the possibility of ‘a prolonged era of resource-related strife’216.
Under such circumstances, investment in resource security through resource efficiency would
seem a prudent and attractive insurance action, even if it were quite expensive. However, this is
not the case: resource security is not an expensive luxury, but a sound economic strategy.

213 Dobbs et al. (2011, p.5)
214 Dobbs et al. (2011, p.5)
215 World Economic Forum 2012 More with Less: Scaling Resource Efficiency and Sustainable Consumption, World Economic Forum
(http://www.weforum.org/reports/more-less-scaling-sustainable-consumption-and-resource-efficiency
216 Lee, B., Preston, F., Kooroshy, J., Bailey, R and Lahn, G. 2012 Resources Futures, a Chatham House Report, December. Chatham House, London, p.xiv
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5.2 The economic opportunities of resource efficiency
There are now many calculations that strong actions and investments to increase resource
efficiency can generate economic benefits over the short, medium and long terms, rather than
costs. One estimate puts these benefits at $2.9 trillion in 2030, of which 70% have an internal
rate of return on investment of more than 10%217.
At the European level, a report for the European Commission218 estimates that European
businesses could reap net benefits from resource efficiency measures based on current prices
and technologies of €603 billion. In the UK, as shown in Figure 29, a study for DEFRA estimated
that resource efficiency opportunities related to energy, waste and water amounted to £55 billion
in 2009, of which £23 billion had a payback of less than 1 year.

Type

No cost/low cost

Payback greater
than 1 year
GRAND TOTAL

Resource

Estimated savings opportunity
£bn

MtCO2

Energy
Waste
Water
Sub total

4
18
1
23

13
16
0
29

Energy
Waste
Water
Sub total

7
22
4
33
55

30
29
1
61
90

Note: Figures have been rounded

Figure 29: Estimated resource efficiency potential for the UK, 2009. Source: Oakdene Hollins219, 2011,
Table 1, p.6

217 Dobbs et al. 2011. (p.70)
218 AMEC and BIO IS 2013 The opportunities to business of improving resource efficiency, report to the European Commission, February, pp.95-96
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/enveco/resource_efficiency/pdf/report_opportunities.pdf
219 Oakdene Hollins 2011 The Further Benefits of Business Resource Efficiency, a report for Defra,
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&Completed=2&ProjectID=16943
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Moreover, there is good evidence that resource efficiency can result in lower costs through
achieving lower levels of price volatility, which can have a substantial effect on profitability and
therefore on company value. Reduced earnings volatility should increase value. A study of 1,000
UK companies over a 33-year period220 showed that the difference between the top and bottom
quintiles of profit stability is a 25% to 30% share price premium for the most stable quintile.
Investors also favour low profit volatility.
For the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC), volatility reduction was the technique used to
convince the Alaskan salmon industry to invest in certified sustainable fishing in 2001: ‘looking at
the Alaskan salmon industry’s fish-price data over 30 years, a reasonable estimate was that
certification for sustainability could be estimated to reduce the hedging costs of sockeye salmon
(to use just one species as an example) from 40 cents a pound to 29 cents. The Economist
reported the findings and conclusions: ‘the implied saving is more than $1m a year. That is 50
times higher than the cost to the Alaskan Salmon industry of MSC certification – $100,000 every
five years221.’ MSC is an example of how information, discussed extensively earlier, can contribute
to the more efficient management and increased value of resource stocks. Although a private
sector information initiative, there is no reason why the lessons from the above experience should
not also be applied to public policy. For example, the UK Government has recently completed a
consultation on the establishment of Marine Protected Areas and Marine Conservation Zones222.
Not only might such zones over time increase fish stocks and the value of fish caught from their
current overfished levels, they might also reduce the volatility of prices of fish from the North Sea
by making catches more predictable, thereby increasing the value of the fishing industry.

5.3 Measures to increase resource efficiency
IIt is because of such potential benefits that the European Union has adopted a Roadmap to a
Resource Efficient Europe223, and has set up the European Platform for Resource Efficiency
(EPRE), the initial recommendations from which are summarised in Box 5-1.

220 Mainelli, 2004. Ethical volatility: how CSR ratings and returns might be changing the world of risk, Balance Sheet 12(1): 42-45.
221 Mainelli and Harris 2011, The price of fish: a new approach to wicked economics and better decisions, Nicholas Brealey Publishing, pages 192-193; The
Economist, 2001. A novel use for options theory – Fishy maths. 16th August 2001.
222 See https://www.gov.uk/marine-protected-areas
223 See http://ec.europa.eu/environment/resource_efficiency/about/roadmap/index_en.htm
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Box 5-1: The European Resource Efficiency Platform224
The European Resource Efficiency Platform (EREP) was set up in 2012 and consists of five
European Commissioners, members of the European Parliament, Member State ministers,
business CEOs, and representatives of academia, NGOs and civil society. It issued a
Manifesto for a Resource-Efficient Europe in December 2012 and recommended ‘Action
for a Resource-Efficient Europe’ in June 2013, with the objective to create growth and
jobs; provide incentives to overcome barriers to improving resource efficiency; put a proper
value on resources; provide clear information and measure progress; and promote new
business models. The recommendations are summarised below225.
1. Set objectives, measure and report progress
The EU should set ambitious, credible targets as soon as possible to improve the overall
resource productivity of the EU economy
2. Improve information on environmental and resource impacts
Organisations should measure and report progress in their environmental performance,
and help develop common methodologies for measuring the footprint of products and
services with a view to their use in policy development. … The EU should work towards a
generally accepted binding reporting framework
3. Phase out environmentally harmful subsidies
The EU and Member States should as a matter of urgency phase out environmentally
harmful subsidies (with the OECD definition in mind), with special emphasis on subsidies
to fossil fuels and the use of water in agriculture, energy and industry. In the context of the
European Semester process, the Commission should monitor and propose
recommendations to phase out environmentally harmful subsidies and … encourage
Member States to shift the tax burden away from jobs to resource use in order to promote
resource efficiency.
4. Moving towards a circular economy and promoting high-quality recycling
EU waste policy … should set the right price signals through market based instruments
(payment schemes, charges and taxes), accompanied by technical criteria and carefully
targeted bans if needed. The EU and Member States should develop guidance in order to
encourage, expand and improve Extended Producer Responsibility schemes.

224 See http://ec.europa.eu/environment/resource_efficiency/re_platform/
225 For full text see: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/resource_efficiency/documents/action_for_a_resource_efficient_europe_170613.pdf
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5. Improve resource efficiency in business–to-business relations
Principles for sustainable sourcing standards should be developed and piloted for priority
materials and commodities by relevant stakeholders, through voluntary schemes led by
industry and retailers. … The possible use of a ‘product passport’, building on the existing
Environmental Product Declaration, should be explored … The EU and Member States
should foster industrial symbiosis by promoting a pan-European network of industrial
symbiosis initiatives.
6. Taking forward a coherent, resource efficient product policy framework
The EU should adopt a more coherent product policy by mainstreaming, consolidating and
ensuring consistency among existing instruments (ecodesign, ecolabel…) and closing
loopholes. …This would cover warranties, durability, upgradability or recyclability
requirements, eco-design requirements, as well as indicators, benchmarks and financial
and non-financial incentives.
7. Deliver a stronger and more coherent implementation of Green Public Procurement
In order to operationalise the existing 50% Green Public Procurement objective, the EU
should develop a systematic monitoring mechanism based on real public tenders and
establish a European network to exchange good practice, standardise approaches and
develop guidance on issues such as life cycle costing methodologies and use of labels.
8. Develop instruments for SMEs
Building on best practices at national and regional level, Member States should develop
locally tailored support, combining resource efficiency audits/consultancy, access to
finance and advice, and skills development for SMEs. The Commission should support
networking between organisations running such schemes. Specific mechanisms for
financing resource efficiency in SMEs should be developed, for example through the EIB.

As is apparent from the breadth of the measures listed in Box 5-1, achieving resource efficiency
requires action on a number of fronts at a number of different levels. At the core of understanding
the potential benefits of resource efficiency is the recognition that, in their journey through the
economy, materials have value added to them and become resources and products. However,
they can also lose value, as resources and products become ‘wastes’, which may be seen from
an economic perspective as materials with negative value. Traditionally, the waste management
industry adds value to wastes (e.g. by separating, transporting, or recycling them). However, as
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far as the economy as a whole is concerned, this adding value from waste management
represents a cost. The key to increasing resource efficiency is to intervene in materials’ journey
from resources to wastes by preventing or delaying their loss of value. There are a number of now
well understood means of achieving this, a number of which have already been mentioned in the
EREP Action for Resource Efficiency mentioned in Box 5-1:
• Reduce the quantity of materials required to deliver a particular service (lightweighting)
• Increase the time material products deliver their service before becoming wastes (product
durability)
• Reduce the use of energy and materials required both to produce a product and in its use
phase (efficiency)
• Reduce the use of materials that are hazardous or difficult to recycle or dispose of
(substitution)
• Make it easier to recycle materials by differentiating between wastes and recyclables (byproducts)
• Create markets for recycled materials through product specifications and green public
procurement (standards and regulation)
• Design products that are easier to recycle (eco-design)
• Incentivise waste reduction and high-quality separation by consumers (e.g. variable waste
charging, or pay as you throw)
• Incentivise separation and collection systems that minimise the costs of recycling and reuse (e.g. deposit-refund schemes)
• Facilitate industrial clusters that exchange materials while they are still resources to prevent
them from becoming wastes (industrial symbiosis)
There now follow brief descriptions of the key characteristics of some of these resource efficiency
measures and approaches.

Lightweighting involves producing a product with the same performance characteristics that is
lighter in weight. The most common applications occur in vehicle manufacture, where lighter
vehicles lead to greater fuel efficiency, and packaging, where savings can be made in the
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quantities of materials used and through greater fuel efficiency when transporting the packaged
goods. In vehicle manufacture lightweighting most commonly occurs through substituting
aluminium or carbon fibre for steel. With regard to the packaging industry the US Institute of
Food Technologists cite examples of lightweighting across a wide range of materials including
glass, aluminium cans, steel cans, tins, plastic and paperboard226. The GlassRite Wine project
from the publically supported Waste and Resource Action Programme encouraged more than
300 different wine labels to convert to lighter glass bottles, reducing glass packaging by 11,400
tonnes per year and CO2 emissions by 7,800 tonnes per year227.
Variable waste charging, also known as pay as you throw, is a system of household waste
charging where the fee is proportional to the amount (weight or volume) of waste, providing a
financial incentive to households to reduce their waste generation. Such schemes are applied in
many countries, including elsewhere in Europe228, but not in the UK. Achievements of up to 45%
reduction in waste directed to landfill as a result of variable waste charging schemes have been
reported from numerous international studies229; a trial in the UK demonstrated increases in
recyclables collections of 55%230.
A Deposit Refund Scheme involves the payment of a surcharge at the time of purchase, with a
refund provided when items, usually containers, are returned. This offers a financial incentive to
return the item for reuse (or recycling) either directly to the retailer or through a reverse vending
machine, thereby dis-incentivising littering and illegal dumping. Widely recommended as
economically efficient mechanisms to increase rates of recycling, and in operation in 2010 in a
number of EU countries including Germany, Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands, the most
common schemes involve bottles and cans, although such schemes can also be applicable to
hazardous materials and other waste streams including batteries, car batteries and tyres231.
Beverage container schemes were in place in the UK in the 1970s but have largely been phased
out; however, that in Estonia achieved in 2007 a return rate of 90% for plastic bottles and 72%
for glass bottles232.

226 Marsh, K, and Bugusu, B. 2007 ‘Food Packaging – Roles, Materials and Environmental Issues. Scientific Status Summary’, Institute of Food Technologists.
Available at: http://ift.org/knowledge-center/read-ift-publications/science-reports/scientific-statussummaries/~/media/Knowledge%20Center/Science%20Reports/Scientific%20Status%20Summaries/FoodPackagingEnviron_0407.pdf
227 See http://www.wrap.org.uk/sites/files/wrap/GlassRight%20Wine%20lightweighing%20-%20web%20version.pdf
228 Hogg, D., Wilson, D., Gibbs, A., Astley, M. and Papineschi, J. (2006). Modelling the impact of household charging for waste in England. Report prepared for
DEFRA by Eunomia Research and Consulting, Bristol
229 Dunne, L., Convery, F.J. and Gallgher, L. 2008 ‘An investigation into waste charges in Ireland, with emphasis on public acceptability’, Waste Management 28,
pp.2826-2834
230 Dresner, S. and Ekins, P. 2010 ‘Charging for domestic waste in England: Combining environmental and equity considerations’, Resources, Conservation and
Recycling 54, pp.1100-1108
231 Hogg, D., Fletcher, D., Elliot, T. and von Eye, M. (2010). Have We Got the Bottle?
Implementing a Deposit Refund Scheme in the UK. Report prepared for the Campaign to Protect Rural England by Eunomia Research and Consulting. Available at:
http://www.bottlebill.org/assets/pdfs/campaigns/UK-CPRE-2010.pdf
232 See http://www.envir.ee/orb.aw/class=file/action=preview/id=1092013/P-Eek-Deposit-EST-pres-Riga-8-12-2008.pdf
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Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) use Life Cycle Analysis to provide verifiable
information of the environmental impacts of a product over its lifecycle, such as raw material
extraction, energy use, air, soil and water emissions/discharges, water use and waste
generation. Although initially conceived to offer environmental product information to final
consumers, EPDs have primarily evolved into a business-to-business information tool, with a
European Standard, the main aim of which is to ensure consistency across EPDs, and that
information is verified and presented in a harmonised way. As a development of EPDs, Product
Passports would also contain relevant information regarding the chemical/material composition
of the product, upgradeability, replaceability of important components by users, and information
on the efficient use and proper disposal of the product, with information for recyclers on
dismantling, and on the recyclability and toxicity of materials, with the aim of facilitating the
reuse or remanufacturing of the product at the end of its use life.
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) seeks to make the manufacturer responsible for the
entire lifecycle of the product, especially the take-back, recycling and final disposal of the
product at the end of its use-life233. The responsibility can be either physical or financial and can
be undertaken individually by the original manufacturer of the product or collectively by a group
of manufacturers. A number of EPR schemes have been introduced around the world,
especially in Japan, Canada and Europe, where current EPR schemes cover packaging,
batteries, electric and electronic equipment and vehicles.
Green Public Procurement (GPP) is a process whereby public authorities seek to procure
goods and services with the same function but a reduced environmental impact throughout
their life cycle. With such authorities spending around €2 trillion annually (around 19% of the
EU’s GDP), the introduction of environmental criteria in the procurement of goods and services
can make a very relevant contribution to stimulate the demand for greener, more resourceefficient products. Although the EU’s aspirational target of 50% GPP across the EU by 2010
was missed, the most recent evaluation shows GPP to be increasing in terms of both the value
and number of contracts234. A recent study estimated that the UK could save up to £40.7
million as well as reducing CO2 emissions and waste management costs if the proposed
Government Buying Standards for furniture were applied by all central government departments
and executive agencies235.

233 OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development) 2006 EPR policies and product design: economic theory and case studies, OECD, Paris
234 See http://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/studies_en.htm
235 DEFRA (Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs) 2010 Revised Government Buying Standards for Furniture: Impact Assessment,
http://sd.DEFRA.gov.uk/documents/20100607furniture-ia.pdf (accessed 14th July 2013).
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Eco-design, also known as Design for the Environment, entails the systematic integration of
environmental considerations into the design of products and processes with the aim of
reducing their life cycle environmental impacts. Although design itself accounts for only about
15% of the resources of the manufacturing processes, the European Commission estimates
that more than 80% of the life-cycle environmental impact of a product is typically determined at
the design stage, and it has been estimated that by 2020, the first Ecodesign Regulations on 13
product groups could help to achieve energy savings equivalent to more than 12% of the
electricity consumption of the EU in 2009 (compared to a ‘business as usual’ scenario)236.
Industrial symbiosis (IS) comprises networks of companies operating in different sectors of
activity that engage in mutually beneficial transactions of residuals, energy and other byproducts to find innovative ways to source inputs and optimize the value of the residues of their
processes237. Kalundborg (Denmark) is considered the paradigmatic model of a geographically
specific IS network238. Operating industrial symbiosis networks have proven successful not only
in diverting waste from landfill and reducing CO2 emissions in a very cost-effective way, but also
in contributing to the preservation of resources such as water and moving residues up the value
chain. Industrial symbiosis has also a proven track record of being an accelerator of innovation
and creator of green jobs. The performance over a range of environmental and economic
indicators of the UK National Industrial Symbiosis Network (NISP), which from 2005-09 was
largely funded by DEFRA, is shown in Figure 30, from which it can be seen that NISP reduced
landfill, CO2 emissions, and the use of water and virgin materials at well below £1/tonne, as well
as saving costs and generating extra sales for businesses, saving and generating jobs and
raising more than three times as much government revenue as it was given in public subsidy.
The NISP outputs were independently verified and take no account of any benefits from
changes in business culture or awareness of resource use that are not directly related to NISPinitiated programmes.

236 EC 2012 ‘Eco-design. Your future. How eco-design can help the environment by making products smarter’,
See http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/ecodesign/files/brochure_ecodesign_en.pdf
237 Lombardi, R. and Laybourn, P. (2012). Industrial symbiosis in European policy, Journal of Industrial Ecology, 16(1): 11-12
238 Jacobsen, N. (2006). Industrial symbiosis in Kalundborg, Denmark: A quantitative assessment of economic and environmental aspects, Journal of Industrial
Ecology, 10 (1-2): 239-255
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Actual 5-year
total1

Cumulative 2
over 5 years

Value for
money
(Public investment/
unit output)3

Environmental benefits
Landfill diverted (mt)

7.0

12.6

0.44 (£/t)

CO2 reduction (mt)

6.0

10.8

0.51 (£/t)

Virgin materials saved (mt)

9.7

17.5

0.32 (£/t)

Hazardous materials reduced (mt)

0.36

0.7

7.9 (£/t)

Water saved (mt)

9.6

17.2

0.32 (£/t)

Extra sales (£m)

176

317

0.087 (£/£)

Costs saved (£m)

156

281

0.099 (£/£)

89

0.31 (£/£)

Economic benefits

Extra Government revenue (£m)

Fiscal multiplier: 3.2 (£/£)
Private investment (£m)

131

Jobs created

3683

Jobs saved

5087

1 Total over 5 years, computed by simply summing the results for each year (independently verified)
2 Total over 5 years assuming NISP contribution to savings of only 60%, but persistence of savings to subsequent years,
declining by 20% per year
3 Public investment of £27.7m over five years. For environmental categories, this is assumed to be split equally between 5
categories (i.e. £5.5m per category), divided by results in Cumulative column; for economic categories, the full public
investment figure (i.e. £27.7m) is used as the numerator

Figure 30: Environmental and economic benefits from NISP, April 2005-March 2010. Source: Author
calculation from data in NISP 2009239, p.5.

239 NISP (National Industrial Symbiosis Programme) 2009 The Pathway to a Low Carbon Sustainable Economy, NISP, Birmingham
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These outcomes were the result of a sophisticated business-led, but publicly facilitated and
funded, programme, which combined an innovative, networked IT system, an emphasis on
innovation which involved close collaboration with the relevant Knowledge Transfer Network of
the Technology Strategy Board, a strategic focus and delivery plan at the regional level, at the
time coordinated though the Regional Development Agencies, and a relationship with the
regulator, the Environment Agency, that not only gave access to information about the nature and
location of materials that could be turned from wastes to resources but also was extremely
helpful in clarifying the relevant regulations to businesses.
It was on the basis of these sorts of insights and results that the European Resource Efficiency
Platform (EREP) recommended that industrial symbiosis should be facilitated at an EU level, as
noted above. A recent study estimated that scaling up IS programmes across the EU could
generate more than €3 billion in sales and cost savings and 45 million tonnes of CO2 reduction
(5% of Europe’s annual reduction target for 2020)240. Facilitated industrial symbiosis programmes
based on the NISP model are now spreading outside Europe and are already well established in,
among other countries, Brazil, China, Mexico, South Africa and Turkey.

5.4 Policy packages for resource efficiency
It can be seen from the above that the resource efficiency policy toolbox is well developed, that
very considerable experience with most of these policies has now been acquired, and that the
policies have had some success, across the European Union and elsewhere. The UK also has
made an innovative contribution to the field, with its landfill tax (in 2013-14 at £72 per tonne for
active waste), aggregates tax, support for NISP (regrettably discontinued in 2014) and Waste
Resource and Action Programme (WRAP). What is now required, if the resource security
challenges identified at the beginning of this section are to be addressed and the resource
efficiency benefits secured, is that the ambition of these policies is increased and that best
practice from different countries is appropriately combined. The Government’s Resource Security
Action Plan241 tiptoes in some of the right directions – the seven new actions considered [see
Box 1, p. 9 of the Plan] include a number that have been recommended in this report, including
extending producer responsibility, carrying out material flow analyses, improving the quality of

240 EC (2011) ‘Resource efficiency: a business imperative’, http://ec.europa.eu/environment/pubs/pdf/factsheets/resource_efficiency/en.pdf
241 BIS and DEFRA (2012) Resource Security Action Plan: Making the most of valuable materials,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69511/pb13719-resource-security-action-plan.pdf
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information and funding innovation, but four of them only apply to waste electrical and electronic
equipment (WEEE) and all of them are so tentative that they will do little to help UK business to
cope with resource risks, or grasp resource opportunities, in the relevant time frame.
The UK policy mix, shared according to the respective competences of the UK and devolved
governments, should comprise:
• Economic instruments, including maintenance of the landfill tax; year-on-year increase in
the aggregates tax; introduction of other resource taxes (see the next section); incentives for
energy efficiency in buildings (e.g. Council Tax or Stamp Duty rebates); variable waste
charging for households; and deposit-refund schemes
• Regulations to ensure only the incineration of non-recyclables, and for energy efficiency in
buildings subject to extension or renovation
• Public facilitation of industrial symbiosis
• Continuing review through WRAP and the Environment Agency of waste definitions and
product specification
• Intensification of Green Public Procurement.

At the EU level the UK Government should support, and contribute to the development of,
policies for:
• More ambitious harmonisation at EU level of environmental taxes, through revision of
the Energy Tax Directive, and the calibration of taxes on energy into both energy and carbon
components (see next section)
• Intensification of extended producer responsibility, including product passports
• Regulations on waste exports, especially of electrical and electronic equipment
• More ambitious European action on eco-design
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5.5 Conclusions on resource efficiency
This section has considered the substantial benefits of increasing resource efficiency and the
policies which can help to achieve this. It argues that greater ambition and scope in increasing
resource efficiency, through imaginative and synergistic mixes of a range of policy instruments, is
now required.
Summary of recommendations
• UK policies to increase resource efficiency through economic instruments; regulations on
waste and energy efficiency; facilitation of industrial symbiosis; review of waste
definitions and product specification; and intensification of green public procurement
• EU policies to increase resource efficiency through harmonisation of environmental taxes;
extended producer responsibility; regulations on waste exports; and eco-design
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A supportive macroeconomic policy environment is a key enabler of a green economy.
The macroeconomic circumstances facing the UK provide a strong rationale for taking
action now to stimulate greater levels of investment, through committing to a credible
green economy strategy.
This includes an expansion of public sector investment in both infrastructure and
innovation, alongside two core elements:
– Environmental fiscal reform can provide signals across the economy that reflect the
costs and benefits of environmental goods and services, and damages to them.
Green taxes and levies thus help markets to operate more efficiently, and are widely
regarded as the single most effective policy for shifting towards a green economy path.
– Long-term policy credibility is important in realising the gains from a green economy
strategy. Mechanisms to embed policy credibility can include the issuance of indexlinked policy performance bonds, which provide Government with a direct financial
incentive to meet policy goals.
We recommend:
• the Government should establish a Fiscal Commission for a Green Economy to
establish widespread green fiscal reform.
• measures to support the reform of carbon pricing
• a gradual increase of VAT on household energy use
• the introduction of index-linked policy performance bonds.

6.1 Fiscal policy and environmental fiscal reform
Fiscal policy has enormous potential to guide innovation and the economy in a greener (i.e.
resource-saving, pollution-reducing and low-carbon) direction. In particular, taxing resource-using
and polluting activities (thereby making them relatively more expensive) and using the resulting
extra revenues, in some appropriate combination, to reduce distorting taxes on beneficial
activities (such as work and making profits); to stimulate resource-efficient and low-carbon
activities; and to also compensate for any undesirable distributional effects of the new
environmental and resource taxes.
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The level of an environmental tax can be set by one of three different considerations depending
on the purpose. The prescription in normal economic theory is to set the tax at the level that
‘internalises the externality’ by ensuring that economic activities pay their full marginal social cost.
The problem with this prescription is that in many cases (including that of carbon emissions,
water depletion and biodiversity loss) the full marginal social cost may be very uncertain or
incalculable. In such circumstances the recommendation is to set the tax in order to achieve
certain environmental objectives, such as a certain level of emissions, which is perceived through
some combination of scientific analysis and economic calculation to be socially desirable. In
practice, this is how the level of almost all environmental taxes have been set. The third possibility
is to set the tax at a level to encourage investment in new technologies, which will address the
environmental problem being considered. This is undoubtedly the rationale behind the
progressive raising of the UK landfill tax to its current rate of £72 per tonne (of active waste), at
which a range of alternative waste management options become economically viable, such that
the UK recycling rate has increased dramatically over the last fifteen years.
Similar in purpose to environmental taxes are emissions trading schemes, except that the former
directly affects prices through the tax and the quantity of the tax base adjusts according to its
price elasticity, whereas the latter sets the desired quantity through the allocation of permits and
allows the price to emerge through the subsequent trading of those permits. It was intended that
the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) would both cut carbon emissions from large EU emitters
(covering about 50% of EU carbon emissions) and give a clear incentive for low-carbon
investment through the price of permits. In the event, too many permits were issued and the
economic downturn significantly reduced the demand for them, causing the permit price to
collapse to around €5/tCO2 or below in 2013, making low-carbon investments relatively more
expensive and encouraging the use of coal over gas in power generation.
To address this situation the UK Treasury proposed in 2011 a carbon price floor (CPF), consisting
of the sum of the EU ETS permit price and a carbon tax on the fossil fuel inputs to power
generation (called the carbon price support, CPS), such that the carbon price for UK power
generation would go from £16 to £30 per tonne CO2 (tCO2) over the period 2013-20, and rise
thereafter to £70 tCO2 by 2030. Unfortunately the collapse in the EU ETS price means that,
unless it recovers dramatically, the majority of the CPF will derive from the CPS, as shown in
Table 1, making UK electricity that much more expensive than that of other EU countries which
do not have equivalent measures in place (as the great majority do not). This is certain to ensure
considerable pressure on this and subsequent UK Governments not to implement the CPF as
planned, despite the fact that such a level is undoubtedly necessary to incentivise the low-carbon
investment the UK needs to meet its carbon targets.
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Conﬁrmed rates

Carbon price equivalent (£ per tCO2)

Indicative rates

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2017-18

2018-19

4.94

9.55

18.08

21.20

24.62

Table 1: Confirmed and indicative rates for carbon price support (CPS). Source: HM Revenue and Customs
(HMRC) 2013 Carbon price floor: rates from 2015-16242.

The solution to this problem is either for the EU ETS to be reformed by removing carbon permits
from the market, such that the permit price rises, allowing the CPS to be reduced, or for the CPS
to be applied across the EU, with member states keeping the resulting revenues within their own
economies. Other proposals for strengthening environmental pricing in Europe being discussed
by the Green Budget Europe network243 include an inventory and gradual phase-out of
environmentally harmful subsidies in Europe, and the introduction of qualified majority voting for
fiscal policy making in the EU.
The largest environmentally harmful subsidy in the UK is the low rate of VAT (5% as against the
normal rate of 20%), on energy use by households, which costs the Government nearly £5bn per
year in lost revenues. The usual reason given for this subsidy is that it benefits low-income
households, but in fact less than 30% of it goes to the bottom three income deciles, because
richer households tend to use more energy. Recent research244 has shown that it is possible to
give far more effective support to low-income households by increasing the VAT rate and
targeting the revenues on them directly using the tax allowance and benefits system.
The UK Green Fiscal Commission made an extensive study of a more wide ranging environmental
tax reform (ETR) in the UK245, whereby the share of environmental taxes in total tax revenues
increased from 6% to 15% from 2006-2020 (when they were falling to 5% in the baseline). The
study found that this tax reform by itself was able to meet the UK’s carbon reduction targets of a
34% reduction from 1990s level by 2020. Figure 31 shows the economic outcomes from the
various scenarios. Figure 31 suggests that the environmental benefits of the ETR can be achieved
at essentially no macroeconomic cost (B1, S1 and B2, S2 have very close to the same GDP), and
E1, E2 can achieve further environmental benefits while increasing GDP slightly over S1 and S2
(because of the extra investment). B3, which increases energy prices through world prices by the
same amount as the ETRs, results in a 6% loss of GDP over B1, largely because of the payments
for imported, expensive oil.
242 From HMRC website: http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/budget2013/tiin-1006.pdf
243 See http://www.foes.de/internationales/green-budget-europe/
244 Browne, J., Dresner, S. Ekins, P., Hamilton, I, Preston, I. and White, V. (2013) ‘Designing Carbon Taxation to Protect Low-Income Households’ (with) , March,
Joseph Rowntree Foundation, York, http://www.jrf.org.uk/publications/carbon-tax
245 Ekins, P., Summerton, P., Thoung, C. and Lee, D. (2011) ‘A Major Environmental Tax Reform for the UK: Results for the Economy, Employment and the
Environment’, Environmental and Resource Economics, Vol.50 No.3, pp 447-474, DOI 10.1007/s10640-011-9484-8
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Comparison of GDP and GHG emissions in 2020
GDP (B1=100)
104
E2
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B2
S2

100
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B1

S1

98
96
B3

94
92
80

85
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95

100

105

GHG (B1=100)

Figure 31: GDP and GHG emission outcomes from various scenarios of environmental tax reform in the UK.
Source: Ekins et al. 2011, Figure 20, p.473.

Note(s):
GHG figures have been calculated on a net carbon account basis in MtCO2e
Key to scenarios:
B1 is baseline with medium energy price trajectory
B2 is baseline with low energy price trajectory
S1 is ETR scenario with medium energy price, to be compared with B1
B3 is baseline with high energy-price trajectory, to give same end-user energy prices as S1
S2 is ETR scenario with low energy prices, to give same end-user energy prices as S1, to be compared with B2
E1, E2 are the same as S1 and S2, except that 10% of the revenues from the tax increases are recycled through investment in
energy efficiency and renewables, rather than reductions in other taxes

The ETR outcomes, moreover, do not take account of any possible innovation effects or UK
developments of low-carbon technologies, and their export, which might be expected as a result
of the higher carbon/energy prices. Were these to occur on any scale, it is likely that the ETR
scenarios would have higher GDPs than their respective baselines.
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In 2010 the Coalition Agreement committed the new UK Government to increasing the share of
environmental taxes in total tax revenues over its lifetime. However, the Government then
redefined the term ‘environmental tax’, despite there being a long-standing and widely agreed
international definition as shown in Box 6-1. It seems curious, to say the least, that the Treasury
should now be working to a different definition of environmental taxes to that of the ONS, which is
following international conventions. The Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) found that under the
Government’s definition it is likely that its target commitment on the share of environmental taxes
in total tax revenues will be easily met, whereas it would not be under the ONS’s definition or
under that proposed by the IFS itself, which includes company car taxes but excludes VAT on
fuel duties, on the grounds that VAT is a general consumption tax.

Box 6-1: Definitions of Environmental Taxes
UK Treasury
Environmental taxes must meet the following three principles:
1. The tax is explicitly linked to the Government’s environmental objectives
2. The primary objective of the tax is to encourage environmentally positive
behaviour change
3. The tax is structured in relation to environmental objectives, for example: the more
polluting the behaviour, the greater the tax levied
Source: HMT 2012246

Office for National Statistics
‘An environmental tax is defined as a tax whose base is a physical unit such as a litre of
petrol, or a proxy for it, for instance a passenger flight, that has a proven specific negative
impact on the environment. This definition has been agreed by international experts and
adopted by the Statistical Office of the European Communities (Eurostat) and the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Thus, by considering
the effects of taxes rather than their aims, it is possible to understand the degree to which
environmental issues impact on how a government raises its revenue. For instance, a tax
may be introduced with the purpose of increasing government revenue rather than
reducing environmental degradation but this would not preclude its inclusion as an
environmental tax.’ Source: ONS 2010247, p.1

246 HMT (Her Majesty’s Treasury) 2012 ‘Definition of environmental tax published’, press release July 12, https://www.gov.uk/government/news/definition-ofenvironmental-tax-published
247 ONS (Office for National Statistics) 2010 ‘Summary Quality Report for Key Topics within Environmental Accounts Data Releases: Environmental Taxes’, ONS,
February
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HM Treasury

ONS

IFS

•

•

•

•

•

Aggregrates levy
Air passenger duty
Carbon reduction commitment

•

Climate change levy (i/c carbon price floor)

•

•
•

•

Company car taxes

•

EU emissions trading scheme auctions

•

•

Fuel duties

•

•

•

•

Renewables obligation

•

•

VAT on fuel duties

•

Vehicle excise duty

•

Landfill tax

•

•

2010/11 revenue, £bn (% of total)

2.1

(0.4%)

42.8

(7.8%)

40.2

(7.3%)

2015/16 forecast revenue, £bn (% of total)

5.8

(0.9%)

47.4

(7.1%)

46.9

(7.0%)

Target met?

Yes

No

No

Table 2: Three definitions of ‘environmental taxes’, and compliance with target. Source: IFS 2012248

Note: Figures for 2010/11 are out-turns and 2015/16 are forecasts. Revenues are taken from the OBR Economic and Fiscal
Outlook, consistent with the December 2012 Autumn Statement. The exception is company car taxes, where forecasts are taken
from a written ministerial statement to the House of Commons on 16 July by Economic Secretary to the Treasury, Chloe Smith.
IFS analysis shows that the reason for the difference in the outcome in relation to the target is almost entirely due to fuel
duty being excluded from the Treasury, but included in the ONS and IFS, definitions: because of cancellations in planned
increases and deferred inflation adjustments, the revenue from fuel duty is set to fall by 0.8 percentage points by 2015-16.
Seeking to meet Government commitments by abandoning internationally agreed definitions is not a way to enhance the
credibility of Government policy.

248 IFS (Institute for Fiscal Studies) (2012) ‘A defining issue? The government’s pledge to raise the share of revenue from green taxes’,
http://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/6491
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Policy recommendations arising out of this macroeconomic analysis are as follows:
• The Government should set up an official Fiscal Commission for a Green Economy,
along the lines of those established in a number of other countries249 to explore the
implications of a wide range of possible environmental and resource taxes. Some of the
issues that could be explored by the Commission are set out in box 6-2.
• In addition to supporting reform of the EU ETS to reduce the number of permits, the UK
Government should press the EU to adopt a CPF at EU level, as part of the ongoing
discussions of the Energy Tax Directive. This would increase the bargaining power of the UK
and Europe in respect of border tax adjustments (see next proposal).
• In order to encourage the main international emitters of greenhouse gases outside the EU to
adopt their own carbon pricing policies, preferably through international treaty, Europe
should establish a system of international border tax arrangements, so that countries that
do not adopt an internationally comparable carbon pricing system pay for their carbon
emissions through tariffs. There is scope within WTO rules to support such adjustments,
and the UK and Europe should stake out an aggressive negotiating position on WTO rules
to ensure that these adjustments can be put in place, with a mechanism to compensate
developing countries that lose out from the move to higher carbon prices.
• With a schedule for border tax adjustments in place, the UK should campaign for 100%
auctioning of EU ETS emissions permits at the earliest possible date.
• The Government should gradually increase VAT on household energy use, the low rate
of which constitutes the UK’s largest single environmentally perverse subsidy, while giving a
Warm Home Guarantee to low-income households through an increased Warm Home
Discount until such time as their home can be made properly energy efficient250.

249 Ekins, P. and Shaw, B. (2013 forthcoming) ‘Green Fiscal Commissions in Europe’, in Mori, A., Speck, S., Lee, S. and Ueta, K. Eds. 2013 The Green Fiscal
Mechanism and Reform for Low Carbon Development, Routledge, London/New York
250 For further discussion of this proposal see Ekins, P. and Lockwood, M. (2011) ‘Tackling fuel poverty during the transition to a low-carbon economy’, Joseph
Rowntree Foundation, York, October, http://www.jrf.org.uk/publications/tackling-fuel-poverty-low-carbon-economy
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Box 6-2: Issues for detailed exploration by a Fiscal Commission for a Green Economy
• Possibilities for and implications of the introduction of progressively increasing
environmental and resource taxes on a broad range of materials, to enhance
secondary uses of materials and take account of their pollution impacts, thereby
increasing resource efficiency and resource security and improving environmental
quality. The experience of the landfill tax should be extensively studied in this context.
• Introduction of National Road Pricing along the lines proposed in the Eddington
2006 report, which found that road pricing could reduce congestion by 50% by 2025
and generate annual welfare benefits of £28 billion per year251. The technology is now
available to implement such a scheme.
• Coordination of vehicle fuel taxes and vehicle excise duty with road pricing.
• Reform of air passenger duty to a charge on a per plane basis, rather than per
passenger, and to take account of other externalities of aviation including noise and
other pollution emissions (including its enhanced radiative forcing).

Using resource and environmental taxation to move towards a green economy has huge benefits
for efficiency both now and dynamically in the future. It gives producers the incentive to substitute
and innovate toward resource-efficient and low-carbon technologies and it encourages them to
choose the lowest-cost methods of reducing emissions and increasing resource efficiency. It does
not require regulators to have comprehensive access to all information about carbon abatement
costs. It also gives signals about the desirability of green innovation right across the economy.

6.2 Bolstering credibility in long-term policy direction
Expectations play a crucial role in influencing investor behaviour, and establishing credibility takes
time, so it is critical that policymakers think carefully about policy design. In a rapidly changing
economic environment, policymakers must embrace uncertainty on a number of fronts; for
example technology costs, tastes and preferences, resource depletion rates and climate science,
251 Eddington, R. 2006 The Eddington Transport Study: the case for action, December, HMSO, Norwich,
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20090104005813/http:/www.dft.gov.uk/about/strategy/transportstrategy/eddingtonstudy/
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to name a few. So policy must be sufficiently stringent to change behaviour, predictable in order
to contain policy risk, yet simple and flexible in evolving to changing circumstances while limiting
compliance costs252. This requires that it be based on clear rules for review and revision, where
the public sector responds to surprises in a predictable manner. Most importantly, stable rules
that are not changed retroactively are a necessary condition in order to provide an appropriate
risk-adjusted return to induce private capital to flow into high-risk technological sectors. The
Government must convince businesses that it will not renege on its commitments once
investment costs are sunk.
An appropriate analogue might be monetary policy. Interest rates are the main instrument for
monetary policy. The main target is inflation. The private sector would prefer interest rate certainty,
but economic news pertinent to inflation forecasts will evolve in unpredictable ways and interest
rates will need to adjust to reflect this. Monetary authorities aim to minimise policy risk by making
their activities as open and predictable as possible. In the UK, this has taken the form of publicly
announcing the inflation target and timeframe, preannouncing the dates of regular monthly
meetings to assess interest changes, identifying the members of the committee responsible for
making those changes, publishing the minutes of these meetings and the votes of the members
and publishing regular internal inflation forecasts. This way, surprises to investors are kept to a
minimum and a predictable and stable response is more likely. The risks investors face apply to
unknown developments in the economy and not unknown responses by the monetary
authorities. As Mervyn King once put it ‘A reputation for being boring is an advantage credibility of the policy framework helps to dampen the movement of the see-saw. If love is
never having to say sorry, then stability is never having to be exciting253.’
The fact is that technologies, institutions and scientific findings will evolve in often unexpected
ways and policy must adapt to reflect this. The private sector expects to take on market risks, but
policy risk can be minimised through clearly understood, flexible and transparent policy
frameworks. Recent examples of sudden or even retrospective changes to feed-in tariffs, in the
UK and Spain respectively, run exactly counter to this principle, in which perceived policy risk is
understood to be an important real cost to the economy that government can reduce. Clear
procedures, with well-articulated objectives and decision criteria, are important in enabling
confidence. For example, a pre-announced mechanism for periodic review of feed-in tariffs to
account for the evolution of technology costs could lower investment costs by reducing the
perceived risk that sudden changes to tariffs might occur.

252 Hepburn, 2010 ‘Environmental policy, government, and the market’ Oxford Review of Economic Policy. See also Helm, D. (2010). Government failure, rentseeking, and capture: the design of climate change policy. Oxford Review of Economic Policy, 26(2), 182–196.
253 Balancing the Economic See-Saw - Speech by Mervyn King, Deputy Governor Bank of England, 14 April, 2000
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As argued in the chapter on innovation, governments cannot avoid making strategic choices.
A broad range of technologies will not emerge, as so often thought, in response to a completely
technology-neutral approach. There is instead a need to balance technology neutral incentives
with targeted support that provides the innovation system with the capacity to deliver a diversity
of technologies in promising areas254. Support must be designed to encourage competition and
avoid rent-seeking, and choices should therefore be well-informed, open and transparent, in
collaboration with civil society and the private sector.
There is no economic gain to mixed or muddled policy signals which put off investors and raise
project costs (though there may be narrow political ones). The potential to deter nervous
investors is particularly acute in an uncertain economic environment like the present. A clear,
credible and long-term green strategy can lower risk premiums and galvanise private investment.

Box 6-3: Embedding the green economy in regulatory mandates: Ofgem and the
sustainable development duty
Giving independent agencies a clear mandate to support long-term green objectives
can help to insulate green policies from short-term shifts in policy direction. While this
certainly cannot be seen as providing ‘certainty’ in the long-term commitment to a
green agenda, embedding green objectives and requirements into arm’s length agencies
makes it harder for governments to change course. This helps bolster confidence in the
direction of travel.
The companies that operate many of the UK’s major network infrastructures – in energy,
water, rail and communications – are subject to regulation administered by independent
regulators: Ofgem, Ofwat, the Office of Rail Regulation and Ofcom. Their independent
status has been seen as an important mechanism for ensuring that political interference in
the operation of these markets is minimised. However, social and political priorities change
over time, and the imperative of greening our economy means that regulators’ roles have
adapted. While they were established to ensure the competitive and effective operation of
markets, and hence to protect consumers from the exercise of excessive market power,
they are now also obliged to deliver a range of sustainability-related initiatives.

254 Fisher, 2009 ‘The role of technology policies in climate mitigation’, Resources for the Future.
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The 1990s saw very public wrangling over the responsibility of energy regulators for
achieving environmental targets, with gas regulator Ofgas effectively blocking a range of
energy efficiency programmes, the costs of which would have been passed on to
consumers. Over time, the importance of environmental objectives have become more
firmly embedded within regulator mandates. Ofgem’s duty to contribute to sustainable
development was introduced in 2004, and was further promoted in the Energy Act 2008.
This Act clarified that the foremost duty of Ofgem – the protection of consumer interests –
applied to future as well as present consumers. This enables Ofgem to explicitly consider
the costs and benefits of action in the long term, taking into account inter-generational
equity rather than focusing only on today’s consumers.
These changes have enabled a gradual shift from a position in which the regulator acted
to block environmental policies, to one in which the regulator plays an active role in
delivering a greening of the UK energy system. The slow nature of this process illustrates
that the independence of regulators and similar bodies can create inertia in shifting the
goals of policy. This inertia can be an advantage when long-term credibility is crucial.
Embedding green objectives in institutional mandates is thus an important part of a green
economy strategy that is credible in the long-term.

6.3 Confidence in Governments’ Policies – Index-Linked Policy
Performance Bonds
The Long Finance London Accord community has developed a simple, almost subversive,
proposal for many sustainable government policies – index-linked policy performance bonds255.
These are bonds that commit governments financially, and through that commitment provide a
hedge that brings in investment. One important example on climate change finance would be
index-linked carbon bonds. An index-linked carbon bond is a government-issued bond where
interest payments are linked to levels of a carbon target – for example, levels of feed-in tariffs for
renewable energy, or actual greenhouse gas emissions of the issuing country256. An investor in an
index-linked carbon bond receives an excess return if the issuing country’s targets are not met,

255 Onstwedder and Mainelli (2010) ‘Living Up To Their Promises’ Environmental Finance, Fulton Publishing, February 2010, p. 17; 8.Mainelli and Onstwedder (2009),
‘Over The Hedge – Index Linked Carbon Bonds’, Petroleum Review, Energy Institute (November 2009), page 16; Mainelli, Onstwedder, Parker, and Fischer (2009),
‘Index-linked Carbon Bonds – Gilty Green Government’, Z/Yen Group Ltd.
256 The City of London put forward the idea in its 2009 Copenhagen submission –
http://www.longfinance.net/la-reports/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=182&Itemid=157
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e.g. an extra percentage point of interest for so many tonnes of CO2 emissions over target (the
approach could also be used for other sustainability policies where investors need to hedge
political policy change risk, for example water, biodiversity, or forestry, as described in Box 6-4).
Using an index-linked carbon bond, investors can hedge projects or technologies that pay off in a
low-carbon future because, if the low-carbon future fails to arrive, the issuing government winds
up paying investors higher interest rates on government debt. Index-linked carbon bonds
eliminate the one risk that differentiates clean tech projects from other energy projects, the
uncertainty of government policy actually being directed at a low-carbon future. If governments
deliver on their commitments, they get cheap money. If governments do not, they pay. IMF
estimates are for trillions of issued debt each year over the next few years. Any government
(supra-national, national, state, province) could issue index-linked carbon bonds without the need
for a global initiative. Documentation would be simple. Most existing government treasury
mandates already allow for these types of instrument.
With so much planned debt issuance, governments will need ways to distinguish themselves in a
crowded bond market. Just as governments fought to issue inflation-linked bonds when their
inflationary risk dominated, they can now issue carbon bonds when government inaction risk
dominates. By issuing carbon bonds linked to independent, auditable indices, these ‘bond cuffs’
would directly address the primary concern of private sector investors, lack of confidence in
governments’ commitments to preventing climate change. Funds raised would not be
hypothecated to green projects, just as inflation-linked bonds are not hypothecated to antiinflation measures. Funds would be for normal government expenditures.

Box 6-4: Using index-linked bonds to generate credibility on forest policy
Index-linked policy performance bonds could be used in a number of green economy
policy areas, including forestry. Index-linked forestry bonds would be issued by
developing or developed countries with interest rates tied to forestation targets. As a
hypothetical example, a country might say: ‘Between 1990 and 2005 we lost 8% of our
forests. Our target is to move back to 1990 levels over 16 years. We will sell bonds which
pay an interest rate of twice our annualised gap’. In other words, if 16 years hence
forestation is the same as today, the bonds are paying 16%. If forestation increases by
0.5% a year or more, then the bonds pay no interest.
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As with the carbon example, the funds raised would not be hypothecated to forestry
projects, just as inflation-linked bonds are not hypothecated to anti-inflation measures.
Surveillance could be done using basic satellite coverage. The bonds could only be used
by countries with a reasonable capacity to issue debt, which would exclude some
countries, but include about 50 to 75 developing countries. A developed country could
aid a developing country by guaranteeing to purchase such bonds initially. Later sale of
the bonds would be bringing in private sector money, and the funds could be used for
further bond purchases. A developed country might also aid by guaranteeing a portion of
the bond. Such bonds might also facilitate REDD projects nationally by providing a
‘container’ for the overall national risk assessment.

6.4 The macroeconomic case for a UK green economy strategy
To understand the macroeconomic case for moving decisively towards a green economy, it is
worth recalling the macroeconomic history of the last five years. After the financial crash, a
slowdown in business and household spending in many developed economies was the
necessary and unavoidable response of households and companies seeking to restore net worth
by replenishing balance sheets. But when everyone retrenches simultaneously, fear of extended
recession becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. This is precisely what has happened. A lack of
confidence in economic prospects has led companies, households and banks to squirrel away
private saving into ‘risk-free’ assets such as solvent sovereign bonds. As a result, annual private
sector surpluses – the difference between private saving and investment – swelled to record
levels over the past few years, amounting to around 6 per cent of US and UK GDP in 2012
(Figure 32), and while the size of the surplus has eased from those record levels, they remain
very large.
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Figure 32: Sector financial balances (net lending % GDP) Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis/Office of
National Statistics, data to second quarter of 2012.

As private spending and incomes collapsed, so net fiscal revenues slumped fuelling a
symmetrical surge in global public sector deficits. With the public sector mostly borrowing from
the private sector, net borrowing from abroad (given by the current account balance) has in most
major economies remained little changed. Many countries may already have been running
structural budget deficits in the public sector, but the recent swing to record public deficits has
been the result of surging private saving leaving the public sector left to pick up the tab. By the
same token, no attempt to restore health to the public finances is likely to succeed without a
recovery of confidence and economic activity within the private sector.
The proof that the causality behind the record financial balance swings ran from private surplus to
public deficit is the collapse in interest rates. As desired saving exceeded desired investment in many
advanced economies, global real ‘risk-free’ interest rates for the next 20 years have been pushed to
zero and below. The collapse in US Treasury bill rates offers the benchmark for ‘risk free’ returns
(Table 3) but UK gilts and German Bunds are equally unprofitable assets. Pension funds and financial
institutions are effectively paying governments to borrow; a truly perverse state of affairs given the
need for productive investment. These low rates cannot, and naturally do not reflect a collapse in the
underlying returns to capital; instead they reflect desperately depleted confidence257.
257 Zenghelis, D., 2012, ‘A strategy for restoring confidence and economic growth through green investment and innovation’
http://www2.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/publications/Policy/docs/PB-Zenghelis-economic-growth-green-investment-innovation.pdf
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Table 3: Daily United States Treasury yield curve rates
Source: United States Treasury

The corollary of this retrenchment has been the stagnation of many major economies for almost
half a decade. Growth requires investment. But investment has slumped to record lows as a
proportion of GDP in the US, Euro area and UK mainly because households, businesses and
banks are nervous about future demand.
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Figure 33 Fixed investment (% GDP). Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis/Office of National Statistics, quarterly
data to second quarter of 2012.
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Gross fixed capital formation (total investment) in the euro area fell to 18.7% of GDP in 2010, the
lowest level in more than 40 years, and has barely recovered since. Assets have been ‘sweated’
as borrowing conditions have tightened. Consequently, maintaining the quality of assets sufficient
to expand growth will require significant investments in Europe’s productive capacity (such as
renewable energy infrastructures) over the coming decades258.
With short-term interest rates close to zero, the effectiveness of monetary policy to stimulate
growth is possibly reaching its limit. Yet there is a unique opportunity to capture business’s
imagination and help restore growth, investment and employment. When confidence is lacking,
what is needed is a clear strategic vision with supporting policies to guide investors. A national
strategy to drive forward investment in resource-efficient, innovative sectors could both
restore growth and leave a lasting legacy. As well as achieving energy security, tackling
climate change, and saving consumers and businesses costs in the long run, these sectors offer
long-term returns for investors. Such investment may well incur short-run costs, but these are
part of the necessary process of restoring economic health by generating longer-term surpluses.
It is worth recalling that the reduction in demand caused by households, businesses and banks
simultaneously attempting to reduce costs is precisely what prolonged the recent recession
in the UK.
But why green rather than alternative investment? Many forms of investment will have short-run
stimulus properties, but it makes sense to prioritise those that are credible enough as long term
markets to leverage private investment. In addition, it makes sense to prioritise those that will not
lock in costly infrastructure that needs replacing or retrofitting once the recession is over. This
should not be difficult. Most major investment opportunities have varying degrees of resource
intensity. For example, in most rich countries, the bulk of infrastructure investment is in energy
with the second largest being transport. In many European and Asian economies rail accounts for
the largest portion of total public and private investment in infrastructure, in some instances
larger than roads and air combined.
The scale of the necessary transformation emphasises the long-term opportunity. Sectors most
obviously relevant to the green economy include transport, energy, buildings, industry, land use
and IT networks. While estimates are difficult to make with any accuracy (as discussed in section
2.2), various independent estimates suggest that the global value of the green economy, narrowly
defined, is over $1 trillion, with the potential to more than double by the end of this decade259.
Two of the world’s fastest growing economies, South Korea and China, have understood this and
moved decisively to embrace high-technology low-carbon growth for primarily commercial

258 See Helm, D. 2011, ‘The sustainable borders of the state’, Oxford Review of Economic Policy, 27 (4).
259 UNEP. (2013). Green Economy and Trade – Trends, Challenges and Opportunities; BIS (2013) Low carbon and environmental goods and services, Report for
2011/2012.
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reasons. Policies to encourage low-carbon investment would provide new business
opportunities and generate income for investors precisely because they address growing
global resource challenges.
Indeed, it is because resource-efficient investment is so transformational in scale that a credible
public strategy can create profitable new markets attractive to private investors. The key issue is
how the public sector can build credibility sufficient to galvanise private investment, when private
investors are well aware of the risk of time-inconsistent behaviour by governments. But it is worth
noting that one of the advantages of green measures, at a time of stretched public funds, is that
such a stimulus would be expected to come predominantly from the private sector, requiring
minimal additional public spending or borrowing. Indeed policies such as carbon and resource
pricing and the pricing of other socially harmful activities can raise revenues for the public sector,
while standards and regulations can be expected to be fiscally neutral in the short run.
Apart from their limited call on the public purse, many green projects also have other desirable
stimulus properties which make them suitable for consideration as part of an economic recovery
plan. The short-term macroeconomic merit of an investment in terms of what constitutes a good
economic stimulus – whether private or public sector driven – can be judged against established
criteria260. These include tests on whether an investment is timely, temporary and targeted.
Firstly, the criterion of timeliness reflects the need for fiscal policy to be counter-cyclical: if
spending is delayed, then it may inadvertently have the exact opposite effect to that intended,
fuelling an unsustainable cyclical upturn. For infrastructure spending in particular, timeliness may
be difficult to achieve due to the occasional long lead times in project development and multi-year
construction schedules. However, while more immediate means of injecting cash into the
economy do exist – for instance, through tax cuts or cash hand-outs, as, for instance, used by
Australia in the early stages of the Global Financial Crisis in 2009261 – these are also problematic:
it is likely that direct transfers will lead to a lower increase in spending and greater cash hoarding
than spending channelled through infrastructure projects. Nevertheless, important considerations
include how long a project takes to get off the ground from scratch, including development and
approval time, and how many projects are ‘shovel-ready’. Consequently, it is important that policy
makers move quickly.
The second key criterion for stimulus is that a measure is temporary. This reflects not only the
understandable public sector desire to limit public spending obligations, but the broader and

260 A discussion of the use of fiscal policy as a tool for macroeconomic management in a demand-deficient environment can be found in Bowen & Stern (2010) and
also Fankhauser, Stern, Zenghelis, & Bowen, 2009.
261 Leigh, A. (2009). ‘How Much Did the 2009 Fiscal Stimulus Boost Spending? Evidence from a Household Survey.’ Australian National University.
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more relevant macroeconomic desire not to ‘crowd out’ alternative productive investment when
the economy is operating close to capacity. The latter applies to both public and private
investment262. Many green infrastructure investments involve a large up-front capital cost and
lower running costs than conventional alternatives, precisely because they are designed to be
more resource efficient. Naturally, green infrastructure spending typically involves some degree of
upkeep costs, though these may be relatively low compared to capital expenditure costs.
Yet concerns about timeliness and temporariness can be overstated. Most current estimates of
developed world output gaps263 suggest that resources will continue to be underutilised for at
least the next half decade in many developed economies264. Moreover, the confidence impact
associated with a clear strategy to encourage investment is likely to outweigh excess concerns
about the stimulus contribution of every individual project. In other words, the sum of an
ambitious investment programme is greater than the individual parts. Indeed, had commentators
and policymakers spent less time worrying over the last four years about the 'shovel-readiness’ of
projects, and more time actively driving investment, economic out-turns in 2012 and 2013 might
have been better than they were.
There are, of course, many competing demands for public investment. Public spending on nurses
and teachers should augment human capital and also boost long-run growth. But, as already
noted, the call on public funds is likely to be lower for many green policies. In addition, the
emerging new threats and challenges suggest the infrastructural under-provision in the green
sector is greater than in many traditional investment sectors. The gap between what is being
done and what needs to be done is arguably larger.
The third criterion for an effective stimulus is that the additional private or public spending is
appropriately targeted at areas where the investment will have maximum benefits in terms of its
multiplier effect. Calculating the relevant multipliers is not straightforward: there are
methodological issues related to time frame (short-term versus long-term multipliers) and
coverage (sector versus project multipliers), as well as difficulties in obtaining sufficiently detailed
data. It is important also to recognise that long-run investment multipliers can be expected to be
significantly smaller than those which apply in a demand-deficient environment.
There are a wide range of estimates of fiscal multipliers in the empirical literature. Freedman et al.
(2009) noted that the multiplier is likely to vary according to the type of fiscal action265.
Government infrastructure spending is likely to have a bigger multiplier than a tax cut if

262 Policymakers would, in fact, want to actively crowd out some non-green investment, even in the long run, in order to attain green growth objectives. More
generally, Baxter & King (1993)showed how productive public investment can enhance the productivity of private investment and significantly increase the long-run
government spending multiplier.
263 OECD 2013. OECD Economic Outlook. Annex table 10.
264 Defined as the period over which actual output is below the economy's non-inflationary potential.
265 Freedman, C., Kumhof, M., Laxton, D., and Lee, J. (2009), ‘The Case for Global Fiscal Stimulus’, IMF Staff Position Note 09/03, March.
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households save a portion of their extra income. Tax cuts or spending increases aimed at poorer
households are likely to have a larger impact on spending than ones targeting the rich, as lowerincome households tend to spend a higher share of their income. Multipliers also tend to be
higher for more closed economies, where extra spending is less likely to leak into imports266.
The size of the multiplier also varies according to economic conditions. For an economy operating
at full capacity, the fiscal or investment spending multiplier would be expected to approximate to
zero. Since there are no spare resources, any increase in government (or any other) demand for a
sector's output would serve to displace output elsewhere. Hiring labour would be expected to
push up wages in a tight market which crowds out employment elsewhere, while additional
investment would be expected to raise real interest rates which crowds out alternative investment.
But in a recession, with underutilised resources, a spending boost can increase overall demand. In
such an environment the confidence effect is likely to ‘crowd in’ private investment.
But if fiscal sustainability is seen as under threat by policy action, interest rates on bonds could
rise in response to government borrowing. Moreover, if consumers expect higher future tax
demands to finance today’s additional government borrowing, or lower productivity as a result of
the government action, they could spend less today and save more. These factors would all
lower the fiscal multiplier. The response of the monetary authorities also needs consideration – if
additional spending is seen to raise inflationary pressure, policy rates might be pushed higher in
order to offset the fiscal stimulus.
The likelihood of such responses is limited when spending is held back because of lack of
confidence about demand, rather than because of concerns about balance sheets. In an
environment (such as the present) where policy rates are close to the zero bound, the assumption
that monetary authorities will actively offset a fiscal stimulus seems unfounded. Christiano et al.
argue that, whenever the zero bound on nominal interest rates is binding, the government
spending multiplier is much bigger than one267. Using U.S. data, Auerbach and Gorodnichenko
(2012) found that fiscal multipliers associated with government spending fluctuate from near zero
when the economy is operating close to capacity to about 2.5 during recessions268.
In short, making accurate assessments of multipliers for specific spending sectors is likely to be
of limited value. But preliminary estimates of the likely first-round multiplier effects of different
projects can be assessed on the basis of key parameters. Projects with limited import content,

266 Ethan Ilzetzki, Enrique Mendoza and Carlos Vegh (2010) ‘How big (small) are fiscal multipliers?’ http://econweb.umd.edu/~vegh/papers/multipliers.pdf. See also
Kaminsky, Graciela, Carmen Reinhart, and Carlos Vegh, (2004) ‘When it rains, it pours: Pro-cyclical capital flows and macroeconomic policies,’ NBER Macroeconomics
Annual which shows evidence that capital flows and fiscal policy tend to be pro-cyclical, exacerbating economic cycles.
267 Lawrence Christiano, Martin Eichenbaum and Sergio Rebelo (2009) ‘When is the Government Spending Multiplier Large?’ LSE
http://cep.lse.ac.uk/seminarpapers/09-06-09-EIC.pdf. Almunia, Miguel, Agustin Benetrix, Barry Eichengreen, Kevin O’Rourke, and Gisela Rua (2010), ‘From Great
Depression to Great Credit Crisis: Similarities, Differences and Lessons,’ Economic Policy, Vol. 25, have concluded that fiscal multipliers were about 1.6.
268 Auerbach & Yuriy Gorodnichenko, 2012. ‘Fiscal Multipliers in Recession and Expansion,’ NBER
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which are labour-intensive, particularly in creating low-income jobs, and which are perceived as
permanent are likely to have a higher multiplier effect. However, it should be noted that
investments which are labour-intensive, especially in creating low-wage jobs, are likely to be less
productive than alternatives. This creates a tension for policy makers because in the long run,
stimulus investment may mean that high-productivity investment is forgone. Also, the requirement
that some projects be timely and temporary is likely to reduce their multiplied impact as
permanent measures have a larger effect on spending.

6.5 Conclusions on the macroeconomic case for a UK green economy
This section has highlighted the importance and potency of fiscal reform in moving to a green
economy, and has emphasised the need for long-term credibility in future policy direction. It has
also discussed the opportunities for economic stimulus through encouraging private sector
investment in green projects.

Summary of recommendations for macroeconomic policy
• Establish a Fiscal Commission for a Green Economy to explore the implications of a wide
range of possible environmental and resource taxes.
• The reform of carbon pricing, including supporting reform of the EU ETS to reduce the
number of permits and the adoption of a Carbon Price Floor (CPF) at EU level.
• Increase VAT on household energy use, while giving a Warm Home Guarantee to lowincome households through an increased Warm Home Discount
• Introduce index-linked policy performance bonds, which increase the interest payable to
the extent that the government fails to meet its environmental performance targets
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This report has put forward the argument that policies to move the UK economy decisively in a
green direction make sense on several levels. In the short term they will be able to realise the
multiple and substantial cost-effective opportunities for resource efficiency which many studies
have shown to be available, but only achievable with such policies. The macroeconomic effects
of these policies will be enhanced to the extent that they include stimulus spending that is
temporary and targeted. If combined with further measures that generate credibility in the
Government’s commitment to a green economy, these policies will also have the effect of
leveraging substantial private sector investments in green economic activities across the primary,
secondary and tertiary sectors that will have the effect of both underpinning the economic
recovery that started to be apparent towards the end of 2013 and rebalancing the economy
away from excessive reliance on the financial sector, which has been a stated intention of the UK
Government since the start of the economic downturn269.
In the longer term this policy approach may be expected to create new industrial sectors devoted
to the exploitation of renewable energy, to the creation of new infrastructures, especially but not
only in urban areas, and to innovative new technologies for waste and water management,
transport and vehicle manufacture, mining aggregates, materials recycling, and for agriculture and
land management more generally, to list only the principal areas in which an emphasis on the
green economy is likely to have an impact. Given the evidence that numerous other countries,
including many of the big new emerging markets, are showing an intention of moving in the same
economic direction, it may be confidently expected that success in the development of these
new technologies and sectors at home will lead to export success abroad.
However, as with all such opportunities, other countries are not waiting for the UK’s entry into
these markets, but are developing their own capabilities and export strengths. The UK still has
the opportunity to be a leader in many of these areas, but only just, and it needs to move quickly
and decisively both to create new capacities where it has latent advantages, such as in offshore
wind, and to shore up existing competitive strengths, such as in aerospace, which could be
undermined if it does not respond to the challenges in these sectors for greater resource
productivity and reduced overall environmental impacts.
The policies that are required to yield these green economy benefits are wide and deep, and
need to take a long-term view. The economy-wide policies include:
• The creation of a new information infrastructure, through the system of national
accounts, that is supplemented by greater transparency and disclosure of information
across all market transactions, be they investment, production and supply chain
management, or consumption.
269 See, for a recent statement of this intention, https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/reducing-the-deficit-and-rebalancing-the-economy
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• Appropriate Government intervention across the innovation chain, supporting
the science base, start-ups that begin the process of bringing inventions to market,
and deployment that helps these start-ups across the ‘valley of death’ and become
profitable businesses.
• A process of infrastructure assessment that can distinguish between those forms of
infrastructure that are essential for a green economy and those that are not, or are
positively inimical to it, combined with a combination of public spending through new
financial institutions and leverage of private investment that will deploy new green
infrastructure at scale.
• Environmental tax reform which systematically increases the price of carbon-based
energy and other environmental resources associated with negative impacts, and which
uses the revenues to offset distributional impacts, incentivise further investments in
resource efficiency or reduce other taxes which fall on labour or entrepreneurial success.
Such gradual and predictable price increases, and the more efficient resource use to
which they would lead, would also serve to muffle the noise of increasingly volatile energy
and other resource markets, because their costs would make up a lower and lower
proportion of overall business costs, tending in turn to promote economic stability and
resource security.

The introduction of such policies will not have the desired effect on investment unless
Government can convince investors that they signal a settled determination to make a reality of
the green economy. In respect of energy policy especially, the current UK Government has not
been successful in generating such policy credibility. Without some new substantive measures
(such as the index-linked bonds we have described) that go beyond rhetoric, it seems unlikely
that the Government will be able to convince wary private investors of its bona fides, and the
opportunity to put the UK economy decisively on a trajectory towards low-carbon prosperity,
resource security and environmental quality will be lost. This will be as much a loss to those
currently unemployed or under-employed, who could find jobs in the new sectors of the green
economy, as to future generations who will see other countries reaping the green economic
benefits which they could have enjoyed.
As the UK economy emerges from recession, the direction it takes in recovery will largely
determine whether it is robust in a world increasingly characterised by concerns about climate
stability and resource availability, and contributes towards addressing those concerns; or whether
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it is increasingly desperately trying to sustain unsustainable sources of prosperity. The UK
Government has a major role in determining which of these futures is the dominant experience of
its people. We believe that the adoption of the package of recommendations we outline above
would put the UK well on the way to achieving a green economy. It remains to be seen whether
policymakers have the ambition and the conviction to put them into practice.
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